Dukes' 40-23
loss to VIllanova
hurts chances
of participating
In Division 1-AA
playoff.

Ani DIFranco,
'angry feminist
'singer
a range
musical styles
Wilson Hall.
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Minority prospects
~tnesscarnpuslife
by Courtney Crowley
_ _ ___;l::..taff_
:.; wruer

I .AURA SOULARI.swffplwwgrophtr

Organizers of 'Take a Look Day from the African American Perspective' prepare to pass out literature
to the more than 700 prospective minority students and their families Saturday.

Racial statements published in column
in GMU's newspaper ignite controversy
Editor, university officials defend paper's support of free speech
Phi. a service fraternity, was auended by about 65
student!.. Seven editors from the Broadside and the
J'Efl.. writer
paper's fnculty ndviser ulso uuended
The first :tmendmcnt is still in full force, at least at
Wnght offered a verbal apology nt the meeting in
George Mat-~on University. A recent column publi~hed
addition to a wriuen opolo~y published 1n the Nov. II
In the Nov 4 Jssue of the Broad.ride. George Mason's
i11sue of the Br(}(ld.lide He apologized for his choice of
student new:-.paper. ha:. provoked contro,·ersy and
word~ but defended h1!'> premise that 1t i~ wrong for any
incited a !IUb\tanual amount of external medin interest.
group to react to perceived injU'.tJce with v1olence.
The column, by;John Paul Wright was n reaction to
Accordang to the Nov. I 4 online edition of the
black people's involvement in the recent disturbances
new:.papcr, all the 5tudents at the meeting agreed that
following the !lhooung of a black
"communication with each other
youth by white pollee officer~ in St.
t,
and between organi1ations would
Petersburg. Aa., and the 1992 riots
be the fiN ~tep toward a o;olution tO
in Lo. Angeles lo ll owi ng the
racial problems (On the campus)."
Rodney King incident.
fO
The session!> were not ori~inai!Y
Titled "C n't they all just get
planned to addres~ Wnght s
along?" the _colurnn eltpre~sed the
co lumn and actually were
wnter' s da.,approval at thOl'C
'/)lfll0n, W e
scheduled hefore it~ publication,
andividuaL JO\iOI\ ed in the civil
[
Zlelaskiewic"L said,
~is.turbances following the
GMU Oirect.6rofmedia relations
mc1dents.
•
•
" Lnuro Massie agreed fwith the
. "Perhaps it is not wise of me to
editonal dec1sion to publish the
thmk these humans are capable of
column. although she said ~he did
reason," Wnghr wrote. "Maybe
Laura Massie not agree with the column's
they are animals that need to be
GMU director of medin relations content. "The university supports
token care of by being chained
all student rights to free speech,"
down."
Massie said. "Everyone bas the
Kristen Zielaslc.iewicz, edi tor-i n-chief at the
right to expres!l his or her opinion, whether people
Broadside, defended the decision to run the story. citing
agree or dic;agree with them."
tudent righLs to tree speech. Ziela'>kiewicz added that
In ils mission statement. the Brood.rid~ pledges to its
the paper has been working closely with student affairs
readers the paper will addres~ the ideas and grievances
on minority i•sues . "We have been working all
of student!~, faculty and administration an a balanced
semester to organize focus groups [to discuss issues],"
and responsible manner.
7ielaskiewicz uid.
The newspaper claims a d1v~ staff. including silt
One such group met Nov. 12 in the GMU srudent
blnck students, four A..~aan Americans, one Latino, one
union to discuss Wnght's column and other related
see COLUMN page 2
racial issues. The meeting. sponsored by Omega Psi

by Rob Spiers

Everyone has the

right expreSS hiS Or
herO · ·
h th
er

pe0p e agree Or
dtsagree Wlth them.

More than 700 pro">pecti ve
minonty students and their famahes
took the opponunity to see campus
life fi~thand when JMU held its 12th
annual ''Tale n Look Day from the
African American Perspective"
Saturday.
Toke a LooL. Day i 11pon ored by
the Ofhce of Adm1ssaon and staffed
by Students for Manority Outreach.
"We are competing with
historically black colleges. and
becaul>e of their populanty, it':-. hard
to recrui t Afracan American
students," sa1d Janeene Blond.
pres1dent of SMO.
She said Take a Look Day is an
opportunity for the univer;ity to "get
JMU's name out
"Prospective students don't expect
to see minoritie'l at JM U." Bland
~id. "and to c;cc something like this
~ponsorlld by a minority organiltlllon
is encouraging."
Minorities constitute 12 percent of

the total student body at JMU this
year, according to Tracey Porter,
L'iSistant director of admi<~sions . Of
that number, 7 percent are AfricanAmerican.
From an admi~ion:; a.spect. JMU ·
does well and gets a lot of
applications from minoriues, Porter
said . .. But the number of those
students who actually enroll is not a.~
good," he ~aid . "We are competing
wath other school s for the same
strong students."
Bland sa1d programs like Take a
Look Day are important ''You can't
stop having programs like these.
because we want the numbers (of
minoritJesl to increase, not decrease."
The Office o f Admissions ha ~
other methods of recruitang rmnority
students to JMU, but Take a Look
Day is the single largest program
JMU has to draw as many
prospective students as poo;sible to
Harrisonburg at one ttme. Pon.cr said.
"We have ton~ of wnys to recruit
see MINORJTY page 2

Dukes defeat UNCG, 3-1
Freshman forward leads JMU women
to second-ever NCM tournament win
by Seth Burton
staff writer
The JM U women·~ soccer team
made ib second-ever nppcornnce in
the NCAA tournament Sunday, ;~nd
aner a slow stan. and a goal and an
ass1M from freshman forward Jessica
Marion, the Dukes secu red their
set:ond·evcr NCAA tournament win,
a 3·1 triumph over the Univcr,ity of
North Carol ina Green. boro Spanano,,
Junior forward Aimee ,Vaughn
broke a 1- 1 tie at the 63:43 mark in
the second half when she placed J
penalty o;hot to the right of d1v1ng
UNCG
goalkeeper
Paula
Domlln\111'1.

"h JUSt came into my head that I
was going to toke It and make it."
Vaughn said about the kid..
Sophomore midfielder Jess
Williams placed a through ball up to
a o;creaking Tasha El11s, who wa-;
then tripped by Spartan d~Jfender
Harmony Johnson, Sellin& up
Vaughn's goal.
'' We've hnd a hi story with
Greensl}oro of really tight, nip and
tuck k(nd of games," JMU coach
Dave Lombardo saad. "We knew it
was going to be the same today We
played OK in the first half, and really
turned up the flame ~ond half."
The Spartan. got on the board
first when UNCG sophmore forward
Ali Lord, the Bag South Conference
Player of the Year. was left free in

front of the Dukes' net and poked in
a cross nine minutes mto the game.
"We were JUSt a little nervous,"
Vaughn said about the Dukes sub· par
first half.
Marion evened the score at I
when she 'SCOn:d 11 break nw:ty goal
off a cross from senaor midftelder
Kri~ti Palmaccio. "All I was hoping
to do was slade n past the goalie,"
Marion "aid. "I saw her come out and
then I tried to go to goal,''
JMU put the game out of reach at
the 8 I :27 mark: when Marion
antercepted a frce ·k•tk from
Domitrivits and hit 'iOphmore
forward Therese Wolden in the bo~ .
Wolden placed it off the post and in
for the finaJ 3·1 margin of' ictory.
"We just picked it up a lot and
played our hearts out." Marion said.
The Dukes did pid it up in the
second half. Arter being ouLc;hot 6-1
1n the lir!it half, JMU put seven shots
on UNCG's net during the ~cond 45
manutes of the game, while allowing
only two on its own. Wolden and
Vaughn combined to take five of
those shots. two of which decided the
game.
With the win come.'l the daunting
task of factng the nation's top-ranked
team, UNC Chapel Hill , who
defeated the Dukes' CAA rival
Wilham &: Mary S-0.
Justm Christophu conJribUJtd to this
story.

I
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"To tlte pre:;s alone, clrequered
as it is with abu~, tht world is
mdebted for all tlrt triumphs
which llnve been gained by
reason and lmmnnity over error
and oppression."
-james Madison
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trying to get the message out to aJI mtnonty
students. "SMO is under the same umbrella wtth
Club Latino and the Indian-Pakistani organt7.auon
- we. reach out to all minorities."
Sherrye Jackson. treasurer of SMO. ~aid it
seemed as tf there were a greater number of
participants in this year'' program thnn in years
past. "It's our job to introduce them to the
umversity and make sure they' re having a good
ume," she sa1d
A grent amount of plannmg went into thiS day
in hopes it would be o success And to ensure JMU
can improve on the program each year, all
parllctpant. ore g1ven a Take a Look D~y
evaluation form along with a foldef lilled Wtlh
information on JMU.
R~po~~ indicate thio; year·, Take a Look Day
w01s a succe s. ''We've had a good tur~out. and
everyone i havmg o good time," Jackson ~aid of
the 700 attendees.
Porter ~atd he won't know how attendance at
tht!> year's Toke a Look Day compares to previous
years until all evaluation forms are counted next
week.
Adrienne Mandley, a senior htgh school 'tudent
from Ri~hmond, ~aid she likes JMU "It's such a
beauttful compus, and the people here are ntce.
I'm impressed with what I see and I want to come
here next year."

Mandley's mother said, "I love th

because it has a wholesome limos~ te0 11'chool

prog..-m is positive because it can help
Tht\
tf this is the exact place you want yo~ouhd~tde
go."
r c tid to
The ~•me sentiments were echoed b 11
from another part of the state. Janelle Ta~t famtl~
from Fairfax, ~aid cohe originally wanted· 0 ~ntor
here because of the reputation of the M come
Royal Dukes. Tait is involved 1n the ~rchtng
Thomas Jefferson Hi&h School for Scie and at
Technoloay tn Alexandria.
nee and
The different activities introduced to her 10
program. however, showed Tait JMU h~
the
of(er than ju.;t a nationally renowned band~ to
has a great bu~ineu proaram and a MU
campus." she said.
pretty
"I really appreciate this program the
together becau e it made me actually take
put
out of my schedule to come down .. \he llmde
"8es1'des. Ihat step how was really great
. ". li:tl
.Tait's father was eq~aJiy impressed ''I think
th•~ prog~am was very .nfonnat1ve, and 11 ·\ the
type of !hang [JMU) needs t~ do more often. JMU
pre!lents a very good p1cture in terms f
tnfostructure.
o
"This is a universny in progress." he uid. "It
seems to be well-funded, and I believe 11 ha~
healthy future ~th academically and finonctally}
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students. such as teuers from our office " he said.
"But th1s is a maJor recruitment prog~ because
we can offer [prospective] students a side of JMU
from lhe point of view of the college outreach
groups."
Aside from the1r own trnvel costs, Take a Look
Day is free for all participants. JMU sendll <;evernl
mathngs to parttcipants to ensure a!t large a turnout
as possible.
Several acttvtues were packed tnto 12 hou" for
the participants. The day mcluded gutded campus
tours given by members of SMO and academic
es. tons that provided parents and students wtth a
chance to meet with deans, faculty and c;tudents
from the different colleges.
In addillon, !here was an organi7.alional fair and
a free lunch ac D hall. Panicipants were also given
the chance to take in the JMU-Villnnova football
game before the day's final activity, JMU Revue,
began at Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Grnflon-Scovall
with an occupancy of 630, had standing roorr:
only. The revue showcased the calents of the
mem?ers of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.,
JMU s first black Greek organization, in a step
s~ow . The Dukeues and Concemporary Gospel
Stngers presented ocher performances at the
Revue.
While Take a Look Day is directed toward
Afncan-Amencan students. Bland said SMO is

Net ;

http:/ / breeze.jmu t.-du
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copy of Tilt Bra:u for free.
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CLASSIFIEDS?
How to place a classified ad:
<::ome to The Bretlt office
weekdays between 8 a.m. and S
p.m.
Cost. S2 50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional I0
words; boxed classified, S I 0 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday 1ssue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday 1ssue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in Tlte Breeze office.
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continued from page 1

Indian and one Pakistani . The
managmg editor and opinion editor
are both Afncan Amencllf\
When asked about race relatton!i
at GMU. Mnss1e commented ,
"Unfortunately, racasm ts everywhere
you go. and George Mason is no
different. We're a very diverse
campus and we· re very pleased w1th
that."
University Vtce President Davtd
L. Pouer said he thought the column
was not a measure of a hidden mc1al
problem at GMU. " I don't thtnk
George Mason h:ts a record for that,"
Pouer said, referrifl& to poor race
relauons. "When you have differing
student populations, the potential for
conflict i\ strong··
Potter said he thought the content
of Wnght's amcle was "unfortunate"
and the postllon wa~ "weak and
indefen!>ible." but he said students
have the right to mal.e personal
statements "We're not in the
bu ·~e.-.!1 of curtailing free speech,"
he sntd.
However, at lea~t one . rudent
dt!.agreed with the paper'\ dectc;ton
to print the column. GMU sophmore
Sarah vnnde Graff said the column
wa\
"inappropnate
and
discnmtnatory.
"I don't think he [Wnght) should
have wntten 11, and the paper
shouldn't have pnnted tt."
Kirby Reed, student government
pre'>tdent at GMU. said Wright had
the nght to speak and he was glad the
column was published. "I think the
reaction [on campus] was healthy
because many people believe there
isn't racism just because it 's not
oven," Reed said. 'The article makes
t.Ju. clear."
Reed recently was featured tn an
editorial in the Nov. 15 edition of
The Washington Post lauding the
calm way in whtch he has dealt wtth
the situatton.
.Connoway Haskins, the optnion
edttor at the Broadside. said he was
surpnsed at the amount of media
auention the column recetved "We
don't regret running the column that was never our posnion, but we
d1dn't expect lhe med1a reaetton"
Hac;kin!> said.
'

Can't touch this

MELISSA PALLADINO/photo ttftmr

Sophomore guard Hope Cook ( r) h
for the season Wednesday afternoo~ ~~~~sgsenlor point guard Holly Rlllnpt (I) as they prepare
year.
· n er, team co-captain, led the Dukn In acorfng last
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Library policy rules out snacking
said. " If we aren't consistent with
the policies, then students slowly
Uke more ubert1es"
Cuculauon Systems Coordinator
Susan Nichols said she does not
know 1f the problem will get better,
but she hopes students will adhere to
the new regulations She said
frequent messe make it harder for
the housekeepers dunng the evening

by Leslie Blancbard
contributing_w_n..:..:.,..;;.er'-----Beginning this week, the
university will crack down on
students sipping sodas and snacking
while studying in the nooks of
CarTier Library.
"Spilled drinks; crumbs on tables,
cham and carpets; sl.ains and grease
spots on upholstered furniture: and
drinks close to the compua.ers in the
lab are creating unrea.~nable burdens
for the housekeepers," Barbara
Miller, director of libmries, said in an
e-mail tO 1M Bru1.~.
No food can enter the library, and
only drink$ in Earth mugs or with
screw-on caps are acceptable, Miller
~id. Workers at reference desks will
keep their eyes out for students who
disregard this policy. A supervisor
will be on duty during the evening to
patrol food and drink consumption
throughout the libmry. If students are
found with drinks in illegal
containers or food , library personnel
will ask them to take it outside or
dispose of it
Carrier Library will ..aggress1vely
advertise" these new rules starting
today, Miller said. Librarians will put
copies of this policy in each book
checked out, and a display in the
main lobby will show acceptable inlibrary drink containers so all
library users will be aware of the
rules.
Miller said the food consumption
has been out of control in recent
years. This policy was attempted

hours.

PHOTO ILU.ISTKAnON BY ED DYER/contrtbuflllg pltotograpMr

Two Rudents demolwbiU....., llnry ...,.. tendency to chow down llfi10I1C the books. C811'1er
Ubra'y'a feod policy now prablblts . . food lftd drtnka without c..,. or In Earth mugs, In the lbr.-y.
eight years ago, but then a building
project took place. According to
Miller. rules were not enforced
because construction people were in
and out of the building constantly for

the const:ruction's duralion.

Miller said she assumed students
would take pride in the newly
renovated building. but as the library
crowd grew, so did the mess it len.

Miller believes individuals feel more
anonymous disobeying the rules
· when there is a larger crowd of
people using the libray.
"Signs don't get 11 done," Miller

The new food consumption rules
present a problem for students who
like to snack while they study or
carry reusable contruners for take-out
meals.
Semor Laurie McFaul, a heafth
sc1ences major, said, " I like to go to
Let's Go. buy bagels and bring t.hem
into the library. Th1 s is a big
Inconvenience now that the library
doesn't allow food."
Freshman Marie Abbott, a biology
major and frequent library user,
believes students need to be more
responsible. "Nobody wants to sit
down to a desk to study and have
someone else's crumbs sitting there,"
she said.
Freshman Carlin Ammons, a
psychology major, admits these
measures are probably needed but
still th1nks it is a shame " messy
people have to ruin it for everyone
else."
According to Nichols. library
personnel are aware that students w1ll
try to sneak food in their pockets and
book bags. but they hope students
will take note of the policy 's
regulations.

Afr~Ame~ican

studies program
is focus of scholar's efforts
by Laurie Botts
staff writer

Pluralism isn't supposed to be about building boundaries; it is
supposed to be about breaking down boundaries, a prominent Harvard
professor told an audience of about I,300 Thursday night.
Henry Louas Gates Jr. a Harvard professor and chairman of Harvard'sAfro-American studies department, spoke to a packed Wilson Hall
Auditonum about race and class relations in the United States.
"He is an insightful, eye-opening. intemgent, down-to-earth man," said
Tim Whelsky, a f'liSl-year graduate student. ..He gave you the ~se of
someone you've known for a long time, someone you could go to with
questions and get the answers."
Gates closed the gap between himself and his audience by opening his
speech with background about his childhood in P1edmont, W.Va. His
initial interest in boob saemmcd from his attempts to impress a childhood
sweetheart who was an active reader. He recycled C8ll$ and bottles to pay
for the Dell paperbacks he read. During his high school and early colle&e
years at Yale University, Gates focused on reading and writing about
black people.
Gates has taught at Yale. Cornell and Duke universities and began his
work at Harvard in 1991. For the past five years he has brought together
such notable black professors as ComeJ West and William Julius Wilson
to fonn a strong and cohesive Afro-American studies program at Harvard.
He is convinced these three great minds working together are making
more progress than working at separate institutions.
Gates helped to raise more than $11 million for various African·
American studies programs at Harvard, including the W.E. B. Du Bois
lnslltute for Afro-American Research. Currently, Gates is trying to
establish a doctorate program in the f~eld.
Race isn't something only blacks have, gender isn't something only '
women have and sexual orientation isn't something only gays have. Gates
said. People think if they aren't a part of one of these groups. they don't
have to worry about the problems these groups have.
"Ethnicity: we can't Jive with it, we can't live without it." Gates sa.id.
"All politics O(l any level are identity politics. Invent yourself."
According to sophomore Vanessa Cantave, it was her duty as an
African-American to come to the speech and support Gates. ..He is a
great man. I wanteCi to see if anything he had to say would be
pertinent to the JMU community.''

ALL YSON BOFEillstaffpllott~trropMr
H•rvn prOfeaor Henry Louis G.tea Jr. spoke .t Wilson
Hall Thursd8y evening to • crowd of .t»out 1,300 people.
Gates s,atd AS percent or all black cluldren live at or below the poverty
lev~l. Although the number of middle class black people is now the
higflest ever in U.S. history, the number of bi3Ck people living below the
poverty level is al~ at an all-t1me h1gh
..You don't have to fail in order to be black," Gates told audience

see Af'RO.AMERICAN page 9
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Smokeout supports kicking the
cessation bags will contain
information about the hannful effects
of smoking. along with buttons.
About 21 million people will die stickers, stress balls. gum and a self·
in the 1990s from a imple habit that
evaluation sheet.
involves raising fingers to lips. The
The celebration and activities on
habit is smoking, and it is the smgle Thursday will be in Godwin Hall
most important preventable risk to
noon-4 p.m. and will
health in developed countries.
include Tae Kwon Do
The Great American Smokeout, demonstrations,
presented to JMU by Associate
massage therapy.
Professor of health sciences Thomas
aroma
therapy,
Syre's Health Progq1m Planning
and
giveaways
class and the Health Center, is an
presentations
by
attempt to encourage students to try
various organizations
to kick the habit. Between 4 p.m.
on how to deal with
Nov. 20 and 4 p.m. Nov 21, students stress.
arc encouraged to pledge to stop
Karen Morey , a
smoking for those 24 hours. The senior health sciences
Health Program Planning class is
major and marketing
sponsorina several activities this
committee member for
week 10 cncourase non-smokinJ.
the event, said the
Merinda Battle, a senior health
activuies day is
servicu administration major and designed to get people
CEO of the event, Slid she hopes the excited about the
smolteout will encourage people to possibility of quitting.
quiL
..We definitely want
'We want to give them a rason to
to get a lot of people involved aDd
stop srnokiq, to just give them that ge~ lots of people down there," she
ed,e," she said.
,
• said.
..We're not fussing at people,"
The smokeout is des•Jned not
Blltle said. ..We're just saying, 'Here
only to help smoken, Morey said.
are the fiCI.S and we want to help.' " • "It's also for second-hand smoke .nil
To assist those who take the other tobacco use like chewinj
tobacco."
pled&e. Battle uid cessation
~
packa&cs will be available. The ·
Non-smokers can also pledge io

by Jodie Bartoe
s'nior writer

Wild

.
times ~ at JMU

adopt n smoker, promising to help
and encourage a smoker to quit for
the day Students can sign the pledge
Tue~day and Wednesday II a.m -2
p.m. on the commons and in the rna• I
room and 2-4 p.m. at Zane Showkcr
Hall. Students can also sign the

include a boom box and gift
ceruficates to Chili's. Wai-Man and
Mr J's Bagels/Deli.
DeSouLa ~aid she hopes there is a
good tum out for the events and that
her class' efforts w11l pay off by
helpmg some people quit smoking.
"I think if they
feel they can do it for
a day, then they can
quit 1f they really
want to," she said.
The
Health
Program Planning
class of 38 students
has organized all
activities for the
Great
American
Smokeout. The class
was divided into five
comminees: steering,
marketing and public
relations.
fundraisins, research and
evaluation,
and
activities. DeSouza
JAY MOORFISirlfftmut said it has been a
challen&ina wk for
pled1e at the University
Recreation Center 3-7 p.m.
such a large JTOUP to wofk together
WedAesday.
in planning the even~.
"It's hard sometimes, but most
Jacqueline DeSouza, a senior
people (in the c:lass) really want to
health sciences major and assistant
help out and are really into it." she
CEO for the event, said everyone
said.
who takes lbe pledge or comes to the
activities day could win one of
Syre ~d he thinks requiring his
class to plan a big event is a great
several prizes. Some of the prizes

h~bit

way for his students to Jearn. The
first half of the semester. the class
learned about health program
planning through lecture and
discuss10n. The second half of the
semester, Syre said he gave the class
the opportunity to apply the
principles they had learned.
"They get the didactics of health
prognm planning, but then they're
actually doing •t." he said.
Health Program Planning is
considered a key senior class, Syre
said. He said the knowledac the
students gain will be easily applied
in the real world. "Wherever they go,
they're going to have to know and be
able to use planning skills," he said.
The class bas woded very closely
with the Health Center. which has
provided a tremendous amount of
assistance., Syre said
-rbey provide expertise, they
provide funding; it •s a nice
collaborative effort." be said. The
Heattb Center provided contacts
with an:a businesses and donated the
entire cost of the projed - between
S3S0-$400.
In past years. Syre's c:lass has
planned and lteld events, such as
AIDS Awareness Day and the Health
Fair and Ak:obol Awareness Month.
The spring semester class may be
involved in plannina a recyclina
awareness week. he said.
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Symposium raises environmental issues
I

by Kristin Butte
staff wrir~r

I

As JMU sits amidst the natural wonders of
the Shenandoah Valley and Blue Ridge
Mountains, the top1c of wilderness preservation
is relevant and pervasive. Th1s global
environmental issue will find a voice at JMU
this week.
A Wilderness Preservation Symposium,
including speakers on various environmental
issues, will be held in Burruss Hall, rm. 238, on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
The speakers will focus on local issues and
environmental problems, said junior Janet
Cardner, one of the four student organizers of
the symposium. "We wanted to do something
about local environmental issues to raise
nwareness in JMU students," she said
The symposium was organized by
sophomores Tim Sullivan 1111d Rich Coombes,
senior Meghan Zimmerman and Cardner as part
of Geography 240. a course 10 geography and
resource use taught by John Gentile. associate
professor of geography.
The Wilderness Preservation symposium
will begin at 7 p.m. Th~ay with speaker Ernie
Dickerman, a charter member of the Wilderness
Society. Dickerman, known as the father of the
Eastern Wilderness Act, has worked for six
decades to preserve nature, Cardner said.
AI McPherson, recreation officer with lbe
National Forest, will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday. The symposium will conclude with
speaker Lynn Cameron, president of the
Virginia Wilderness Society, at 7:30p.m.
Thursday.
Although they are aware of the basic issues
the speakers will address, the student organizers
do not know exactly what specific topics the
speakers will discuss. Coombes said.
Accordlng to Cardner, "'The three speakers
know each other, so they will be coordinating
to make sure their topics are not the same. Ernie
[Dickerman) will probably be addressing the
history of the Eastern Wilderness Act."
Coombes said the student orpniz.m created
their own aroup. decided upon the topic of
wilderness preservation and organized !h~
symposium on their own. They bepn planD1J18

at the beginning of t~ semester by making
phone calls to people in the National Forest. he
said
!
Because the symposium is part of a class
project. Gentile left the students to secure and
organize the speakers for the symposium
themselves, Coombes said.
Cardner sa1d Gentile referred them to
various possible speakers, and they followed up
the references with phone calls to different
preservation institutions.
Sullivan, Coombe$, Zimmerman and
Cardner contacted the Nature Conservatory and
were referred to the Valley Conser~atory
Council where they obtained these three
speakers. she said.
They decided to have the symposium
continue for three days, with a different speaker
each evening, to ensure that people who are
bosy one night Will be able to attend at leas.t one
lecture, Coombes. said
Junior Andy Jakes. also a member of the
Geography 240 class, said wilderness
preservation is an important issue, and he will
talk to people in biology classes to encourage
others to hear the speakers as well as altend the
symposium himself.
" I think it's exciting that we're having all
different speakers coming to taUt about this
here." he said.
Another Geography 240 class member,
sophomore Tracy Morris, plans to attend the
symposium. "It is an important topic, especially
considering tbe amount of forests around us
here," she said
The group expectS students to hear about the
symposium primarily through word of mouth,
Coombes said. ..People who are more
environmentally inclined will probably come,"
he said. "We're expecting a whole bunch of
geography, geology and anthropology majors."
Jakes said there is a wide range of people
concerned about this environmental topic.
"There arc a lot of people in the biology
department who think this is important, too. It's
DOl just geography majors."
The Wilderness Preservation ·Symposium is
free and open to anyone wbo Wants to anend.
For more information, contact Janet Cardner at
vi~.

;
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Across from the Quad
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Hours:
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NOW HIRING FOR IVININ8 IHiftSI
Pizzo Makers _ Delivery Staff (Experienced Preferred)
$S. 41 per hour (plus tips for delivery staffl)
FLIXIBU SCHIDULU - CONVINIINI
More Info?_ x3960 Applico1ions: Taylor Down Under CoHee Bar
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If you would like to
write for the News
section of The Breeze,
call Stacey, Kristen or
Paula at x6699

CANNED
fOOD DRiVE
cNour th~o~ dVov.
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Help feed the
Homeless! Boxes
located in all
Residence Halls!
for more info,
call Will @x7509

Sponsored
by
the
Sophomore
Class
Council
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Finding a job If' today's tight employment market can be
tough. Let Don Richard Associates give you the experlense.
you need to get a jump on the competition.
As an established leader in the placement of accounting and administrative
professionals In the Washington area, Don Richard Associates Is currently seeking
college students and recent graduates with at least 6 months work experience In
an offlce environment for numerous long- and short-term positions. '
Through Don Richard, you can beef up your resume, cultivate business contacts
and explore career options while earning top pay and benefits. Best of all, many
of our temporary positions turn Into full-time permanent employment! Call the
office near you for more Information!

Don Richani

A~t&"

8300 Greensboro Drive. #720
McLean. VA 22 102
(703)827-5990
Fa'<: (703)827-9084
http://donrichard.com

ON DAY
e Animal Rights Coalition meeting, Maury Hall. rm. 204,
7p.m.
e Science Fiction Fantasy Guald meeting. Taylor Hall, rm.
402,7 p.m.
Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
306. 7-8 p.m.
Freshman class council meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311 .
8:30p.m.

e

e

JTUESDAY
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EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall , rm. 311 . 5 p.m.
Circle K meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 5:45 p.m
• AED National Premedical Society meetmg, Burruss Hall,
rm. 31,7 p.m.
e Psychology Club meeting. Maury Hall, rm. 101,7 p.m.
·
Details: Heather, x5942.
~ildemess Symposium, sponsored by geography
department, Burruss Hall, nn. 238, 7-9 p.m.
• "Blade Runner," sponsored by UPB. Grafton-Stovall
• Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2.
College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall. rm. 306,
7:30p.m. Details: Jason, x7726.
e Spring Break service trips information session. sponsored
by Community Service Learning. Taylor Hall, rm. 402. 9 p.m.
•

e

ALICIA H90D'.r,Uortist

e
e

[WEDNESDAY
e
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Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor HaJJ, rm. 402,
5 p.m.
"Steps to a Teaching Position,'' Sonner Hall, Office of
Career Services, 5-6 p.m.
Hunger Banquet. sponsored by Geography 295. Mrs.
Green's, 6 p.m .. $1 and canned-food item.
e Student teacher orientation meeting, Miller Hall, rm. I 0 I,
6:30-8 p.m.
"Blade Runner,'' sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatte, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2.
Hannony meeting, Taylor HaJJ. rm. 3 I I , 7:30p.m.
Wilderness Symposium, sponsored by geography
department, Burruss Hall, rm. 238, 7:30-9 p.m.•
e Phi Chi Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall,
rm. G-3, 9: I 5 p.m.

e
e
e
e
e

IIe HURSDAY
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Great American Smokeout, Godwin Hall, noon-4 p.m.
EARTII meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400. S p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m.
• Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers. Wesley
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.
Gemini Entertainment TV production organization
general information meeting, Taylor HaJJ, rm. 203, 6 p.m.
Madis')" Mediators, Anthony-Seeger Hall lobby, 6 p.m.

e

e
e
e

Student teacher orientataon meeting. Miller HaJJ, rm. 101,

6:30-8 p.m.
• Wildemes..c; Symposium, sponsored by geography
department, Burruss Hall, rm. 238. 7-9 p.m.
e "BL~uiat," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
7 and 9:30 p.m., $2.
Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,8 p.m.
Details: Shabana or LaTaya. x7746.
Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, Miller Hall, rm.
101,8p.m.

e
e

Drug use among teens may Increase TV show may help solve mystery of
due to states' marijuana legalization · Showalter Reynolds abduction, death
WASHINGTON - Drug use among teen-agers probably
will tncrease because of state laws that allow smoking
marijuana for medical purposes, President Clinton's chief
drug policy adviser contends.
Recently passed laws legalizing medicinal marijuana in
Cahfomia and Arizona directly conflict with the anti-drug
messages sent to America's youth by schools and parents.
Barry McCaffrey said Friday.
"While we are trying to educ.ate American adolescents that
psychoactive drugs are bad. now we have this apparent
message that says 'No, they're medicine. They're good for
you,"' he said.
"Jnoreased drug abuse in every category will be the
inevitable result of the referenda." said McCaffrey, director
of the White House's Office of National Drug Control
Policy.
His offJCC plans to increase education efforts explaining
that such drugs are more harmful than helpful.
" Drugs are wrong," McCaffrey, a retired Army general,
said at a luncheon Friday for community anti -drug
advocates. "They're not wrong simply because they're
illegal. They are wrong because they destroy you physically,
mentally and morally."
In the Nov. 5 elections, voters in California approved a
plan legalizing the cultivation, possession and use of
marijuana for medicaJ reasons. Arizona's electorate agreed
to allow doctors to prescribe the marijuana, heroin, LSD and
methamphetamines for critically ill patients.
Supporters say such drugs should be made available to
relieve pain for people who suffer from serious illnesses such
as AIDS and cancer.
The impact of both measures is uncertain since federaJ law
prohibits anyone from using. growing or selling marijuana.
-AP/newsllndtr news service
0 'II

area.
The show explained that for several months leading up to
Reynolds' disappearance. more than 20 women said they
also were stopped by the man believed to have abducted her.
Rowland said state police received "credible information"
in Friday night's wave of calls, but he would not say whether
authorities were ready to act on any of the calls.
About 30 percent of the suspects featured on "Unsolved
Mysteries" are apprehended, the show's producers have said.
Anyone with information about the Reynolds case should
call the Virginia State Police at (540) 829-7400.
- AP/newstladtr news service
~·
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CULPEPER - Telephone calls poured into the Virginia
State Police office in Culpeper after the television show
"Unsolved Mystenes" aared a segment on the abduction and
death or Alicta Showalter Reynolds.
Some of the calls were encouraging, a state police special
agent said.
"Folks have done exactly what we asked them to and
that's call in." J.K. Rowland of the state police's Bureau or
Criminal In vestigations said about an hour after Friday
night's program. "It's the information we asked for."
About I 0 special agents manned phones at the Culpeper
office. State police received about 100 calls in the fi~t hour
after the segment aired . Authorities also stood by in
California, site of the "Unsolved Mysteries" hotline, state
police spokeswoman Lucy CaldweJI said.
The segment lasted a~t 10 mjnutes and explained how
the 25-year-old Baltimore resident left her home about 7:30
a.m. March 2 to drive to Charlottesville to meet her mother
for a hopping trip.
Reynolds never showed up. A state trooper found her
abandoned car the same day along U.S. 29 about two miles
south of Culpeper. Her body was later found in a wooded
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• Style: Preview of Virginia Repertory Dance Company
• Focus On: Winter holidays, including an article about Santa Claus
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JMU Bookstore, Warren Ball
\II ft

December 41b·7th
Wads., ftan., Fil., : 8:-... · 1:30pm
·sabuday: llam-4pm

Bi hlands Room Warren Ball

The Official
Ring Company
for the
Class of 1998

December 11111-13111

Maa., fin., Widi., : 8ial • 7piD
ftan., ud Fri. : 8am-lpm

We accept Cash, Personal Checks, FLEX

~il~

It Pa~ To ~erl Use Your Disc<wer Card And Save Up
To ~251 To Apply For A Card, Calll-8'QO-rr-PAYS-TO

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Cancun $399
Jamaica $419
Florida $n9

I
I

g days • All Meals • Free Parties • Includes Taxes

I

I

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $150 on Food & Drinks

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $150 on Food & Drinks

7 Nights • Panama City, Daytona & Cocoa Beach

Spring ~reak Travel ~ Our lOth Year!

l-800-678-6386
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4p.M.
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Thanksgiving Snow Tire Sale
Snow Tire Sizes

P 155/80R13 ..$50.95
P.175/70R13 ..$51.95
P 185/70R13 .. $52.95
P 185/80R13 ..$54.95
P 185/70R14 ..$54.95
P 185/75R14 ..$57.95
P 195/75R14 ..$58.95
P 205/75R15 ..$62.95
P 225/75R15 ..$67.95
P 235/75R15 ..$69.95

BFGoodrlcli

All-Terrain Ul
LT3lxl0.50Rl5

$114.95
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members... Kick butt here at JMU and go out
into t.he world und help black people:·
Gates' goal is to bridge the gap between
black peopJe on campus and those on the
streets. He urged his oud1ence to stnve to cea~
class differentials through training blacks for
the technical jobs of the future.
Gates ended his 50-minute speech with a
question/an wer session, during which he told
an Eastern Mennonite University student that
African-Amcncon stud1es dcpanments begin
purely on academ1c grounds and grow
incrementally wilh the addition of diverse
facuhy.
He then agreed with a ~tudent who pointed
out that the American government syMem is
faulty and holdss black people back but advised
students not to get caught up 10 fightang the
'System. Instead, he said they should amprove
themselves within it.
"He was not talking just to black people,"
French instructor Jacqueline Court• ~a1c.J. "Color
is a symbol for a lot of things - for
differences. We ore all afraid of differences.
We must overcome thas."

The Visillng Scholars Program. Unavel'\ity
Program Board and the Center for Multicultural
Student Servic~ brought Gates to JMU.
D1rector of CMSS Tatia Daniels said Gates'
fees were upward of $1 0.000. but after the
incredible student turnout for fellow Harvud
professor Cornel West this year, the center was
eager to hear from Gates.
" He was tremendous," assistant UPS Public
Relations Chaar Geoff Crawford said. ''He
appealed to a divel'$C crowd. He was plain and
to the point - no showmansh ip . just
knowledge."
Scn1or Jasmine Tyler snid, " He was
conscicnce-ruising. I thought a lot of what he
said was empowering. He dcfiOIIe)y gave u~ all
a hllle more to thmk about."
Among the audience were several of Gates'
family members including has mece. a JMU
rophomore.
After the audience's standmg ovation .
Crawford hinted that Harvard professor ·
W11liam Julius Wilson may be on the docket for
next year' s key note speaker in order to
complete: the trilogy in Harvard 's AfroAmerican studies department.
_.....,_____,__............-...-.

and get a

Buy 4 L \tesf a ftee 0 \\

·ficate or
cert\ change

All Tire Sizes·
Including Mounting/Camp Balancing

WE EXTE\D AWELCO\ti'G HA\D
• COMMUNI1Y SERVICE-LEARNING •
• LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT •
• STUDENT ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT •
• UNIVERSilY PROGRAM BOARD •
• GREEK LIFE •
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V~'s Four Season

I

Mountain tlesort

Sf<1
St#"P
Saturday, November 23

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBE1120
9:00AM· 4:00PM
TAI'1011 HAU • 205

8 AJ.\;f - 2 P M IN THE SKI L ODGE
o Drawing for Ski Season Pass ~ Benefits Massanutten Ski Patrol
~ Season Passes la>A> off thru 11/30/96
0 01eck oot oor rew retli1 outlet- n4E ~ sr~
o New this year-Burton hard and soft gocxls, Hooger & Ride boards,

Nt> LOTS Of OTHER STUff!

289-4 954

FOR MORE INFORMATION. P1..EASE CALL THE MADISON LEADERSHIP CENTER AT 568-4538
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Location!
Location!
Location!
• walking distance to campus
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service)
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished Units

Ole807otrlhe

• Ample Park~

• Free water

Onl Ooe1/JI?OColl

• Microwa'.'e
• Washer & Dryer

• Dishwasher

• Individual Leases

_...__ SHENRNDDRH VRLLEY _ _
REGIONAL AIRPORT

Check Us Out!!

USAir Express at (540) 234-9257

Are You Tired ofLoud Music, Sloppy
Roommates, Over Crowded Dorm Rooms
and Total Lack ofPrivacy?
'

Foxhill Townhomes is a planned student community designed to help save
students and parents money by cutting the cost of housing. By buying
a townhome and renting the 3 extra bedrooms to other
students you can live rent free!
I'm aclttul •i1out movi"6
to Foxhlll•..whtJre I'll haw my
No more hassles of competing for housing each year! .
own privattJ ~room 11/g enough
Your mortgage payments give you equity in an asset of
for • doubhJ NJ.
value, while dorm fees and rent are lost forever.
With as little as $5,200 you and your parents can own
a townhome that can help you save on your overaJI
educational cost and provide a positive cash flow
after you graduate. CaJl today for more information:
I

(540) 432-5525
Come enjoy the
freedom andprivacy
ofliving off-campus
In FoxhiU Townhomes.

,_,
oxbill
· 1ownbomes

c/o DMI Corporation • 1111 Old Colony lAne • Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
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Dan...
A ·•you- hould-be-exiled.:.to-ButTalo" dart to all the
people complaining that it's too cold outside.
Sent in by a thick-skinned Yankee who lc.nows what
·
it really meaJJs to be cold.

PIIJ.•.

Disney city too good to be real
icture a community where no house is identical to home is perfectly built. Stores in town are brightly
the one next door. Each has an inviting front painted. A pushcart overflowing with fresh flowers
porch, balcony or bay window to promote waiLS inside Lhe comer grocery store.
Each home has access to the Internet and the town's
neighborly interaction. Imagine a utopia where smalltown shopping is conveniently located a short walk network where consumers can shop with local stores
from residential areas and where one sc hool electronically or monitor their children's progress in the
accommodates kindergarten to 12th grade. A school local school.
This self-(:ontained community could be paralleled to
where there are no grades and individual bathrooms
replace stalls.
a commune where residents could hide themselves from
No, this isn't the set for a new Disney feature. •It's the realities of the world. In their perfect world with
Celebration, Fla., and it's a r~al place the Walt Disney white curtains and airy porches, the problems of the
world could be forgollen.
Co. bas built over the last year in which
real people reside. But, no matter how
"
fi'~nallifie
In addition to sec lu sion, the town
hard Disney tries to replicate a "Mary
exhibits an aesthetic visual perfection
Poppins" society, one must understand cannot be shaped which gives it an "uneasy sense of
real life cannot be shaped from a movie tO a movie
artificiality," according to the Post. One
script or backlot brought-to-life.
could expect to see the commercialConstruction of the co mmunity,
Or backlot
famous Duracell Battery family havmg a
which is loca ted I 0 minutes from
" barbeque on the perfectly manicured
lawns. Children Rollerblade around the
Disney World, began in February and is
projected to contain 8,000 residential
safe town (which may provoke a new
units when completed in 10 to 15 years,
city ordinance to ban il in shoppi ng
according to the Nov. 15 issue of The Washington Post. areas) and the community logo (a girl riding her bike
The $2.5 billion development has been described as "a with a dog closely following) is carved on every street
subdivision on steroids" by John Henry, an Orlando sign,
~hl~L
I
Di s ney has alway s sy mboli7ed a high moral
Celebration's goal for the future as stated in Lhe Post standard. It produces quality children's entertainment
IS "to take Lhe best of what made small towns great in
and teach important le sons. However, by .hUJidmg a
Lhe past and create not just an arch i~tural masterpiece real-life "Toon Town," it 1s pushing its influence a little
but a civic-minded community that would be one of the too far.
safest. healthiest and best-educated in the country.'' And
Th1s town may appear to be a haven. but in reality, it
while this is a noble attempt to provide society's most only manipulates and d1storts \\hat cities all over the
needed desires, it doesn't present a feasible solution for country are trymg to do, and JUSt because it's a Disney
large-scale reform.
project doesn't guarantee its success.
Celebration and places like it represent ideal
conditions for the culuvation of fam1hes and values. but Th~ house editor10l reflects the opinion of the eduortal
the manipulated image of th e worl d these places board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
embody can only be compared to make-believe. Every the opinion editors.

P

...

SCri:pt

brought-to-life.

Karm Bogan ••• edicor Kana Qalmu •.. rnana,ing editor
Laura L. Wade . .. opinion editOT (Jrqory A. Froom ... 05st. of>inion editor
len~~ to the edit« should be no more than 500 WNd\, columru Jhou1d be n\l n"IOrc
~~ 800 w\lf(]s, and b;~th wUl be puhlishrd on a JPICC available l:mb. Thej must be

NIV

dchWftd ro Tht 8rtQr by noon T Udday or5 p.m. Ftlday
1M ~ nxrw:s tht' rieht to edit for cl:amy and space.
The opm1ons In rhl' xcdon do DO« necettanly mtccr the Ofnnion c( rhe ncWlipllpcr,
I l SIT T
rhu ~taft", or James Mad)jon Unh:c:rsity.

A "phat-try" pat to the JMU Women's Rugby team
for another successful season of kickin' ass! Keep it
up!
.
Sellt in by a loyal secQnd-row senior who has
enjoyed life to the fullest playing with you guys for
the last two years. ·

Dan...
A "you-forgot-about-us" dart to landscape
planners for leaving Anthony-Seeger Hall in the dust.
How about sending a little of the business building
treatment this way.
Sem in by an SCOM major who thinks a few
shrubs might ease her pain over the loss of the
crosswalk.

Pal...
A "you' re-a-gentleman" pat to the guy in the AXP
house who was nice enough to walk me home in the
cold when I came stumbling into their house. Thanks
for not trying to take advantage of me in my not-sosmart state.
Sem in by a sorority girl who would like to see
more guys follow AXPs example.

Dan...

I

A "please-don't-rush-us-out-the-door" dart to The
Steakhouse for asking us to hurry up and finish ·our
dessert when we had to wait an extra I 0 minutes for
the dessert~ to be made.
Sem in by } tudents who made their resen•ations
and had a great waiter but dicfn 't appreciate being
asked to hurry up.

Pat...
A ''thanks for your copy" pat to the guy who was
kind enough to let me go ahead of him in line and
then use one of h1s copies It may have helped me get
a job
Stilt in by n l't')• appreciative gmduate srudent
who was abh· to get her papenrork in on time thanks
to you.

--------------------------~_[____<=>
____Jl__/__~--~------~--------THE__B_~_E•Z•E•M•o-nd_~_.N_o_v._l8_.1_~_6_W_
LE'I"I'EI{S T<> TilE Elli'I'<H{
Some campuHelated concerns are
.easily explained, not stupid at all
To tM Editor:
. In response to Mr. J.R. Wycinsty's comments in the Nov. 4
ISSUe or T~ Bruu, "Senior loves JMU but wonders why so
many stup1d things exist and persist." I would like to clarify
some of his concerns, which most likely reflect the concerns of
the saudent body.
• JMU Dining Services, under the direction of Mr. Rick
Larson. is one or the most responsive divisions on campus. They
do not change anything without the research and influence of
students. The Steakhouse was changed to a walk-in operation
only based on feedback from students wbo found making
reservaricos a hassle. The Steakhouse was then changed back to
accept both reservations and walt-ins to accommodate chose
complaints about the walk-in only staNs- Both or these chanaes
were made based on feedback from atudent surveys.
• Line one of D-hall will soon open as Market One. This will
be a food cowt·style operadon similar to PC Dukes. I lNSl you
wiU filld it nJCh better.than the old style line one. Look for lhis
co 'Preview wben we return from Thanuaiving and open
~ wbea we rerum ftom wineer break.
• Tile red fencia& on Godwin Fidd is left up from roocblll
pmes wfltR it is used 10 desiplle abe areas prc-pme actiyilies.
You should see il removed after abe l8st borne pme.
;
• ~ Cbips' hOurs are studied nay ~- The ~ of
business Mister Chip& would have after midniabt is no1 ~
10 jusUty payina a staff and urilitia. In fact, durina exam week
last year. Misler Chips had about six people come in alt week
after maughl..
•Tbe space bet~n UREC and 1-81 does not have a parting
toe for two reasons: aesthetiC$ and flooding problems in lhll area.
• 'J'be JMU Postal Service is in a rransitory period ripe now.
With the recent resignation or a valu.ble window associare, one
person is left on staff co handle package pickup and Slles. In
addition, any transitory period will require some patience.; Please

bear with the mail room and its staff.
• I am responsible for what appears to be, to Mr. Wycinsky,
"B.S.ing around" with the SafeRides program. My co-chair, Mr.
Steve Sebastian, and I have been working hard all semester with
a committee to try to bring a safe rides program to campus.
Where have you been, Mr. Wycinsky? We'd love to hear your
ideas about how to move this along.
• Finally, the Wampler Hall computer lab. along with Maury
Hall and a few ochers. has the old 486 chips in the computers. To
have uniform software all over campus, Windows9S was
installed on all computers. If speed is a problem for you, perhaps
you should try a lab with pentium cbips.
In conclusion, please conu1ct me with any questions or
concerns you may have. The Student Government Association
spends all of its time trying to answer questions just like the ones
Mr. Wycin.sky raised. The SGA office phone number is x6376.
We'd love to help you solve your campus-relacd problems.

.....
........

o.ldA. . . . .

CMdlell&ht service In Court Square

to commemorate. World AIDS Day

TetM~

•

I am writina on behalf cif abe Valley Commiuee on World
AIDS Day to ask the JMU community for support and
J*ticipation in this year's Cfml'llemorariol'l of World AIDS Day
to be held on Dec. 1.
•
This year marks lhe Dinr,b annual observance of World AJDS
Day. This day was originally set aside to strengthen worldwide
efforts to provide awarepess and education of the issues
surrounding AIDS. More than 190 countries will share in the
memorial of World AIDS Qay in a unified endeavor to face the
challenges or AIDS and ~revent its further devastation and
suffering.
:

This year's theme, "One World, One Hope," signifies the
global ramifications of the disease and the need for all lO sbow
their support. understanding and compassion for those infected
with and affected by HIV and AIDS. AIDS knows no borders
and has an impact on all of us. The theme also encourages the
hope or further educat1on, prevention and elimination of the
di~ through strong support systems and socaal tolerance.

Students from JMU, Eastern Mennonite University and Blue
Ridge Comrnunjty College have joined forces with the Valley
AIDS Network this year to unite our own community in
observance of World AIDS Day. Everyone is invited to
participate in a candlelight service at Coun Square in doWDlOwn
Harrisonburg from 6:30 10 7 p.m. oo Sunday. Dec. I.~
will be provtded . Tbis falls on tbe Sunday of JMU's
'lbaDbJivina holiday, providins a cbaJJente for many to focus
lltention oo the day's sipiftunce. Tbe Valley Committee felt.,
however, that the establishment of World AJDS Day was as
important as any holiday and should not be ahc:red.
We hope that you will lake pan in this reverent CCRmony. If
you are unable to attend, I hope you wiiJ still take a moment thai
day to acknowledge the impacl of AIDS and to reflect on what
you can do personally to encourage efforts. to stop the disease.

I

Coniing to terms with our fears of death
Dealing with death is difficult. Our college
community has dealt with it rather well over the
last couple of months in light or recent events
known all too well. There were those of us,
however, who fell like we had a comfortable
barrier protecting us from the reality of the
horrible nighunare. I was one or those people.
But you can't hide from the grip of the darker
world. If someone dies today whom you don't
know, you can almost guarantee that you JTIBY
not be so lucky next time. This Is the situahon I
find myself in now.

Repose
-

laura L. Wade

I just heard from a friend that one of my
classmates from high school committed suicide.
He wasn't JUSt a class mate though, he was
someone I went through school with from the
time 1 was small. He was someone to share a
dance w1th at school dances. He was someone
to cheer for during high school basketball
games. He was always happy, the first to give
up his seat for another person if he or she
needed it and the first to cheer someone up if he
or she was down.
He was one of those people who could bring
light Into a room just by walking in and looking
around. But. I guess even those who appear to
be so together oo the outside have deeper issues
witbin tbeir sools co contend with and
unfortunately. my friend's deeper issues goc the
better o( him.
'lb.is mattS me think of all those people I
knew in elementary school. I'm sure you

remember the ones everyone always made fun
of because of their height. gl~ or what they
brought for lunch. As they got older, most of
the discrimination was forgonen, but sometimes
it led to bigger labels like "nerd" and "slacker."
These people, demoralized since they were
children by their classmates, labeled and made
fun or, were far from being the happy-go-lucky
type of person that my friend was and yet tllle
majority of them continue to go forward with
'
their lives looking to brighter futures.
I guess this demonstrates that you can't
judge someone by their outward appearance.
People you might expect to have tow selfesteem and self-worth may be just Cine with
who they are and don' t care how others treat
them, or they may be extremely unhappy but
able to cope and willing to work toward bigger
and more important things despite their turmoil.
Those that seem strong and confident may be
good at the art of fooling.
I can't understand why my friend decided to
do what he did. I can't trace his train or
thought. I can't talk him out of it. I have to
accept it. and death is an extremely hard thing
co accept no maner how old or wise you get and I'm far from both.
h seems like we've been inundated with
death lately. Harrisonburg and the greater
Shenandoah Valley have seen their fair share or
murders, homicides and suicides t.his year. I've
heard or many students who have had friends or
close relalions die. In the last six months I've
known five people who have passed away for
one reason or another. They were all from my
small town of Poquoson where things like death
don't seem to be an immediate threat
The truth, and I've come to accept it. is thai
death is ~ing thll can and wiU happen at
any time. Death is non-specific about when it
wiU occur. h Is non-discriminatory aboul whom
it takes from ps. But despite deaths' abundance
and lbrealeniog oacure. we can't live our lives

afraid of it. J find myself constantly struggling ' work. I thank God every day for delivering me
with this idea lately.
from t.he accident alive. A fnend of mine in a
The closest I've personally evu come to similar acc1dent in August wasn't as lucky.
I cringe every time I'm in a car driving
death happened in July. I was dnving to the
Baltimore area of Maryland in the left lane or I· through traffic. I cannot trust other can. The
95 when a car in the lane immediately lO my accident replays in my mind over and over
right started coming into the side of my car. To again, sometimes I even dream about iL But the
avoid the i mpending accident, I swerved into fact is that I made it through the ordeal and I' m
the emergency lane and hit the brakes smartly. ~llive and I can't live an rear every time J put a
My car was thrown into a fishtail I couldn't seat belt on. But more than that, I can' tlive my
control, and before I knew 1t, 1 was swinging life afraid that I'll be the one my friends are
crymg about next
into a!ulJ spin in the median.
Our generation lives in anterestJOg times We
I've never been more afraid in my hfe than I
was that day. I know the actual accident only haven't had to worry about our friends being
took a maner of seconds, but
drafted to a world war. We haven't had
from the point where I lost
to worry about population-killing
plagues. at least by 18th century
control to the po1nl when
the car finally stopped
standard, although AIDS is
and I realized I was alive
geuing dangerously close But
seemed like forever.
we still have to deal w1th murder,
What made the incident
suicide and senseless death.
even more horrible was
'The best we can do is to grieve
in our own ways and try to come to
that I was a stranger to
the area where the
terms with death. Sometimes the
accident happened and
best way is to try to remember the
although five cars stopped
good times we spent with those we've
to help me. there wasn't a
lost. The company of fnends can often
smooth the hard lines death represents.
familiar race among them.
Whenever I'm 1n a car, I
A good cry can even make life seem
can't help but wonder if it
more bearable after such losses.
will happen agaan and if I
If you've lost someone, whether
will be as lucky if it does. recently or not so recently. I send
See, I came out of the ::
you my condolences and a thought:
crash
unscathed ,
those we've loved we will love
physically at least, except
BRYAN KNIGHT/.rUUf ortist forever and to be loved is to know
for a sore neck and lower back. My car was happiness. We can' t always understand death.
IOta.led, but strangely enough, it didn't flip as I but we can try to accept it.
plummeted into the median. h missed the
We can try.
~I by I fOOl - if I'd hit that it would've
-----------ncocbeced me back into four lanes of traffic.
Laura L. Wade is a sophomore mass
My car stopped mid-spin aboul20 feet from the cotrllfUIIIicatiOII major anJ tlte opini011 editor.
median trees.
Site wants Iter friends to know site's Mn for
I'm convinced there were hijber powers 11 tltem.
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assanutten Resort

HOURS:
M-F
7:30-Mkl
S&S 11-ll

~.JISTEH. C ~-I IPS

PRONE:
568-3922

is expanding
inside and out

Now hiring for Ski Season
Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytime!

Ski Free

Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, and Morel

•Average 20 hours per week snd f8C8ive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other cfiSCOUntsl

iNTRODUCING
uper
S

Large, soft, low-fat pretzels

Pretzels

. .

This week at special introductory pnce.

oJIItJ
. 59c

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS
DRIVE
DRUNK.
U l...._.fl ,.......,_..

Lei's Da II

lg••·
Oncallara,
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Irs showtime at Busch Gardens Williamsburg! No other place
offers you such a variery of performance possibillnes Including
seven highly energized mainstage shows, a rock.in' band of roving
musicians, and dozens of street actors, mimes, JUgglers and varie()'
artists. As a cast member you'U have the opponuniry to hone your
skills by performing hundreds of shows to thousands ofguests.
Free classes and seminars in dance, voice and drama conducted
by ow production staff and guest instructors offer you ameans to
continue growing yow talents. We have an excellent sports medl·
cine program and a housing coordinator to assist you in finding the
best accommodations. Cast members enjoy free access to Busch
Gardens Williamsburg, and ow sister park Water Country USA

Saturday
· November 30lh
1.1:ooam to 5:00pm
Busch Gardens

More than 250 positions available:

Singers, Dancers, Musicians,
Actors, Variety Artists.
Technicians
including stage managers, audio engineers,
lighting and follow spot operators and wardrobe dressers with
sewing experience
Allagegroupsarewelcome, as along as. you are 16yearsold by
June 1997. 1996 cast members ages ranged from 16 to over 80
years old So... whether your talent has improved with age or yow
testing your skills for the first time, we invite you to Busch
Gardens Auditions 1997.

HRD li'aining Center, Rms. 1-2-3
One Busch Gardens Blvd.
Williamsburg, VA
I

For more information caJI:

1-800-253-3302
or wrile to: Auditions c/o
Busch Gardens Entertainment
One Busch Gardens Blvd.
Williamsburg. VA 23187-8785.
An equal opponunity employer.

I
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Students sponsor underprivileged children
by Mitzi O'Rear
Stnior writu

Children love to receive gifts. their faces
li&ht up with smiles when they get any mail at
aJI, btn to some of the less fonunate children
around the world, it is the gift of money that is
tre.asured the most. To them, money means
bemg able to eat every day. 10 get medicine
when they are sick or to go to school. Some
students have decided to &ive a ponion of their
earnings to help these childrtn.
Senior Kendall Crigler sponsors a child in
B~alil throuah Compassion lntemationaJ, an
organization dedicated to helping children il}
need. Each month, she and five friends give $3
each to supply their child with bare necessities.
"The ~t thina about beina a child sponsor
is knowing you're touching someone else's life.
It's also surprising to see how much a 5mall
amount of money can help her so muCh," she
said.

Senior Lorrie Verlander SP9nsors a child
with Crigler. She 5aid the money she spends
every month is not an obstacle. "I think it [the
money] 1s reasonable," she sa1d. "We spend so
much in our daily li\les for things we think we
need. Three dollars [a month) 5eems like 'so
little when she's getting so much out of it."
The money sent assists in educating,
supplying medical and dental assistance and
clothi ng for their child. The money also
supplies family counseling and one-on-one
guidance from Compassion staff members.
Though there are obvious benefits to
sponsoring a child - helping those less
fonunate and watching a child grow in a way

JAMES MOR.IUSit~IIIOt' plrotogrophlr

lnter'Mtlonal'• child spoMOf prGChm, met
Wedn11day niCht to PfiiY llld clecuM the Br8dbn chid they spon10r, Luclele.

JMU .tudenta, .........,. of CompaMion

he or never could without a donation - many
people may be wary at first about sendil\g
money to any charity. They may be worried
their money 'Viii be used for high
administrative costs and not for a child's needs.
Verlander, however, said she is confident her
money is going directly 10 a child.
"We have trust in the organiz,ation." she
said. "Our child talks about the things she

receives and the panics she gets to &O to on the
holiday$. What they ~ay they're doing with the
money shows through in her leum."
Crigler agreed "They [Compassion) make a
point to update us on her progress. They send
us pictures and tellers. It's very personable.''
Compassion, along with World Vision.
Christian Children ' s Fund and Children
International, was rated in the top I 0 of the

nation' s biggest charities in 1995 by U.S. N~ws
& World Rtport. All are mon1tored by the
Council of Better Business Bureaus and the
Philanthropic Advisory Service to see if they
are meeting ethical standards on fund
d1sbursing and fund raising.
Although there are many trustworthy
charities, the CBBB warns donors about
potential charity frauds. It offers these
suggestions to donors: send checks and not
cash, keep all records (receipts) and request a
copy of the orgamzation' s latest annual report
teiUng exactly where all the money goes.
Another student, junior Dan Logie, sponsors
a young boy. Jefferson. from Colombia. He said
there is nothing t:hal compares to the feeling of
knowing he has helped someone in need.
" It ' s neat to see how God is usina me. a
college student without a lot of money. to help
someone less fortunate," he said. " It'' such a
privileae.
''I had been looking for something I could
gi ve extra money to, and I heard about
sponsoring a child," he said. "Now. I don' t
even not1ce it {the money). We blow ~o much
this is
money we don't think about ,
definitely wonh it."
Child sponsors, like Logie, look forward to
hearing about the progress their child is
making.
"(Jefferron'slleuers may be very simple. but
he' s always saying thank you and sending me
p1ctures," Logie said. "The simple things he
draws help me to remember he's a real person."
Mor~ information can b~ found on tlu! Wor/J
Wid~
W~b
at "http://n~tmmistrin.
onzlchant\•s.htmVIothu. •·

trite 'Jinal eonfrontation: Dating at CJ}VIU
leg? I think not. Fourth. for some reason.
everyone 5eems to have to pee as soon as they
get into the woods. What is this, some son of
evolutionary link to dogs? Call me crazy, but I
don't think skulking into the bushes to take a
leak is going to make a good first impression,
do you? Do yourself a favor and forget the
whole idea.
Suddenly, you have the answer. You will
take your date for a cup of coffee.
Unfortunately. you ...---------...:-.;....._.........,.;;._.___..-,,
took so long to
decide. your date had
time
to
marry
someone else.
If by some slim
chance the person is
still there, he or she
will no doubt proceed
to tell you how his or
her baby brother was
killed in a turf war
with Juan Valdez,
which is why he or
she
think
java
drinkers are allied
with lawyers and the
devil,
hopefully
before you mention f-l;;::=:-;;::~---:;;;;:::=;,===-your brilliant idea.
Drew ICodl
If you're still
alive at this point, you have two choices. You
can pick one of the options you rejected and
hope for the best, or cut your losses. give up,
stink away and get drunk, which is what most
of us will do.
In the end, lurching drunkenly into a cute
stranger at a party and asking him or her to help
you outside to hurl may not qualify as a date,
but at least it's less painful than dating.

work out. you can still feel good about getting
to know someone. That's right - it's just that
simple!
The only bard part about dating is probably
the lack of things to do in Harrisonburg (when
aJI else fails. blame the city - after all, they
were the ones who removed the AntbonySeeger HaJI crosswalk). Well, there's Spanky's,
the Beanery and Luigi's. In essence, you could
elit your way through Harrisonburg on about
three dates And after-dinner entertainment will
take you to the movie theatre, the bowling alley
and (if you're really bold) Skate Town! That's
right-the thriving metropolis of Harrisonburg
will save you a lot of money because there just
isn't that much to do.
However, I think we should mostly place
blame on ourselves. There are a ton of things to
do in this area. Charlottesville. Staunton and
Lexington are only a stone's throw away. And
we are nestled a mere two hours from both our
state and national capitals.
If you don't have the energy or
transportation to get to these "much cooler than
JMU" places, don't fret . There's the Anful
Dodger. The Green Valley Book Fair. And
nearly every night on campus you can find a
concert, lecture or performance. We sell
Harrisonburg shon in a lot of ways. Just pick up
the Daily News-Record once in a while to see
what's going on. There are farmers ' markets.
aJI-night bingo games and even line dances.
We thrive on random party-floor hookups
and going out with a "bunch" of friends. (Ever
notice why there aren't tables just for two at
Spanky' s?) We need to take charge of the
dating scene just as we take charge of our
careers. Remember - we will be working for
the rest of our lives. We won't necessarily be
dating that long. Think about it.

Dr~w Koch is a ucond -y~ar counulins
ps)-chology grodJIIJt~ stud~nt.

Allison Brown~ is a sopltomort! mass
communication major

I
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Sponsorship makes
child's future brighter
commentary by
M itzi O'Rear
\"eryone has seen the TV
advcn1sements of 1mpovemhcd
children With sad. d1rty face~.
thetr malnourished bodie., showing no
"gn of the energy moM young children
have. The o;low-motion 1mages haunt
us a~ the camera pans frorn one lonely
face to the next. Each child peer.; 1nto
the camera with b1g, hollow eyes,
pleadtng wtth us for one ounce of hope
to hve.
Many people ore moved by the
Mones of th1rd world chtldren who
lack food. clothes. homes and people
to love them. Sadly, our reacllon is to
reach for the remote conLrOI. We may
acknowledge the problem. but we Mill
feel helpless living in a country so far
away
Perhaps if these children hved next
door and if we could walk by them
every day and call them by name, then
we could face the reality - they are in
desperate need of our help.
Luciele Alve~ da Silva is one of
those children She isn't JUSt one of
those faces on the ads. though. Luc1ele
Is my child.
That is, five friends and I reached
out to Luciele about four yeors ago
instead of reaching for our remotes.
We came to meet Luciele through one
of the many organtzations committed
to meellng the needs of impoverished
ch1ldrcn and their families around the
world.
When we fir.;t met Luciele. she was
6 yea!'l> old and living with her parents
in Viloria, Brazil, where the
unemployment rate is 80 percent and
illiteracy, crime and breakdown of the
family present constant struggles. Poor
nutrition and many diseases caused by
poor o;anttation also run rampantly.
Simple pleasures like new clothes. o
nice me;sl and comfortable home
fumishtngs are not available.
Now, at 10 years old, Luciele !iees
children every day living without bare

E

nccess1tie.'>. But in one way, luciele i!t
more fortunate than them She has
• ponsoN far away from her who send
her fam1Jy money every month to
suppon themselves in a constantly
deteriorating environment.
How do I know all of this
information about one small child
living in a large coastal ctty in South
America'} Because I hove come to
know her the same way I have
everyone else; I have built a
relation. hip with her.
When my friends and I heard about
the organ11ation Compas'iion
International, we wrote (hem
requesttng the name of a young ch1ld
1n need. They sent us infonnation on
Luciele, her family, her country and
what our responsibilities were as her
sponsor.
They told us where our money
would go and what benefits Luciele
would receive. In addition to
educational ass1stance, Luciele
receives medical and dental care.
family
co~nl.eling.
clotlung,
supplementary food and special oneon-one gu1dance from Compassion
stafT members.
They also gave us tips on how to
relate to our child and sincerely
expre.'iS our love to her. In our letters,
we tell Luciele about each of us and
our experiences here. We tell her. how
much we art thinking of her and
encourage her to do well in ~hool.
Sponsoring Luciele means sending
a total of $24 a month and writing her
letters. Compass1on staff members
work closely w1th the children,
translating our letters and helping them
write back to their sponsors.
Schooling is just one benefit
Luciele receives as a result of our
sponsorship. She is in the equivalent of
fourth grade and do1ng well in her
studies.
Yes, we can say we are "proud
parents."
Spending $24 a month may seem
like a lot at first. espec1ally when 11 is

-.ubtrat:ted frorn the money we could
use to pay for tuition, rent and bills.
But when this amount l'i spill between
six peopll', $150 would normally pay
for either a small pina, a trip to the
movies or a lt)ng-di..,tance phone call
Even though we know Luc1ele
directly benefit~ from our sponsorship,
we cannot d1scount the benefits we
rcce1ve as her sponsors. The b1gge ·t
benefit for me is knowmg a ch1ld is
smiling more every day becau<.e we
chose to reach out to her. We know !.he
has an ea.~ier life becau~ of our help.
Ju!>t reading her letters shows how
grateful she IS
I recently rece1ved a letter from
Luciele. These s1mple 10-year old
words showed us her gratitude:
"Your letter gave me great JOY I
loved the pictures of my preuy friend~o
I feel very happy that there are such
people like you. far away from my
country, that have been thinking about
ch1ldren like me."
These words g1ve me great joy. too
I am reminded of the ~tory of a ltulc
boy who was walk1ng along the
seashore p1cking up. one by one, the
thousands of starfish that had washed
up on the shore during a recent storm.
He took each one in hh. hand and
tossed it back mto the ocean. A man
walked by and a~ked him what he was
doing
"Why are you wa~oting your time
picking up each s tarf1sh when you
know you won't be able to :;ave them
alP" he asked . ..You'll neve""r make a
difference."
'The boy gently knelt down and
picked up one starfish. Holding it up to
the sunlight and then tossing it in the
water, he softly replied "I made a
difference to that one."
Child sponsors have made a
difference to children all around the
world just hke Luc1elc. As a chtld
sponsor, I don't count the monetary
loss of my simple role in one young
child's life. Helping a child in need 1s a
life-long profit.

(above) A volunteer of Medical Ministry lntem.tlonal (MMI) fits eyeglasses on
eye care clinic for medical help. (top rilht) ll'mll CalderOn, Dana Berle, Jenny C•
landscape. Berle, a JMU student, and the othen were four of 30 people who we
man ftlls out pre-operation papers with the help of a doctor and student volunt•

Heros
by Rachel Roswal
_ ____:comributing writer

N
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People from all over the workl sponsor children like those above with Compassion International.

ineteen year-old Dana Berle
has traveled the globe fo r a
number of reasons, but her
mo~t recent venture allowed her to
learn while helpmg others.
Berle traveled to La E~peranza.
Honduras in July with Medical
Ministry International (M Ml), a
private organi7.ation, to help run an eye
care clinic servtng the surrounding
towns.
"I was interested in premed,"
Berle, a sQf>homore, said. "I thought it
would be a good opponuntty to travel
and to see if I wanted to go into
medicine."
Traveling abroad has become o big
Interest for college students. While
most students journey abroad to further
thetr education or ju!.t to \ee new
places, some travel primarily to help
others who are les.'i fonunate.
Berte's trip included volu nteer
optometry students, doctors and
nurses, mostly from Canada and the
United States.
"There were about 20 people my
age, from America and Canada, and
about I0 Honduran girls who were

ontJ
there to translate between the patient)>
and the volunteer.; at the clinic;· Berle
said.
The volunteers lived in a facihty
that previously housed boardmg school
students. "'They were old dorm . . Four
to six girls would ~a room, but 20
of us squeezed 1n there for the wel!k.
including the Hondurans."
Although the women came from
three different nations, communicating
was not a problem. "All the Honduran
girls spoke English,'' S erle said. "They
were the top English students in thctr
school. and they were there to make
running the clinic go a little smoother
"The eye care clinic was open to
anyone who wanted to take advantage
of it Some people walked for hours to
get there. The vi llagers know we're
coming months in adval'lce, bu! ·~ lake~
unt il the last day of the cltntc for
people from far-away towns to find out
about it and get themselves to La
Esperanza. It cost what is equal to
about S I or $2 for us, which paid for
supplies:·
The average process at the eye
clinic took about three hours. and there
was already a line by S a.m
Tbis cl inic is not the only place
people from La Esperanza can go for
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Don't 9et
stuck 1n
c~amped

quarters•••
Come check
out
Olde Milll

Don't Let
Graduation
Mean the End
To Your
Health

Insurance
You\.le wor11«1 bardfor
tbal dlplomll.

so don f let all

UIIMC$SSIIf'Y gap Ia

lnsl1rr:uace COCJerage get bl

·
Whelher you're coming o[
your parent's plan, fmishing
a student plan or waiting for
coverage through 'a &~ew
employer, a Short Term
Medical plan from Time
Insurance is lhe answer.
Time's easy and affordable
coverage plans were
designed with your specific
needs in mind. The benefits
are excellent, there's a
choice of coverage periods,
and the policy can be issued
right-on the spot Don't take
chances with your future call us today.

8lde Mill

yourwa~

. . . . 11f:oe6t lel'YII:a
S. Bruce Allen

1,92 Whitocy Ct.
Clw'lo«esvi.Ue, VA 12901

804 - 973-3731
800. 6ll-3863
~ol~.ute.

Health • .,.....IMJ ~
11ME INSURANCE COMPANY

Village~

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

AMENITIES GALORE:

@ rT1I

.~ ~
COLDWeLL
BAN~eRO

HORIUY AND
CONSTABLE

432 - 9502

• Pedal on the level · no hills to climb ~r interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient beat pumps.
• Stain resistant waH-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on'an windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
1
Conv~nient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

1

•

Call Barbara ~oday and see how easy and affordable off campus ~housing can be.
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Men's Basketball Team
o. Name

Pos. Class Ht. Hometown/H.S./Col

22 Eugene Atkinson
42 Lamont Boozer

F-G

40 Fred Boyd
32 Ryan Culicerto
3 Ned Felton
21 Chatney Howard
45 Kevan Johnson
33 Char1es Lott
15 Eddie Mcnama
31 Mate Milisa
25 James Pelham
20 Jamar Perry
55 Rob Strickland
4 Marvin

F
G
G

F

F

So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.

6-5 Newark/St. Anthony's
6-10 Rock Hill, S.C./Rock Hill
6-7 LubbockANavaiAcad.Prep
6-4 Beckley/Woodrow Wilson
5--11 Jersey City/St. Anthony's
6-4 Davidsonville/Allegany C.C.
6-6 Preston/ Col. Richardson
6-9 Roselle, N.JJSt. Patrick
6-6 Great Falls/Potomac School
Zagreb, Croatia
10DeM:tiVt-·ork Union Mil.

No.

5
11
40 Hope Cook
32 Akosua Demann
33 Rose Fox
45 Laura Gehrke
43 Manika Herring
23 Jamie Jones
5 Kish Jordan
34 Sonya Nichols
4 Holly Rilinger
20 Sarah Schreib
55 Emeka Williams

G
G

C
G
F

F

F

G,F
F

G
F

F,C

Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.-r
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.-r
Sr.
Sr.-r
So.

6-2
5-8
6-1
5-11
5-11
5-9

6-Q

5-4
5-11
6-0

Gladys/William Campbell
San AafaeV Marin Cath.
Janesville/Edgerton
West Allis/West Allis
Bethel Park/Bethal Park
Falls Church/Marshall
Harrisonburg/Harrisonburg
Chicago/ G. Westinghouse
Waynesboro/Waynesboro
E. Fairfield/Essex Juct.
Richland/Richland

KYLE BUSSis~nior plrotograpltlr

LOn-O BALL
Senior folwMd a-te. Lott ....tchee • rebowld .t baketbllll prKtlce laat
week. Check out TIJe ,.,.._,. CAA previews on paCes 8-9.
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Family EnttfWnment Centlf

VALLEY
LANES
BOWUNG
BIWARDS
GAllE ARCADE

4}4.-8721

CJJ{O'S
fJVew 'Yorlr Sfyle Pizza,
Sub• & More 1

TIMEOUT
SPORTS GRILL
LOUNGFJ
RESTAURANT
Nightly Specials
All Sporting Events
(via Satellite)
NTN Sports Trivia

Big Screen TV
(in lounge)
15 Other TV's
(various locations)
Dart Boards
(in lounge)

BILLIARD PARLOR
6 Regulation 9' Table

ARCADE GAME ROOM
50 Games • 7 out of the top
State of the Art
Redemption Center

Don't Miss BARR--EE STATION
Catalogue Outlet!!!

The Best Quality
, Mens & Womens
Catalogue Clothing
. t ·~ I

~

I

the regular price, Every Day!
Hul·l·is<JlllJl{)"l!",
\1 ' trkl·t ' t •
v~

r~·

11.

\{ ! 1 I\I .1 '_: l I.

-~

--

----

- -

---
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Vnpluccecl
uring the 1960s. h~ transform~d
Dat~idson College's men's basutba/1
mto a national powerhous~. When he
was hired as the head coach of the Universiry
of Maryland in 1969, he procloimed Maryland
would one day be the UCLA of the East. Now in
his ninth stason as the head man for th~ JMU
men's basketball t~am, Charl~s "L~fty"
Dr~~s~.ll has the task of molding hi.r young
/996 - 97 Dukes Into o Colonial Athl~tic
As.fociation champion.
I Jalked with him rwo weeks into tht Duus'
preseason practice about his uom, his
coaching career and his thoughts about the
state of colleg~ bask~tbo/1 today. Nttdlels to
soy. ufty is as ~xcit~d abouJ the game today as
h~ was as a player at Duke Uni11ersity in th~
mid-19SOs.

D

Q : Fl~~t t.blngi first, wbat are your
lmpressrons or this year's JMU team?
A: So far I' m really excited. 1've been
impressed with our work ethic In practice and
our enthusiasm. I thank we have ex.cellent '
athletes, and I think right now we!ve got 10 or
II people that r wouldn't hesitate to play. I'm
excited because I think we're going to have an
outstanding ball club. But aga.in, we've got to
stay away from injuries. I really think we have
KYL'£ BUSS/senior photogrophu
a chance - I know this is saying a lot - to Drlesell, 64, enters his 35th season of coaching college basketball wtth 667 wins,
have the best team we've ever had here.
10th on the Division I aiJ.tlrne career list and sixth on the active coaches list.
Q: Wbat do you think., are the keys to success
for this year's team?
.
recruiting rules. With the recruiting rules now, I shot, and he stole the ball when we were
A: Well, no different than any other team. I
don't think I could've ever done what I did at pres~ing. He scored inside. He scored outside.
think attitude has a lot to do with it, and I think
Davidson or Maryland. I don't care how good a He rebounded. He played a great game, but we
we have people who are unselfi sh. Last year, I
coach you are, if you don't recruit good players had other players on the team .who contributed,
thought our major weaknesses were rebounding
you're not going to win. I mean, recruitjng is too. But that was a great win for us because that
and inside scoring. I think we've improved in
was the first time anybody had ever beaten
the lcey to everything. I think that's the biggest
those areas and also in our defense. W t. still
thing that's kept us out of the top 10 here. It's them in the [Dean E. ) Smith Center. I told our
need to work on fundamentals and forcing
very, very unfair to schools who are trying to guys, "You can come in here with your
turnovers because our defense leads to offense
build up like we nre. If you're at North Carolina grandchildren and tell them you put a lickin' on
and we can get a lot of fastbreak points. But I
or Duke or Virginia, these are great rules. In North Carolina the first time they ever lost
think we' ll be a very good defensive team,
fact. when I was coaching at Maryland, I was in here." So, it was a great win for us. Leonard
whereas la~t year we were not.
favor of a lot of those rules because they help played like Supennnn that nighL Of course, he
Q: After last year's 10·20 season, do you fetl
the big schools.
played like that a lot of nightS,
any pressure to have a better suson this Q: You were Involved i~ arguably one or the Q: I read somewhere that you believe Ltn
year?
greatest college basketbaiJ games or all time Bias was tbe grutest player to ever play in
A: Oh yeah, I do. I couldn't go through another as Maryland's coach in the Atlantic Coast the ACC. Just how spedal was Len as a
basketbalJ player and a person to you?
season like that Pressure is coaching; coaching Conference Tournament final against Nortb
ill pressure. That's why Joe Gibbs got out of it. I
Carolina State. Your team, which was A: I don't like to say anyone's the best, but I
mean it's a pressure job; every time your team
have heard people say he was better than
ranked fourth in the nation and ftnlshed the
takes the court you want to win. And the more year 23-5, barely lost that game to the Michael Jordan in college. I think what made
you win, the more pressure you put on yourself eventual national champion. Back then only h•m so good - because he wasn't highly
and the more pressure the fans put on you. But the conference champion from the ACC was recruited - was that he worked so hard .
it's not pressure that I can't handle because I've • invlled to the NCAA Tournament. Do you practiced hard and had a great attitude. He
been doing it for 40 years. As a team. we don't ever tblnk maybe that's the one that got would dominate practice. I tell my players that
the great players I've coached practiced hard. I
feel pressure, but we want to redeem ourselves.
away In terms of winning a national
used to have to take Leonard out of practice
Q: Could you explain the recent agreement championship?
or arrangements concerning your coaching A: Well . we had opened up that season at because nobody oould stop ham. But he played
that way all the time. He never loafed. He was
status at JMU beyond this season?
UCLA, and they beat us on a last-second shot
A: I really don't want to comment on that too
And had we beaten N.C. State in the ACC. we also a very talented arti st. That's what he
probably would've gotten to the finals and had
much because it's more between myself and
majored in - interior design. He was such a
[JMU President Ronald) Carrier, But the
to play UCLA again. But State had a great team great person, a born-again Christian.
that year with David Thompson and Tommy Q: If the unfortunate Incident that occurred
agreement that J have is that J can coach here as
long as I want to, and when I leave it will be
Burleson, who probably played his best game to Bias hadn't happened and he had suited
mutually agreeable. It might be one year. It of his career against us. So it was a tough loss. up as a Boston Celtic, would we be
might be five years. It might be I0 years. When
but truthfully that was the game I think that mentioning bim in tbe same breath as
made people say, "Hey, maybe you should take Michael Jordan?
I feelli~ I'm not productive anymore, and I'm
more than one team from a league." Now guys A: Michael Jordan's the best or all time. I don't
not doing a good job, l'll quit . I' m not
interested in a long-term contract because I in the ACC, aJI they have to do is finish fifth or know- that's hard to say. But he would've
sixth to get in the (NCAAl tournament We had been a great, great pro in my estimation and
don't need one. t just want to make JMU an
ex.citing basketball program. When I don't to win the ACC back then. Ironically, that's the that of Red Auerbach, who is probably one of
situation I'm in here and have been in for most the greatest basketball minds ever.
think I can do that. I' ll retire.
Q: Coming Into this season you have 667 or my career. So I don't like tournaments. I Q: As a coach, you ' ve won numerous
career wins. Do you think much about guess it's because I've had some tough luck in
them.
winnlng700 games?
The nation's winningest
A: Not really. I mean, 1 might want to win 800 Q: The Drst entire college basketball game I
all-time Division I
remember watdtlng was Maryland at North
games. Right now, f'm really fired up about this
coaches (minimum 10
year and about getting students out here to CaroHna In January 1986. Needless to say,
Division I seasons)
Len Bias scored JO.some points and almost
watch our ball games. That's critical. Right
entering the 1996-'97
now, I'm just thinking about beating Bowling sln&le·handedly defeated that No. 1-ranked
season.
Carolina tam ln overtime. Was that one of
Green [State University] because that's a tough
the best individual performances you've ever
opening ball ga~.
Wins
Q: You played at Duke In the 19!05, coached witnessed?
Coach
Wins Coaoh
A: Well, he didn't beat them single-handedly. I
at Davidson ln the 60s. Maryland In tbe 70s
724
1. Adolph Rupp 875 6. Ray Meyer
and 80s, now here throop the 901. How bas don' t remember exaclly what the score was. but
678
2. Dean Smith 851 7. Bob Knight
colleae basketball cbanaed durin& those Leonard scored 37 p()ints and had an excellent
Norm Stewart 678
3. Henry lba
767
ball game. In fact, at the end when they had a
Don Haskins
678
4. Ed Diddle
759
dmes?
5. Phog Allen
.,.
10. "LaftY' DrteMI 687
A: Well, the major thing that bas chapg~, " cbtn~M tWi,,. 114 bloc"C¥1. BfCijl, D•ugherty' s
I

conference and national coacbln& awards
throughout the ye.-rs. But In 1973, you were
honored by the NCAA with the "Award of
Valor" after bdpina save the lives of several
people from a burning townbowse. How does
that one award compare with your coacb.ing
distinctions?
A: I don't really think much about ~wards
anyway. I just did what l had to do. Anybody
else would've done the same thing if in that
cu-cumstanoe. It was a nice award; r have it on
my wall here. But I don ' t look at it and pat
myself on the chest or anytbmg. I was just
lucky I was able to help those people.
Q: .Collece basketball has seen more and
more underclassmen leave for the pros In
ncent years. Do you see tbls as a problem or
as detrimental to coUege basketball?
A: No. It's naturally going to water down the
talent, but there's so much interest in college
basketball there' ll always be good players.
There are always players coming up to play
college basketball. Whether they play one year
or two years, .so be it. I don' t tbiok you can
blame those kids. If someone offered me $5
tnillioo. I'd quit school in a second. I wouldn't
even think about it. Anybody would do it.
Actually, I think il' s great for basketball ,
because it inspires kids to work harder and get a
chance to make all that money.
Q : One thing Dick Vitale proposes is giving
tbe Olympic Team back to the college
players. Do you agree with that?
A: I totally agree with that I've said all along
that I'd like to see 11 how it was in the '50s.
What they did was whoever won the national
championship the year of the Olympics- for
ex.ample Kentucky this year- would take their
top eight players and pick up five or so of the
best players from any team in the country. That
way you've got your system in, you've got your
conch in. The new guys would just have to
learn the system. I think that's the way you do
it because there's no politics. To me, Charles
Barldey, David Robinson and those guys.
they're trillionaires. Let the college kids play;
it's something big for them. T he pros, they
could buy the Olympics.
Q: What do you thJnk about paying athletes
or providina a stipend for revenuegenerating athletes?
A: When I was at Duke, we got $15 a month to
get your clothes washed. I never did it; I always
sent my clothes home to my mother in a box,
and she'd send them back. But it was nice to
have that SIS. It would probably be something
like $50 or so today. I do think the revenueproducing sports like football and basketball
should give their kids a little laundry money or
whatever you want to caiJ iL
Q: Wben it' s all said and done, you're
retired, sitting at bome tblnklnc about your
baskelball career as a player aocl coach, bow
would you like people to remember you?
A: l doll 't care how people remember me. I just
want to remember myself as somebody who
worked bard, was honest, stayed within the
rules and was fair to everybody who worked
with me in any way as a coach, player,
manager, whatever. Heck, I don't really go
around WotT)'ing about what people think of me
because in coaching you ' re going to have
people who like you and people who don' tlike
you.

I

I

The nation's wtnningest
active Division I
coaches (minimum 5
Division I seasons)
entering the 1996-'97
season.
Coach
Wins
1. Dean Smith 851
2. Jtm Phelan 758
3. Bob Knight 678
Noon Stewart 678
Doo Haskins 678

Wins
8. "lefV Df1eeel 687
7. Jeny tarkanian 647
8. Denny Crum
587
9. Eddie Sutton
570
10. John Thompson 553

Coach

r,
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'Ibis is now

tChe tiines ·uve eJuJneed, 11nd so JuJS eolleee JJ~~al(edJ11U in
by Courtney Crowley
JMU AU-Time
- - -----=staff_ writer
Although men have played college
s••.,...
c.... Record
Coach
ba. ketball '>mce Jame. Naismith tnvented the
game in I 89 I. only a handful of colleges
fielded women's basketball turns before 1960.
JMU. however, is one of a few precociou
women's programs that has been around since
1920 and will celebrate 75 1llustriou years of
women's basketball this season.
The number of women'<~ professional
leagues tn Europe and the Untted Stat~ are an
indicauon of just how far the women ·~ game
has come since the State Normal School for
Women at Harrisonburg began playing
basketball three-quarters of a century ago
Former player and coach Marjorie Berkley
said, "The game has changed a lot over the
years, but I still enjoy watching it because the
g1rls are !tO skilled today."
The pa t 75 years have been witness to
everything from the rise and fall of communism
and war to radical developmenL'> m the areas of
sctence and technology. And through 11 all, the
women of JMU have played on.
High-speed and packed with intensi ty ,
' today's game, which now includes professional
leagues for women. IS a far cry from the slowpaced activity played by lad1es 10 dresses three·
quarters of a century ago.
However. women's basketball can enJOY iL"
current populanty only because p1oneer~ like
the JMU women dared to play the game first.
JMU basketball has a long and stoned
tradition. encompas'ling all phues of the
women's game- from its 1nfant experimental
stages right up to the solid and popular ge~me it
is today.
Teams at JMU have won 10 every era, which
io; why the Dukes are ranked founh in all-tune
winning percentage in the NCAA with n .65 I
mark . This winning tradition has been a
hallmark at JMU from the very beginmng when
a woman named Althea Loo\e Johnston fir~t
brought a basketball to the campus at
Harri onburg.

T he Early Years (1920-1943)
In 1920. the same year women gained the
nght to vote, the women of the State Normal
School for Women at Harmonburg formed a
ba~ketball team. Johnston stnned the program
here, llJld right out of the gate, coached her
team to Its first winning -;cason aga1nst
opponent<; like Farmville and Radford State
Teach~ College
That mauguralteam featun.>d II players. and
went 4-3. The following ~ason, Johnston hit a
small roadblock, having what was to be the fil"'t
of two losing se::Son~ during her 22-ycar career.
However, by the 1923-'24 ,...--...........,---.
~eason, the school had n new
name - the State Teachers
College nt Harrisonburg - and
the HTC team began 1ts
dominant reign. defeating every
opponent ll faced that sea~on.
gliding to an 8-0 record.
Johnston gu1ded her teams to a JOHNSTON
record of 106-33-5 during her
career, a lifetime wmmng percentage of .809.
S1x umc\ during this stretch, the HTC teams
went through a sea~on undefeated Ten umes,
they lost only one game.
.
But the !ilory isn't in the win-loss column;
rather, it's in the games. At this time. the coun
was separated into three regions. w1th the
guards ha\ ing to stay 1n the backcoun Only the
forwards could score, and there was a Jim1t on
the amount of dribbles player!. could take. Jump
balls foll o"cd each basket. therefore, 11 was
beneficial to ha'"e a tall center in the women's
game.
By the 1928 season. Johnston .had as'tmbled
a seemingly invincible team that went
undefeated two seac;ons in a row. Thill team

Sheila Moorman
Betty Jaynes
Barbara Quinn

Mary Schell

Pat Flaugher
Hortan8e Hester
Lois Gail
Marilyn CraWford
Marjorie Berkley
Leotus Morrison
Celeste Ulrich
Ruth Reid
Ruth Green
Althea Loose Johnston

1982·96
1970-82
1908-70
1988-88
1984~

~125

142-114
1~9

5-11

().1 .

1981-.83

N/A
1·3

195NO
1956-58
1954-55, 63-66
1947-54, 55-56
1945-47

().4

1~1

1944~

1920-42

showcased the talents of jumping center Ete..e
Quisenbery. who was significantly taller than
her opponents; and forwards E.~ther Smtih and
Anna Lyons Sullivan.
Scores of the games played by this HTC
team were remarkably one-sided. In a 1929
game. HTC defeated Radford 49·8. Smith and
Sullivan accounted for all 49 points, scoring 27
and 22 points, respecttvely.
Seven umes 10 1929-'30 the HTC doubled
or tripled 11. opponent's score. The team's
toughest game came against Snvage College
(N.Y.), which it defeated 27-14. Savage had
been previously unbeaten for a decade During
that season. HTC also annihilated
Fredericksburg. 90-6
Many factors contributed to IITC's complete
dominauon The team member~ mastered the
art of passi ng and had ample talent and
experience. Sullivan said, "Part or it wa$ lh<! big
center But also people had played awhile and
we knew how to win."
The w1ll to win tnckled down from the top.
Sullivan SOld the good scoring average was a
result of Johnston's coaching and intolerance
for misq:d shot'>. "Mr$. John~aon was 10 charge
- she was boss and she made the difference,"
she o;aid.
.
As the United States entered the Great
Depress1on Era in the 1930 • HTC pla)ed on,
brcez.ing it'l way to a 42-3 I I record that
decade.
B)' 1938. HTC had become Madi son
College The name changed. but the systematiC
way JohnMon's teams destroyed its opponents
remnined the same. This winmng tradition was
a Jure for female athlet~ .
Berlley pla)'ed for Madi,on from 194 I·· 45
after coming to Harrisonburg a~ a senior w1th
her high school basketball team to scrimmage
the HTC freshman telllll. " l was very impreised
wnh the team and couldn't wait to get back to
1
play for Madison." ~he said.
Although World War II interrupted two of
Berkley''> sea ons. '>he was arateful to have
played under John~ton . " I am proudest of all to
hove been a member of Mrs Johnston's team
and to be taught by her," she s:tid. "Mrs.
Johnston was a marvelous lady and I really
admired her"
As the world entered a new era followmg the
war, Madison basketball did the llame following
the reurement of the beloved Johnston.

The Middle Years (1944-1969)
Between 1944 and 1969, quick coachmg
turnovers became commonplace - I l in 26
easons - as the Madison program went
through some growing pains. The longest time
one coach spent tn Harrisonburg was even
seasons, when Celeste Ulrich was at the helm
from 1947 to 1954.
By 1955, basketball was no longer the only
sport played at Mad1son, and only a small
number of women were available to coach a

7-3
11-5
22-10

7-1
3-0
106-33-5

.694

.555

.526
.313

.000
NIA
.250
.000
.700

.688
.688
.875
1.000
.809

growing number of sports. Consequently. many the most significant change during her years
here. "Earlier. players were educated to be
coaches hnd to plittheir rime between port.s
Lois Geil enjoyed play10g from 1946-'50, phyllical education teachers and coaches," she
and had two coaches: Ulrich ond Ruth Reed. said. ''But there was a t1trn in what was
The game was growing- during the 1960, 14 happening. I had players who became dOctors."
Anne Sonoga, who played for Jaynes in the
of the 30 best all-time women's basketball
programs. such a. the University of Tennc!>see, mld-1970s and is now a podiatrist. was a part of
were established - but simultaneously, the the changing student athlete. " Half of the girls
idea of competition between women was being were still [physical education) majors, but we
• were free to study what we chose," !lhe said.
downplayed by administration~. Ge1l saJd.
More changes kept comins down the pike,
"While we were in school, they began to
experiment with add1ng another dribble and a.'\ l'.cholarship awards for men and women ~~~
then a rov10g player with up to eight people on followed . They were first offered to JMU.
players in I 977. This acted as a catalyst, .
a 'itde.': Geil aid. "But it wasn't really what
you would consider a compet111ve S1tuat1on. enabling the women's game to expand the way
When we went to college. they seemed to be II has.
Moorman came to JMU in 1982, the same
developtng players as coaches more than
year a the first NCAA
tressmg wrnning."
Women's Championship. Her
Despite the apparent Instability at the top.
career record coming into the
though. the Madison College program remained
1996 season is 283-125, and she
steady as a rock. Dunng th1s era, the teams
has guided the Dukes to six
combtned for a 66-47 record.
NCAA tournaments and four
This IS a result of two thing~ . most of the
Colonial AthJetic Association
r-.hon-term coaches. including Gcil and Berkley.
were former player\. and former athletic
titles.
d1rector Leotus Mornson dtd whatever she
MOORMAN Moorman sa•d one big
could to ensure Mad1son contmued 1ts program,
difference in today'!i game from
including coaching parts of live seasons when a that of ye~teryear is the financial commitment
coach could not be found.
adm101strators give the team.
Mary Schell, Mad1~on'<, conch from 1966"The financial commitment has resulted 10
'68. said Morrison did more for the Madl!iOn an improvement in the level of play," she !i&id.
women' s ba'lketball program than anybody "Scholarships create ituations where the
el~.
playe~ are working harder at younger age~ to
"I'm a teacher at heart," Momo;on s3Jd, "and earn those ~hollli'Ship.. They play more games,
I was into sporLc; for the enjo)mc!nt the k1ds got
pracuce longer and harder and have more
out of it. Pnnicipation wa~ more Important thrm opponunit1es to play after college."
national champion'>hlp\ b:~ck then "
Another change are the post-collegiate
Becauq: Morrison has been so instrumental opportunities. The modem era has seen the
in JMU's program over the years. it is fitting women'11 game explode i nto a commercial
that she helped usher m the modern era of the wunderkind with women's professionalleapes
women's g:~me here by h1ring Betty Jaynes a... offering college playe~ a chance to play after
head coach of the Duke" in 1970
the1r schooling.
JMU senior guard Holly Rilinger said tf the
The Modern Years (1970-present)
opponunity presents itself. she will pursue a
playmg career after college. Early HTC and
The modem ern at JMU b rad1cally d1fferent Mad1son College players never had that
from prev1ous time periods. but is Mmtlor also. opportunity, but because of the changes in the
A return to stability and a continuing
game, players now can seil.e that chance to
commitment '1' excellence act as a bridge for keep on domg what they love.
whatever gapl> there are between eras of JMU
Once supported long ago by only enough
basketball.
fans to count on two hands, the women of HTC
Since 1970. only two people have held the played thetr games in the Reed Hall
held coaching po ition - Jaynes and current Gymnasium, which is now Keezell Hall. Now
head coach Shelia Moorman Jaynes left supported by thousAnds of fans. the Dukes play
following the 1981-'82 season, compiling a at the Convocation Center.
record of 142-114 over 12 sea.~ns.
On closer inspection, one can see forme r
Jaynes contmues to be heavily mvolved in players and coaches in the crowd who ardently
the continuing evoluuon of NCAA women's love the game - their game. "Basketball today
basketball u Chief Executive Officer of the is a beautiful, wonderful same." Berkley said.
Women's Basketball Coaches Association. "I don't know what it's like to play full coutt,
Physical changes in the game, she said, have but I would prefer to play this game.''
helped the game gam popularity. "The smaller
The differences between the 1996 JM U
diameter basketball and institution of the three- women's basketball team and those teams from
point line revolutioniled the game," she satd
years past are strikina. and yet, the tie that
But. Jaynes said, tt was the change of the binds these diverse generations toaetber lies in
philosophy in educat1on, not the game thnt was their fu ndamentAl love for the game itself.
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Wlln.n., a North Richland Hille, Texu n.tlve, averaaect 5.2 polnte
and 2.2 rebounde per pne durlnC an up and down freshman
MMOn. Now a sophomore, WIU..... Is competlftC for ~ylfC time
.t the power forward and center poeltlons tor a JMU tum that
returns four frontcourt playere from last year'• team.

The lane isn't an area for the fajntbearced. Just ask JMU women's
baskett>.ll forward Emelca Williams.
" I like throwing people. scarina
people ," the sophomore said "I
know that sounds bad, but throwing
elbows, gelling the cheap shots everybody does it."
JMU senior co-captain Holly
Rilinger said, "I would compare her
to a Charles Barkley."
Just as Barkley. the Houston
Rockets superstar who is known to
throw an elbow or two, battles
beneath the boards in the NBA,
Williams will supply power to
JMU's low-post game this year.
"I'm very aggre:.sive." Williams
said. "I'm the type of person who
like~ to et c;creen~ on people, and
when they're comang across the lane,
bum pang them and .making sure they
know I was there."
Williams, a North Richland
Hills.Te:us, native, developed her
gaine at Richland High School,
where she was named to the AIIDistnct First Team her senior season.
She was also recognized as the
dtstrict's Defensive Player o£ the
Year and the Northeast Tarrant
County Offensive Player of the Year.
Williams satd "the seasons, the
campus and the weather" persuaded
her to journey to JMU from Texas.
"It is just 50 pretty here." she said.
Unfortunately. things weren't so
prelly for Williams once her

freshman season began.
complement her powerful inside
play. "She can shoot the three"(It was) sort of like a roller
coaster ride, rather typically
pointer, which makes her a lot harder
freshman, in tenns of the adjustmentS
to defend." Rilinger said.
that are neces..ary;• Moonnan aid of
Williams said she hopes her
William '
freshman season .
newfound confidence and three-poinc
range will not onJy make her more
"Adjustments to beina away from
home and the homesickness factor,
consistent but also a recosnizable
plus the level of intensity both
name in the conference.
academically and basketball-wise."
At times last season, the JMU
Williams s~ud, "Last year, being a
coaching scaff felt Williams'
inconsistency was a result of her
freshman, you kind of don't know
condi ti o ning. Williams has aho
where you fat '" and what the
worked hard at that aspect of her
coaches expect out of you. You don't
know the best part of your same game and figures to start th1s season
because it's totally different from
with more stamina. ·
high school. I had gOOd moment. ,
"She's continuing to work on one
and then there were moment£ when
pnmary area that we think has been a
you knew I was a fre. hman."
limitation to her performance, and
William~ is countinJ on those
that's physical conditioning,"
Moorman said. "We have challenged
moments to be few and far between
thi. season. With senior starting
her to get tn better physical
forward Sarah Schrieb idelined for . conditioning. and she' workin& hard
the first two gamei with a broken left
to meet that challenge."
nng finger, more pressure and
For Williams and the Dukes. the
minutes will be placed on Williams,
task at hand is to compete for the
for which she said she has prepared.
Colonial AthletiC Association
"I think I've gotten a lot more championship and return to the
confident this year," Williams said. NCAA Tournament. Standing in
" I kind of know my role better this
their way at least twice thts eason is
Old Dominion University, the
year than l dad thas last year.
"I know when Coach [Moorman)
favorite to repeat as CAA champion.
takes (Schrieb) out for a breather, it's
Despite the Monarchs' towering
going to be like 'Emeka, you go in
front line and NCAA Tournament
and do the same thmg,' •• she ~aid
experience, Williams said she
"She shouldn't have to be scared of believes her forte for "getting in there
taking Schrieb out because she won't
and not being afraid to take the ball
be losmg anything."
up against those big girls" will
During the off-season, Williams
bolster the Dukes' chances.
worked hard on her game,
Her coaches and teammates can
developing a three-point shot to
only hope so. too.

Culicerto prefers role as Dukes' sixth man
by Jerry Nitdzialek
senior writer
The last time JMU basketball fans
uw senior guard Ryan Culicerto in a
regular sea5on game, he was icing
the contest by hitting two free throws
with nine ~onds left .
In 1 75-72 victory over American
Un1ven;ity Feb. 26, Culicerto scored
a career-high 14 points In only IS
minutes of play. He poured in the last
nine points for JMU, after it trailed
~ with less than four minut~ to
play.
Culicerto connected on all three
field goal attempts. including two
three poinaers. He also sunk all six
shou from the line while dishing out
four assistS.
''The last game really changed my
summer," Culicerto said. "I worked
harder because I saw the potential for
more playing time this season. I
gajned confidence because I realized
that I can perform well."
But the overall story of the 1995'96 season wasn't that brisht for
Culicerto or JMU, which finished the
year IQ.-20.
This year's co-captain began last
season pl ayi ng heavy minutes,
starting four of the Dukes' six games
and playing at leaSt 20 minutes in
each contest. But for the final 21
games, Culicerto only played 20
minutes twice.
" I think since we were strugling,
Coach (Lefty Driesell} was trying
different combinations to see what
would wort," Culicerto said. "Also.
Ned (Felton) came to the team
second semester at point guard. That
moved Darren (McLinton] to the

hooting guard where I was getting
most of my minutes."
Culicerto shot .352 from the floor
for the season and averaaed ju. t 4.5
points a game.
"The problem with last year was
that nobody really knew what their
role was," Culicerto said . " But
Lefty's defining our roles beuer this
year, and I feel I know what he
expects of me, and that 's to do
whatever it takes to stay on the
floor."
The 1993 West Virgini-a High
School Player of the Year did finish
the year tied for second on the team
in assists (46) and concluded the year
with a nourish against American
University.
"That's the game
that stuck out in my
mtnd from last
season," Culicerto
said. "It felt good to
win and to contribute
that much."
But Culicerto is CULJCERTO
now looking ~ to
this season, instead of looking back
to last year. He understands what it
takes to win; he and fellow senior
Charles Lou are the only two players
on the Dukes who played in the
NCAA Tournament in 1994. They
also are the co-captains and lone
seniors on the squad.
"Ryan brings experience and more
depth to the team," head coach
Driesell said "He'll give us a lift off
the bench and play a lot of minutes.
He plays hard, and gets othen to play
hard u~elJ."

Lou said, " He's always t>een a
great shooter and wi ll provide

I

scoring off the bench. If a team drops
back in a zone, he'll bust it wide
open rorus"
Although Dnesell said he hopes
Cuhcerto wtll be a leader thas year,
Lott saad Cultcerto has always
tepped up and taken that leadership
role. "He's definitely a leader," he
satd. "He's vocaJ in pracuce and also
leads by example. Ryan's confident
an his game, and the rest of the team
respects him."
Culicerto said he knows what is
expected of him this year and is
ready to face the challenge. "I know I
have to be a leader," he said. "I
played on a team that went to the
NCAAs and I played on a team that
went 1()..20. I know the difference of
practice habit! between the two
teams. I know what it takes to get

I

there.

"Charles and I have been here for
four years, and the team respects us
and listens to what we have to say
because we've been through it,"
Culicerto said.
AlthoUgh Culicerto said he won't
be an opemng day staner this year,
he still knows he can contribute to
the team in many areas. ''I like
coming off the bench better," he said.
"I have done both. but reacted better
as the sixth man. I can sit back, relax
and caJch the flow of the game.
"When I do get in there, I am
aoing to do anything to contribute."
Culicerto said. "If that means taking
a charge or doing the little things,
that's what I'll do."
Lott said, "What separateS Ryan is
his personality and auirude. He is a

see CUUCERTO page 12
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Cullcerto, who ftWIICed 4.5 points per . . . . In 1995-'98,
provided JMU with .,. emotional epark off the bench l•t ,_,.

Colonial Athletic: A~
6. UNC

mJngtoo
1995·'96: 13-16 overall, 9-7 CAA- 3rd
Outlook: The Seahawks made it to the CAA final la~t
sea~n behind a. big fro~t line and a stingy defense. They
ranked fifth nauonally 10 scorina defense, allowing S8 4
pomts per game. The intimidators from the in.41ide are gone
but UNCW still has an experienced backcoun to rdy on thi~
season. Junior Mike Bytactoa is the leadins scorer among
returners- he averaged 9.7 points per same last season
Senior point guard Lamoat Franklla led the team in
m1nutes played in 1995, and had a strona tournament
alongside Stan Slmmoas. Simmons, now a sophomore,
surprised many in the championships and wu named to the
All-Tournament team after scoring 17 in the final.

1. Virginia ommonwealth nlversity
1995--'96: 24-9 overall, 14-2 CAA- 1st
Outlook: The defending Colonial Athletic Association
champions have once again reloaded with junior college
lt'ansfers~ Add that to the three starters the Rams return from
la st season, and VCU looks ready to repeat. Ali-CAA
second-teamer Sherman Hamilton has started 63
consecutive games at point guard. which makes him the
perfect leader for this bunch that featu~e~ more newcomers
Lhan returnees The gem of the incoming class of transfers is
MeJvln Drake, a fonner high school All-American who first
played at Georgia. He'll anchor the front line beside senior
center Georce Byrd, who was second in the conference in
blocks last season.

ames Madison Dive ty
J995-'9f: 10-20 ovei'aU, 6-10 CAA- 7th
Outlook: Anyone who thinks wRy Driesell is going to
stand pat after hi1 fiflt losing season an over 30 y~ doesn't
know the ultra-competitive coach very well. All the Left1\:inder did was go out and sign h1s best ever JMU recruiting
class, including jun10r college All-American Chataey
Boward and freshman center Rob Strlcklaad. Forwicd
C'barles LoU i the returninaleading scoring leader and will
anchor a solid frontcoun alongside JUnior Lamoat Boour,
Howard and Strickland. The Duke~ will ai~ benefit from
having speedy point guard Ned F~lton around for the entire
season; he only played the second half last year. This is a
deep, young team that's going to surprise a lot of people.
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. Old Dominion University
1995-•96: 18-13 overall, 12£4 CAA -2nd
Outlook : The fact that senior center Odell Hodge has
dropped 20 pounds since last season should scare a lot o
teams. What makes this team look a lot mon: vulnerable is
Lhe surprise loss of forward Joe Buaa, the leading scorer and
rebounder from a year ago, who was kicked off the team
after a domestic di!pllte. Still, the Mo!UU'Ch~ return four other
starters from the team that fim hed "econd in the CAA a year
ago. including Rookie of the Year Mark Poag (9.3 points
per game). Sen1or E.J. Sherod will likely move into the
starting lineup, giving ODU a three·guard se!. Sull. the key
to this team is Hodge - ir he returns to the form he showed
before hie; ~nee problems, he could tnke this team to the top

7. ..............

~--------------------------~
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4. East Carolina University

~----------------~

1995-•96: 17-11 overall, 8-8 CAA 5th
Outlook: Joe Dooley landed a top-rnte recn1i1ing class in
bnly his second season a<> head couch of the Pirates.
Tennessee transfer Alk:o Dunk (a name made for basketball)
will add depth to the backcoun. which will be led by junior
Otbello Meadows. Last season, Meadows hit for 10 poents a
game and nailed 44 percent of his three· point allempts. The
bead Pirate is senior Tim Basham, a tough scorer ( 13.5)
1nside who can hit from ~e line (81 percent), He can also
stroke the three (63 in 21 games last J~Ca.'>on}. En.'it Carolina
out-rebounded its opponent~ in 1995 by 5 per game, and
added to it!> front coun power by !\igning 6-foot-8, 290
pound junior college transfer Dink Peters.

t9f5..•96: 11-16 overall. 6-10 CAA- 8th
Oudook: Once apia. the Patriots were among the national
leadci'l in sc:orina last ya.r. True to fonn. they al10 finished
next tO Jut In the cOOferenc:e and had a number of olt~n
defections and arrests. After: losing guards CurtJs McCants
and Jason Williams thiJ offseason , they return Nate
Lan~ey and Keria W. ., l*:k from a season lost due to
academics. Lan&Jey w• the 1994-'9S CAA Rookie of the
Year and wu an AII-CAA Mcoaid teamer. He was averaging
22 po1ots bef<n bein& dilmi-.1 from the team last season
His return should JeUen 1M bJow of the new losses. Just
think, if thi!i team could 1J1!1 allot coach hul Westhtad's
players on the noor during the same season ...

8. American
ve
1995-'96: 12-1 S oVerall, 8-8 CAA - 4th •
Outlook: American could be rebuilding after losing three
double-digit scorers. Coacb Cbrls Knot:be hu s1x
newcomerc; to wOrk into tbe mix. TwO solid players already
there are forwards Tbomat Tl"eMwll and David Small
Treadwell, a 41tnior, is the leadina reiUming rebounder and
will be expected to score more this season. He won 't be
expected to play center like Jut year, though. Small, a
M>phomore. made five starts last season during Tim Fudd'
suspension and staJTed, pouring in 22 points vef'u~ W11liam
&Mary. Expect more of the same with a year'c; marur.uion
Junior Nate Smith is the leading returning scorer ( 11.6 ppg)
The shooting gulll'd started ail 27 games last ~on.

9. College o Wlllia.Di & ary
1995-'96: 10-16 overall, 6-JO CAA- 6th
Outlook: The Tribe lost the heart and soul of their team 1n
graduates David Cally, Carl Parker and Matt Verkey
llead coach Charlie Woollum will have to fight to keep th1s
team out of the CAA basement. Sophomore guard Randy
Bracy ~hould shine for William & Mary. The All-Rookie
Team selection averaged 9.8 points. 4.6 assists and 3.7
rebounds per game. He was second in the CAA in steals ( 1.8
per game). The main recipient of his pa."ses will be forward
Bobby FitzgibbOns. The 6-foot-8 senior wall a part-time
r.truter Ill! 1 season, scoring 12.3 points per game. The rest o
the team is very inexperienced - rookies Brian Brown and
'-------------..,---~ St:otty Scott could be counted on early.

I

S. University of Richmond
1995-'96: 8-20 overall, 3 13 CAA 9th
Outlook: The Sp1ders return v1nually everybody from last
year's last place team, including all live starters. Is this the
year the great 1994 recruiting cia'\!. finally achieves 'itardom?
The depth 1s there, with two Mgnecs joining the top nine
scorers from a year ago. Small forward Jarod Stevenson is
the man who'll take this team to the next level - the slasher
led the team 1n scoring w1th 13.7 points per game. The
backcourt IS a lOt deeper, wuh freshman MarseiJies Brown
possibly edging out junior Carlos Cueto for the staning
point guard spot. BIU Dooley it> on a very hot ~eat After nn
impressive first season, the fourth -year coach has led
Richmond to back-to-back 20 loss 41tMons.

Bree~e Presea
First Team AII-CAA
Center: Odell Hodge, ODU
Forward: Charles Lou, JMU
Forward: Tim Basham, ECU
Guard: Nale Langley, GMU
Guard: Brion Dunlap, ODU

s on Honor R.Dll
Second Team AII-CM
1 Center: George Byrd, VCU
Forward: Melvin Drake, VCU
Forward: Thomas Treadwell. AU
Guard: Randy Bracy, W&M
Guard: Ned Felton, JMU

Player of the Year: Odell Hodge, ODU
Coach of the Year: Lefty Driaell, JMU
Newcomer of the Year: Melvin Drake, VCU

Men's and Women's predktions and desi'" fly John M. 'Caylor
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n
University
1995-'96: 29-3 overall. 16-0 CAA- 1st
Outl~: There's really no way anybody will knock Old
Dom1010n out of the top spot in the conference. The
Monarchs went a perfect 19-0 against CAA opponent~ last
season and return four starters from that team. Two of them
are the last two CAA players of the year, Clarlae Macbanauana ( 1995) and Patricia Penicbelro ( 1996). The
Monarchs are 7th in the nation in the ~ason polls. they
went to the Sweet 161ast season. and their crowning as CAA
champion fo~ a sixth consecutive season l1 nothing more
lhnn a fonnahty. The 6-foot-5 Machanguana led the team in
scoring and ~bounding last season, .and Penicheiro led the
CAA in assi\ts (7.1 per game) and steals (4.3).

Outlook: After a tumultuous. if not totally unsuccessful,
5ea.\On under one-y~r-and out coach Peuy Sells. alumnus
avid Glass takes over as the Rams' third head coach in
three years. He enherit~ a team with three returning starter.;
and what could possibly be the biggest frontcourt in the
conference, or even the country. Six-foot-5 sophomore
center Mona Karlsson w1ll hold down the ptvot and 6-fOOt4 seneor Allyn Lewis could start bes1de her at forward. The
other forward spot belongs to the retum1ng leading scorer for
VCU, JUnior Gabrielle Kyhlsledt. She averaged 10.9 and
5.3 rebounds per game la'il season Two junior college
transfers give this team sohd depth.

2. James MadJson University

7.

1995-'96: 21 -9 ovmll, 12-4 CAA - 2nd
Outloolt: JMU has to deal w1lh early injuries but ~hould
persevere aod claim the second spot in the conference for the
second consecutive year. Last year. that was good enough
for a trip to the NCAA tournament - with the expanded
tourney field, the CAA is no longer a must-win. 'Jl)e Dukes
are led by tbe talented duo of point guaro Holly Rillqer and
forward Sarah Scbrelb. Schreib led the conference in
rebOunding last sea.wn. and Rilinger was fourth in assists.
The early injuries. should make this team tough down the
stretch, with the backups getteng a lot of quality minu~ in
the pme&son and early games. Sophomores Hope Cook and
Kllb Jordan hove ~hened in exhibition ploy.

e o illiam & Mary
1995-'96: 14-13 overall. 6-10 CAA -6th
Outlook: William & Mary relUms one of the deepen and
most experienced teams in the CAA. All five stanen and 10
letter winne~ return from a team that went 14·13 la~t sea.41on
and won six games m the conference. The leaders of this
team have youth on their side - the sophomore bad.court o
JuHe Sommer and Katie Anryt. Sommer led the team in in
scoring last season, and Averyt was named to the All-Rookie
team. Senior JuDe Hamid is the veteran leader of thi~ team.
The forward was named AII-CAA ~econd team Iaiit season
after hitting for 10.6 points per game. With the chemistry
and continuity of having the same lineup of n year ago, this
team has a leg up on a lot of the league.

6. Virginia omrnonwealth University
1995-'H: 14·14 overall, 7-9 CAA- 5th

........................................

~

~

rgt

ason Diversity

1'"·'96: 21 -9 overaJI, 12-4 CAA - 3rd
Outlook: The loss of all·everydung Kui Cbacooas will be
tough to overcome for the Patriots, ru will an early sea.\On
schedule that has them matching up with N.C State in the
season opener. Still, this team could surprise people 1f guard
Krista Jay takes her game to another level yet again. The
sweet-shoot1ng junior hit 41 percent of her three point
attemptS on the way to averaging 13.4 pomts per game. She
should be an AII-CAA perfonner this season. Joining Jay in
the backcourt will be highly touted recruit Krlsteena
Alexander and senior Marta Acevedo. The frontcourt is
suspect, but sophomore center Talaba Tbemas made her
presence felt lust season by snagging 7.6 rebounds per game.

8. University or Richmond

..-

RJ<:HM()Nl)

;!jiti§F

1995-'96: 13- 15 overoll, 6-10 CAA - 8lh
OuUuuk: The Sp1den. got a Big East import in first-year
coach Bob Foley. who hall been at Providence for the past II
yean. They did lose 'iiX lettermen though, and w1th only
three new players on the roster. they only carry II people on
the team. Plus, four of their top six scorers from last season
are gone from the team that was ju~t under .500 overall. It
could be a tough year in Richmond, but seneor forward
Stephanie Eken will 'lee that the Spide~ l'tay respectable.
She averaged almo't nine poinL'i and five rebound~ per game
a year ago. Beside her will be classmate Amy Dorsett, a 6foot·5 center who was third in the CAA in blocks. Jun1or
Jennifer Meade anchors lhe bac:kcourt.

I

4. American UniverSity
1995-'96: 16-12 overall. 9-7 CAA -4th
Outlook: Tile Eagles lost lbeir ICDding .;corer from lnst year,
but they return four other starters and on all-conference
forward, pulling them in a good position to better the1r I6· 12
record. Forward Mary Klima made the second team all ·
conference as a sophomore Ia.~ sea.o;on. ave111ging 12.3 point!i
and seven rebounds per game. There's no true center on the
team, but Stacy Meeker is the closest thing to it - the
senior blocked 19 shots a year ago and averaged 7. 7 points
per outing. Head coach Jdf Thatcher has never won more
than 16 games in a season ~inc:e taking over the American
program in 1989, but this could be the year he make.' thi~
progr:1m one of the elite in the conference.

S. East Carolina University
1995-'96: 11 -16 overall. 6-10 CAA- 7th
Outlook: Former Olympian and All-American Anne
Donovan begins her second year at the helm of Ea)t
Carolina·~ ship with '>ix newcomers to blend in with the
veter:ln\. The foundation of that veteran cast i~ 'Ienior guanl
Justine Allpress, who scored 14.8 points per game last
~eason. Allpress tied for firM en the conference with 58 threepointers. hitting 32 percent of them. Senior Tracey Kelley
plays both of the big front court position'i adeptly
she
averoged 8 I points and 6.8 rebound!~ per contellt last ye~r.
Jenn Cox is the gem of the newcomers. The Vanderbilt
tr.lnsfer has tremendous .size at 6-fOOt-5 and ha.o; played in a
tough conference. She solidifies the Pirates under the ba!>ket.

~-------------------------~

Bre~e

9. UN WiJmington
1995·'96: 2-25 overall, 0-16 CAA - 9th
Outlook: Last season was miserable in Seahawk land.
UNCW lost 25 games lust seuson, only collecung two wens
in the process. The lowlights of the sea-:on came 1n two
losse to Old Domineon - the Monarchs downed UNC W
103-22 in January and 81-41 in February The Senhawls
were la.~t in every statiMical catcgol) but one last year, and
lhingc; don't look like they' ll get rnuch better. There's only
one senior on the team, Amber Blank. and o;he hasn' t played
in n few years. The top three \COren. from last year's team
are gone, but Stacy Cantley will be back at forward to
anchor the line She averaged 6.3 point\ and six rebounds per
contest lost season. but ~he'll hove to do a lot more this

Preseason Honor R.oll

First Team AII-CAA
Center: Clarisse Machanguana, ODU
Forward: Sarah Schreib, JMU
Forward: Mary Klima, AU
Guard: Patricia Peniche1ro, ODU
Guard: Holly RiJinger, JMU

I

Second Team AO-CAA
Center: Mona Carlsson, VCU
Forward: Mery Andrade, ODU
Forward: Julte Hamiel, W&M
Guard: Justine Allpress, ECU
Guard: Krista Jay. GMU

Player or the Year: Clarisse Machanguana, ODU
Coach of the Year: Anne Donovan, ECU
Newcomer of the Year: Jenn Cox, ECU

--"
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t£he St. Anthony's Conneetaon

Fonner hich s~hool uamrJUJUs llrine New Jersey Jlllvor eo Dul(es' IHI&fteoun
21 points ser against Jllino1s State, is aJ~ the

by C. Scott Graham

Duke • second leading returning scorer.

.!POrts ~diror
"Hey Gene, where we gonna eat?" JMU
sophomore point guard Ned Felton asked his
teammate and roommate, Eugene Atkinson.
"Dukes. man," Atkint.on, a sophomore
guard. replied, pau<;ing to think about the time.
"D-hall closes liOOn."
For Felton and Atkinson. that's the doily
nfier-pract1ce routine
dec1d1ng where to get
their next meal before hilling the books or
lla.nging out with their other teammates
But when it comes to daily routine . Felton'c;
• ~nd Atk1nc;on's common regimen e.xtendc;
6~yond the basketball coun and dates bad
1>eve ral years before they set foot 1n the
Convocation Center
"I was around those auy1> for four years."
),aid Bob Hurley Sr. Felton 's and Atkinson'<~
coach at St Anthony's Cnthohc H1gh School in
Jersey City, N.J "There weren't many times I
saw Ned without see~ng Eugene with him, and
vice versa. They just developed a ~ trong
friend-.hip on and off the court, and you could
tell by watching them perform during a game."
Where Hurley. a probation officer by trade,
.watched the Dukes' backcourt
duo perform was St Anthony's
basketball gymnas1um as fouryear members of one of the
most well-respected and feared
high s•ool program<> in the
country. ll was there that
Hurley. who has coached such
college basketball and NBA ~~.,......~-'
standouts as Bobby Hurley Jr.,
Terry Dehere. Jerry Walker and Rodrick
Rhode'\, prepared Felton and Atkinson for what
cf..be two hoped would be the next phase of thelt
lives - college basketball.
"[Hurleyl prepares you mentally and
phy 1cnlly for the college game,'' Atkinwn !>aid.

KVl.E BUSS/unior pltoto8rophtr
Fetton and Atkinson will anchor the Dukes' young backcourt thls season.

''There's no loafing around 10 his pmctices"
Fellon, who along wuh Atkmson led St.
Anthony's to the state title in the1r senior
season, said, "That'~ one thing abou t his
practices- they're just like college practices."
If that's the case. JMU men's basketball
head coach Lefty Driesell makes his players run
suicide sprint" wuh a hnck in each hand, raised
above their heads, during and after practice.
"Ah no, nothing like that," Drie:.ell said of h1s
practice sessions.
However, it's app:trent Hurley·, discipline-

first, wm-later coaching style ha~ already
mnuenced Felton':, and Atkinson's college
basketball careers. As freshmen for the Dukes
la.c;t year, b<Jth New Jer.;ey nntiveo; eventually
started for a team that lini\hed the year with 11
disappomtmg 10-20 record.
Despite his team's lack of success, Atk~nson,
who staned from the open1ng game and led
JMU in rebounding last year, was named the
Dukes' Rookie of tne Year and a member of the
Colonial Athletic Association· All-Rookie
Team. Atkinson. whose career scoring h1gh is

"He could just always find a way to score
and was an amazing ~bounder for his si1e."
Hurley c;ajd of the 6-foot-5 AlkinJOn. "He ju\t
seems ro be a si mple guy with a simple
objective of bettering him!itlf and his ~am.''
Felton. on the other hand, Ill
a more complicated story
Becau!lt he lacked the NCAA\
minimum requirement of for the
Scholastic Aptitude Test to
enroll at JMU in fall 1995. he
remained at his home in ·Jer\Cy
City, working odd jobs and
studying to pas~ the entrance
exam.
One thing Felton, who played behind the
University of Richmond se01or point suard
Carlo Cueto as a junior at St. Anthony''·
didn't do was play much competiti ve
basketball. "Coach HurJey told met didn't e\'en
need to play," Felton aid. "He JUSt told me 1
needed to worry about getting the score, and the
rest would work out."
Once again, Hurley's advice paid off. By
semester's end. Felton pas!led the SA r
requirement and could fulfill his commitment to
play for Dnesell's team.
"l knew rooner or later he was going to get
it," Atkinson said. "I didn't want him taking the
test a thousand times. I wanted him down here
to play ball like he can."
And that's what Felton did. After starting hh
fim game in a JMU uniform against the
College of Wilham &. Mary Jan. 6, the '·foot11 point guard played in 18 gal1lC5 and started
the Dukes' Ia t eight games, including JMU's
five-game wm streak.
"Ned came in in mid-stream, hadn't played
much orga.nized basketball in months, and we

see CONNECTION page 12

.J'Guley: JMV's new Jtid·on the bloeft
Former Kansas JayhGwJt standout eeea his 'fool
in ~~ door' as Duftes' newest a.sbtant couh
by Manny Rosa
contributing writer
According to JMU men's
basketball head conch Wty Driesell
this year's group of newcomers is
one of his best recruiting JObs ever.
To the surprise of some, he's not just
talking about playen.
The Dukes have a new assi tant
coach this year, Eric Pauley Oriesell
had been look1ng for 'iomeone to
~ orl with his frontcourt players. and
he found that person 1n the former
University of Kan~ tar.
"I sent out letters to the better
.basketball schools m the country,
askmg if they had anyone mterested
in a coaching job," Driesell said.
"Roy William. [Kan as head coach)
called me about Eric; I was very
impressed with him nght away."
Pauley 's r~s um~ alone IS
impressive enough. After uansferring
from Cypress (Calif.) Community
College a!; a junior. he became an
Immediate starter at Kansas. In 1993,
his senior year, he was co-cnptam of
the Jayhowk team that went to the
Final Four, before losmg to eventual
national champion University of
North Carohna
- -.;. In Pauley' s sen1or season, he
averaged I I 9 po1nts and 4.9
~bounds for Kansas.

After college. he played
professionally in Spain, Mex1co and
Germany before returning to the
Uni ted States to coach at Hayden
High School in Topeka. K.an.
"J was back in Kansas, looking to
get a job in coaching," Pauley said.
"I was hoping to get my foot in the
door. when something came by
Coach Williams' desk."
That something was the letter
from Driesell )ooking for a former
player to fill the vacancy left by
Duke University graduate Kenny
Blakeney. who left JMU to JOin La
Salle University's coach1ng staff.
··coach Williams knew [Driesell)
well. made a phone call. and I wound
up here," Pauley said.
Thus far, Pauley has worked
primarily with the Dukes' frontcourt
players on low-post moves and
footwori(. Both players and staff have
said they are pleased w1th his ability
not only to coach the Dukes but also
play against them.
"It's good to have a coach you can
play against," junior forward Lamont
Boozer said. "He has a Joe of moves
- he can play inside and outside."
JMU freshman center Rob
Strickland ~id, "He's still young. He
knows a lot of good post moves, how
ro box out He helps out a toe."
Oriesell said jokingly. "Right now

!Pauley is) the best big man we
hove."
However, Pauley does have other
roles with the program besides·
working with post players. He is also
in charge of recruiting in several
stares, as well as monitoring players'
academic progress.
"Bas1cally, l do whatever Coach
[Drie!iell) need!> help with outside
practice," Pauley said.
When asked how JMU's inside
game would be, Pauley said,
"Improved from last year. We're
going to be a little more mside
oriented··
Commg to JMU may prove to be
one of the best moves Pauley ever
mado' Twelve of Driesell's assistant
coache have become head college
basketball coaches. Does Pauley
hope to be the next?
"I'd like to," Pauley said. "I know
you have to pay your dues. get
expeneoce and be successful in order
to get your opportunity."
If he does get the opportunity,
there's at least one person who feels 1
he'll make the most of it.
"He' s going to be an excellent
coach," Driesell said of PauJey .
" He' s a good teacher. and he's
thorough. He 's rhe type of person
that if I had a on, I'd want him to
play for rum."

I

KYLE 8USSI.Nfticw pltolofroplttr

P.uley waa the Jeytunwb' man In tM ....... , _ 1112. to 1193.
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by Sttven Trout
sta writer
NyCiha Basey likes to jump rope.
In fact. for six years he jumped
competitively with the Rope Busters,
a travelins jump rope troupe in
Marunsburg. W.Va. It wasn't until
one day when the Rope Busters were
sharing the practice gym w1th the
Maninsbura High School basketbaJI
team that a I 5-year-old Ba4iey even
thought about ahooting hoops.
"They looked like they were
having so much fun.'' Bauey said.
"My friend just told me to come out
the next day and try out."
She did ju t that, and four years
later she had I'IClced up an impre~ive
list of awards. 1wice named to the
first-team All-State. Basey led her
team 1n scoiina (19.S ppg), assists
(4.5 apg) and steals (5.5 spg). She
was also in~mental in leading her
team to a~ 88-7 record during those
four years.
Basey comes from a tamily in
which such athletic: success is almost
common . Her older brother.
Marsalis, was the starting point guard
at West VirJinia University and now
plays baseball in tk Hou ton Astto
organization . Her father, Greg,
' played baseball for the Ctnc:innati
Reds organization, and her uncle,
Fulton Walker, was a running b~ck
with the Miam1 Dolphin. and the Lo
Angeles Raiders.
Essentially. Basey's basketball
career at JMU is yet another page in
her family's athletic history.

Last year was Basey's first full
year at JMU . She played in four
games in 1994-'95 bot took time off
to give birth to her daughter, Kieeta.
She staned last season as one of the
Dukes' guards. a position that fits her
well, according to head coach Shelia
Moorman.
"Overall, she's a good athlete,"
Moorman said. "She's got good
quickness and good speed. She has a
real knowledge for the a•me ..
Basey atlributes her quickness to
her days as a jump-roper She said
she feels it not only increased her
quickness but also her agility.
Playing the guard position, Basey
is expected to take shots, a facet of
her same she is more comfonable
with this season. "My stronge t point
is my shot." sbe said.
Mooiman said, ..She has a good
eye and a goo(l touch . She's an
excellentth~point shooter."
Basey proved this when she
averaged S 3 points and 2.9 rebounds
per game. while shooting 30.6
percent from 3-point range. All of
this was compiled before a Feb 23
game against George Mason
University.
· It was in that game that she
suffered a torn anten or cruciate
ligament, a season-ending injury that
required surgery in March.
"It was very frustrating," Basey
said . "Now I'm just focused on
gelling back on the coun. I want to
come back. and play."
It's this persistence and her work
ethic that fuel Basey's quest to

become a consistent contributor for
the Dukes this season . " We ' re
1m~ with her effort coming ofT
lh1. lund of injury," sophomore guard
Hope Cook said. "She can't go all
out, but ~he still give.• 110 percent."
Accordina to Moorman. this
attitude doesn't go unnoticed. "She's
made excellent progre~s since she
returned to 5Chool," Moorman said.
"We have every confidence that
when he'~ healthy (from the knee
suraeryJ, she'll be a contributor.•·
Basey and the coachmg 'taff are
shooting for the first of the year as
her optimal retum date. If she's 100
percent by then. she'll help the
Dukes when they play their
conference opponeolS in January and
February.
Basey alsO appliea her work ethic
to other aspects of her life also.
Majoring in political science and
recuperating
from
total
recon.~ive knee surgery would be
enough for most college students.
There is, however. one more
important thing in Basey's life.
"I want to be the best mother I can
be," Basey said. ''The main thin·g is
prov1d1na for my daughter."
Iron1cally, Kieera will rum 2 years
old m January - the same month
Ba~y hopes to return to action for
the Dukes.
If there's any question whether
Basey will make it back ort time,
Cook IS qu1ck to answer 11.
"She's a spirited g1rl," Cook ~id.
"She's always smiling, and she'll
make 11 She's touah."

•
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MELISSA PALLADINO/pltoto ~ditor

Basey Ia expected to return to the Dukes' Uneup by J~~n.
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ichly touted (nJsh is worl( in pi'OflJ'ess
«Cop-I 00 prospe&t wiU learn on the job a he helps solidifY ]Mil's fronuour.t
by John M. Taylor
-~assistant SJ!!!rfS ~;;..-:;d;.;.;it;.=;
o.:.r__

In light of the recent gambhng
scandnl involving the Bo ton College
footbnll team, one would thank n
tenm wou ld be hesuant to place
wagers on anything at all.
But when there·~ nothing but
henllh. speed and the pur~uit of
ctorics involved in a bet nmong~t a
co:~ch and has players. it'!> not likely
·to bnng '>ancuom. - merely a lot of
laughs from those within enn;hot of
the 64-year old conch telling the
MOry.
"We usually weigh every
Tuellday," JMU head coach Lefty
Driesell said. "We got a bet going I've goua lose 20 pounds, Fred
(Boyd] has to lose 19 and Rob 's
goun lose 12."
The second player mentioned,
fre . hman center Rob Stnckland.
responds wuh a shrug. "I'm winning
the bet," the New Jersey native said,
"but he's trying to cheat me out of
my wins."
The plan to shed pounds i~ j ust
one Mep in the maturation proces.o; of
Strickland. easily the most hyped
and heralded player 10 sign with
JMU since Driesell's arrival in 1988.
At 6-foot- 10, the Pleasantvalle, N.J .
product h~ been touted ru Driesell's
first true center at JM U. As a hagh
<ochool semor, he scored 15 poants.
• pulled down 12 rebounds and
blocked six shots per game. For has
effort . • he wa~o named firM team
All-Cape Atlantic League and first
team all-aren. He is considered one
of the top 100 college freshmen in
the country by Pr~p Stor.f
HandbooJ..

Wath those stalisucs and nllcntion
come very real expectauon'i,
e.~pecially comang to a team th:u had
a aare lo-.mg season last year. Early
andacations are the kid can handle
tlllll weight.
"He's dealing with it very well,"
junior forward Lamont Boozer said.
" I think there's a lot of pre~ure from
what people are saying In the books
and what nor, but he's nor tnlking
about it, so it seems like he's deahng
wath it prelly well."
S trac kland acknowledge~ the
expectations but said they haven't
gou en to him. "There's a lot of
expectations from back home,"
... Strickland wd. "I need a quick stmt to
the season. nnd I think I can come in
and contribute.
" (I'm expected] to come in and get
10, 15 points. 10 rebounds, something
like that," Strickland snad. "It hasn't

KYLE BUSSis tnior phorogrophtr
Freshman center Rob Strickland, seen here dunking In practice
last week, Is one of JM U's most promlslnC prospecta.
been too bad. not a.o; bad n.' I thought it

would be.
"I did lthanJ.. nbout 11) when I finll
got here. But now that I'm getting an
shnpe and gelling beller, I really
don' 1 worry about it too much. J
know things wi ll hnppen when the
season start:s.u
Strickland is fortunate he 'II be
allowed orne tame to grow into what
people eltpect him 10 become - a
domanant college center.
''Luckily he's not in a program
where he's under the magnifyang
glass. lind you've got reporters and
people tnlking about him left and
right ," JMU 's newest assistant
coach, Eric Pauley, said. " He' s
kind of in a good place where
hopefully the expectatao ns won't

weagh too much on him."
Gelling down to a good playang
weaghl (he cnme 10 at 285 pounds)
and geuang in shnpe was the first
challenge facing Strickland upon his
arrival nt JMU, but he has tackled it
head on. As of last week, he wu
tip-ping the scales at 261 pounds,
having lost almost double the amount
required by his bet with his conch.
''He's unique in that you see a lot
or guys that are 6-fooc-9. 6-foot-10.
280 pounds and you think that
they're just out of shape and far,''
Pauley said. "But you look at Rob,
and he's pretty well put together."
The weight, however, was just the
first step. There is still the maner or
geuang in shape Then comes the
toughest thing mnny high school

center) face upon arrival at college
- eliminating all of the bad habat!l
developed at the high school level.
The 6-foot-11 Pauley, who starred
in college for Kansas University (see
page 12). is working with JMU:s
inside players this season. He aad
Stracklond stall has a lot 10 learn.
giVI ng a veritable lnundry list or
things he needs to work on :
fundamentals. po ung up. blocking
out, readang whach way the def~n~ .i!l
playing ham. pas~ing out, tuckang an
the boll. bendang the knees and
ex plod mg.
" I don't think he' s ever been
shown the right way 10 do things."
Pauley said.
College big men usually have to
adjust to not being the biggest men
on the noor anymore. Strickland
learned thnt quickly. as he has often
been m!tched up against the 6-foot10 Boo1.er. Is he tnrting to learn the
college level of play?
.
"He has no choice," Boo1er aad
wuh n sly smale.
Strackland said. " I like playing
against Lamont; He makes me play
hnrd. We have some good battle~."
The man wntching those battles
the c losest hns been Driesell. who
has bnrely been able to contnin
him elf SinCe Strickland COmfTIIlted
to JM U durang the early signing
period.
"Rob's goang to be a good player
as soon Bll he learns our system,"
Orie ell ~aid . " He gol by in high
school just being bagger than
everybody and stronger thnn
everybody. I don' t think he's used to
people as nggressive and strong as
the people we have right now."
Since Strackland's nrrival on
campu!;, Dnesell has tempered his
enthusaasm some. probably to lessen
the straan on the freshman and
becau~e he reali1es he's a work in
progrell~. But he can't totally mask
hi!; excitement over has pri1e recruit.
"I hope yo'll don't expect him to
come in here and be Kareem Jabbn.r,
because he's not," Oriesell said. "But
he Is a big guy. and he's strong, and
he's got good hnnds. He'o; got a great
at II tude.
"He's going to be a force for us
sooner or later."
Exactly when that will be is hard
10 tell Oraesell saad he w1shes the
Dukes played some early seaf.on
games he knew JMU would wan so
he could give Strackland a lot of
playing time. He doesn't want to
experiment nnd try to win games at
the same time. But the freshman
already brings some things that make

him an asset on the court.
" He's an inti midating force
in~ide," high school and now-JMU
teammate Jamar Perry ~id, "because
he's such a big body when people
come in. he alter~ a lot or shots.
blocks a lot of shot ~."
Stnckland also feels defense is his
specaahy, to which his six blocks per
game as high school senior will
auest. But thanks to a tough workout
regimen and working out with
Pauley, the other facets of his game
are beginning to come around, too.
"Early on he was a littJe fru trated
because he was working against
bigger players, and things he was
able to do agaanst smaller guys. he
wa.c;n't able to do now,'' Pauley said.
"Now. he's looking to M:Ore a little
bll more."
Perry snid, " He 's lost a lot of
weight, his mobality and footwork
have gotten better. He's leamang to
play the game a lot better."
Strickland can feel the difference
in has body and his game already.
"I can get up and down the court a
lot better now," Strickland said. "I
feel I hnve to hit the weight room a
liule more because I don't have as
much weight on me, but 1 feel pretty
good - being able ~o move faster is
a lot better."
Uhii'T!ately, Pauley said, it's hard
work that will make Strickland the
player so many expect or hope ham to
be.
"He's come in here with a lot of
expectations being a highly recruited
player, and he's someone with a lot
of talent, a lot of size and a lot of
abil ity," Pauley said. "But at's not
going to happen overnight; it's going
to be a process. ·
"He's starting to walle up to the
fact that people are expecting a lot of
things out of him. and he's got to put
an the work to make those things
come true.'' he said.
Strickland listens to his coaches.
especially Driesell, when they tell
him what to do and how to do it. He
s:ud he believes Driesell can prepare
ham for where he wants to go in life
- professional basketbaJI.
" He tell s me straight, 'This is
what you gona do to be the man, and
if you do it you're aonna be it, and if
you don 't, you' re wasting your
talent.'" Strickland said.
Driesell is already eaaer to see
that young talent put to good use,
while s till realizing it may take
awhile.
"I can't tell you how soon it' s
gonna be that he gets aoing," Oriesell
said. "I don't wanrto wait too long."

.
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corwnued from page 1.0

threw him to the wolves,'' Dnesell said. "To his staff, Felton's and Atkinson's age means
credit. he did a great job. l think he's one of the nothang
except that they will be an a JMU
bag reasons why we won five straight ball
uniform until 1999.
games toward the end of the season."
"In my opanion. they're both very mature for
Now in their second season, Felton and their age," JMU assistant coach Phil
Atkinson said their main goal is 10 return the Cunningham said. "'1ney know how to handle
Dukes to the NCAA Tournament, where they
the screo;ses of praclace real well. It' s very
were in 1994.
seldom euher one of them has a bad practice
"We may be sophomores. but we feel just as They both come to play every day."
much responsibility and pressure as the older
Driesell said, ''They came in hete much
auys ro win the conference and get to the more confident and poised than most freshman
NCAA Tournament." Atkinson said.
you see. 1 think that has a loc to do with their
However, according to the JMU cgadtilt,& JI.e back~llnds."
t 1!

continued from page 7

hard worker and never quits. H~ is gritty and
gully in practice nnd an games.
"That's what has made him beuer as a
player," he added. "He has always had to guard
a good ath'fete in practice and takes that time
beriously."
Driesell said he hopes lime spent away from
the fans will prove beneficia. "Ryan has worked
hard all sum mer and is playing well an
practice." he llaid " He is shooting the ball
bell~ and is more aggressive. He knows this is
his last go-around and is working hard."
l C11h~o's aoal• for him.CJCif and for the

Dukes thas year are simple. ..I want to act back
to the NCAA Tournament this year," he said. "I
didn't get a chance to enjoy it too much as a
freshman because I figured we'd go back.
1
"Thi s is my last year or competitive
basketball, and I want to make the most out of
at," Culiceno said. "In 10 years, I don't want to
look back and have any regrets about not giving
I 00 percent.
"1 don't want to be remembered u a player
who played for teams thai finished under .SOO."
he said, "but as a contributor to the team that
turned itarwnd IVtd ~wklo.el'fMl\AJ."
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Men'• fan auppore dropped llue yur while women uwa 30 per~ene in&reaae
by Jastia Christopber
staffwriJu

Last year's college buketbaJlaeason proved
to be a vastly different trip for both of JMU's
programs in more ways than one. While the
men's team strugled to its first losing season
under head coach Lefty Driesell, the women's
team earned second place in the Colonial
Athletic Auociation and on at-large bid to the
NCAA Tournament.
The number of spectators witnessing these
accomplishments were also heading in ~ite
directions.
While the women's program saw close to a
30 percent increase in its home game
auendaoce, selling more than 1,000 sea on
tickets for the first time, the head count at
men's games slipped by about 1, 100 from the

1994-'9S season.
"(The fans] are actually one of the reasons I
wanted to transfer here," said women's senior
point guard Holly Rilinaer, a Waynesboro
native. "I ~w up cominalo JMU basketball
games, and it's a peat atmosphere here, and it's
so moe:~ more exciting to play for a supportive

crowd.
The reasons behin<J the attendance figures
also vary. Under head coach Shelia Moorman,
the women's ttam recorded its 12th straight
winning season, ninth 20-win campaign and
advanced to the NCAAs for the sixth time in
history.
Meanwhile. the men were en route to only
their second 20-loss season in team history,
which included an eight-pme losing streak and
a schedule that, according to Driesell, wasn't
fan-friendly.
" A lo t of what happe ned las t season

attendance-wise was due to [the men's team's)
schedule." Driesell said...We only had two
Sarurday home games. We played four games
[out of 13) over winler break when there
weren't any students here. and it snowed a Jot.
too."
Those facton. coupled w1th the Dukes' 1020 record. led to an average or 4.569 ~on
in 1995-' 96, well below the 5,637 they drew in
1994- '95, and also below the Convocation
Center's 14-year average of 5,434.
However, season ticket sales have not
suffered much of a dropoff - 3,100 last year
compared to 3,175 in 1994-'95. So it was those
who can attend games r~ or c~ including
students, who contributed to la5t year's decline.
" It's kind of disappointing when you have
people ~ying $120 to buy a season ticket. aad
it's those who can come to a game for r~ who
don' t show up," Driesell said. " Hopefully
[student attendance] will pick up. We've done a
lot more advenising this year. We play a Joe
more home games on the weekend. and I think
we' ll have a more eJICitiog team to watch."
or last year's top attendance games, two
were the lone Satun:by games; 6,100 against
George Mason University and S.SOO against
Virginia Commonwealth University. The men's
team also drew 6.000 during a weeknight
coolest with George Washington University.
On the women's side, an average of 1,625
fans attended each home c.>ntest last sea.~n.
and attendance has increa.sed steadily over the
last four years. This is a result not only of
JMU's continued success on the court. but also
the program's attempt to target ca1&in fans or
women's basketball.
" I think it's both thinas:· Moorman said ..
"Everybody loves a winner, and there is a

1996- '97 JMU Basketball Schedules
Men's Schedule
DATE
Nov. 23
Nov. 25
Nov. 30
Dec. 7
Dec. 14
Dec. 18
~ . 21

Occ. 28
Dec.30
Jan. 4
Jan. 8

OPPONENT
BOWLING GREEN
SHIPPENSBURG
M'llaissippi State
WASHINGTON
MONTANA STATE

HAMPrON
Southern Illinois
TOMOn Suue
MARYLANDBALTIMORE CO.
William & Mary
VIRGINIA

Women's Schedule
TIME
4:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
8 p.m.
I p.m.
4:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
8:05p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
·~

7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.

COMMONWEAL1lf
Jan. II
Jan. 13
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Feb. J
Feb. 5

American
OBORGB MASON
UNC-WILMINGTON
Bast Carolina•
OlD OOMINION•
Richmond
AMERICAN
UNC-CHARLOTIE
Virginia

Commonwealth•
Feb. 8
George Mason•
Feb. 12 UNC-Wilmington
Feb. 15 BAST CAROUNA
Feb. 19 WILLIAM&. MARY
Feb. 22 RICHMOND
Feb. 24 Old Dominion
Feb. 28- CAA Tournament%
Mar. 3

2p.m.
7:30p.m.
4:30p.m.
? p.m.
4:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
4:30p.m.
6:30p.m.
4:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
4:30p.m.
7:35p.m
TBA

H~ gtJIItU t11W lit Ctlpl.
'G~.r wiU #le aiJwl 011 HOI*
%Riclurtolt4 a,a,~,.

TttJm Sports

DATE
Nov. 22
Nov. 2A
Nov. 30Dec. I
Dcc.S
Dec. 7

Dec. 15
Dec.20
Dec. 28Dec.29
Jan.3
Jan.S
Jan. 10
Jan. 17
Jan. 19

OPPONENT

TIME

RADFORD
MAINE
Dial Cassie,
Minneapolil. MilUI.

7:30p.m.
2p.m.

Virginia Techl

6p.m.
7:30p.m.

MARYLANDEASTERN SHORE
AMERICAN
Wake Foreil

Cougar Classic.
Houston, Texu
PACIFIC
UNC-Wilmingtoa
GEORGB MASON
OlD DOMINION
Virginia

Commoaweahb
Jan. 24 East Carolina
Jan. 26 WiUiam cl Mary
Jan. 31 RJCHMOND
Feb. 2
George Mason
Feb. 7
Old Dominion
W1LUAM cl MARY
Feb. 9
Feb. II American
Feb. 14 VIRGINIA
COMMONWBALlH
Feb. 16 Richmond
Feb. 21 EAST CAROUNA
Feb.23 UNC-WILMINGTON
Feb. 26- CAA Tournamen~
21U.W.2
Home games an ill CdfM·
IDoubltii«Jder
%RiclrmoNl Colisalltt

TBA

2p.m.
7:30p.m.
TBA

•
tendency to jump on the bandwagon . But
secondly, I think our marketing people have
done a really good job at targeting a certain fan
base for women's basketball."
The Dukes hAve also benefited from the
apparent popularity explosion women · s
basketball has experienced over the pa.~l few
years. NCAA women's basketball now has a
national television package, and fonner college
standouu such as Lisa Leslie, Sheryl Swoopes
a nd Rebecca Lobo have become euily
recognizable spons figures.
"I've seen the game really come full~ircle.
from my time as a player and now as a coach,"
Moorman said. '7o see the growth in the spon
has been phenomenal, and to be a part of it is
really exciting."
Players and coaches from both teams are
quick to point out thai the importance or putting
fans in the seats goes beyond just selhng
tickets.
'1be "-rowd really gives u~ a b1g boost," said
men's senior forward Charles Lou. "Seei ng
support for the program gets us ready to play.
Also, a large. vocal crowd can really wreak
havoc on the opposing team. Knowing they
have to come into a hostile environment can
throw them off."
Moonnan said, ..It means a lot to the coaches
and the players. It makes the game a better
experience for everyone, and there's nothing
like having that crowd behind you when you're
in a tight game."

From the fans' point of view, deciding 10
attend a game is a rather sample decision.
" If there's something worth gotng to and
watchmg, I'll go," sophomore ISAT major
Jeremy Bart> said. " I think the majority or the
students will come back if the teams do well.
Otherwise. the only reason to see a game is 1f
the other team as won.h watching, and when you
play in the CAA, that doesn ' t happen qu1te
often ."
Orie. ell suggested some promotional ideas
to nuract '>Omc of tho'>e 'itudents back to the
Convo. At yet-to-determined game this year, a
car will be given away. and a scholarship will
be awarded at another.
Other ideas have included allowing students
to !lit m ticket-required seats not filled once the
game has begun. Oriesell said. although tha t
ha~m't been approved a'> of yet.
The bottom line, Driesell said, was h1s team
couldn' t afford 10 have the students stay at
home another season.
"The o nly real home floor advantage we
have is when the kids get in here and ~tart
screaming and yelling." he said ..We've got
some tough reams coming in th1s year and
we're going to need them."
Although ba.~ketball games are won and lost
on the court. 11's apparent the crowd does
indeed play an important role. And w1th the
help of the s pectators. JMU 's buketball
programs will be moving in the same dm:cuon
during the 1996-'97: up.

•

•

1-

7:30p.m.
2p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
2p.m.
7p.m.
2p.m.
7:30p.m.
3p.m.
7:35p.m.
2p.m.
7p.m.
7:30p.m.
2p.m.
7:30p.m.
2p.m.
TBA
R.C. WOODALUsla.ffplwloJraphtr

Duke Doe Md plenty of room to a1t lit the men's exhibition game acalnst Court
Authoftty. The . . . he's alttln& In Is UMd by the Zoo Caee durin& the season.
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~hreib ~hops
by R. C. Woodall
stmor writtr

~---

She was among Colonial Athletic
Association leaders '" rebounding for
the pa!.t three year5. She was named
ro the AII·CAA team in 1995 and
1996. She was the CAA Rookie of
the Year in 1994. And ~he loves to
chop wood.
Semor forwaml Sarah Schre1b sa1d
growing up tn Vermont taught her to
cut and sphtlogs. " I don'r know why
I like it," she a1d. "It's one of tho~
we1rd thing~. My dad like~ it - I got
h1~ gene for stuff like that."
• Although she may take after her
father o..s far as wood splitting goes,
o;he O\\e her basketball skills to her
istcr. Jenn1fer. When Sarah \\3S 1n
founh grade. she became Jenmfer·~
prncuce J:tnner. ~ome th ing she said
he was forced toto.
" I was rhe guinea pig, and she
licked my butt every time," Snrah
!laid ''I'm a ore loser. so I <,taned
procticmg on the 1,idc anti eventually
beat her"
Smce those grade . chool days of
playing point guard wnh her sister,
Schrc1b has become o forward for the
Dukes. racking up 429 point!. and
271 rcboul'lds last ~.eason . despue her
').foot· II \tature
"Her bigge~t comribut1 on to rhe
team IS her ability to rebound de~pite
her s1ze," sophomore forward
Manila Herring said "She led the
team."
Schre1b said, however. she doesn't
feel she has a specific role as a

1

away at the

rebounder on the team. Instead. \he
tries to perform each of her
basketball dut1es well.
Jr's precisely for this reason that
the rest of the team looks at her as a
leader. "She's really a good leader.
very focu!'ed," Hening said. "She's a
great athlete and very vocal and
enthusia,.ric."
Redshin freshman forward Rose
Pox said, "Samh lends by example.
She never gives up and even if we're
down by 40, Sarah will be the one
person on the court still trying to wm
the game."
Schreib isn't only a leader on the
coun - she has become o ne in
academtcs as well. A Pn:s1dent's List
Mudent. she !oaid she once strugled
to balance acndemi~ w1th her sport.
"At f1r t. 11 wa!. really hard ."
Schreab said. "But once you get into
the groo\e, u's not bad. I have a ..et
schedule and I plug thtngs into that
- it's all about time management."
Although ncademics and other
nctiviues were once "iacrificed to the
game of basketball. it comes wtth the
territory. according to Sc hre1b
Without her bnsketball ~choln rsh ip,
she said she would Mill play.
" Jt comes back to. you know, I
think f'd gtl crary If l wa) n't
playing," o;he sa1d. " I love 1t I love
the sport."
Bast..etball has also given the
senior moments most players will
never experience.
One of those was the Dukes· 1994
win over long-time conference rival
Old Domtnion University. In what

Schreib called "one of the be.~t games
e\ler played," JMU beat ODU 87-80.
''I'll always remember beating
ODU," she ~aid. "There was so much
hype. and they were such a good
team that year. Jt was just one of the
b1ggest wins."
Running a tie on Schreab's "best
list" was last season's trip to the
NCAA Tournament. Although JMU
lost to Duke Un1versity, 85-58, for
Schreib, the experience was more
1mportant.
"We got to play at Duke. and we
walked in and banners were
e\lerywhere It was totally different
than any other game. The pres.; is
there; there nre only 64 team~ that get
to be in it. and they treat you like
royalty.
"When our name came up on the
bracket, I was jumping around. doing
cartwheels - it was great," she said.
"I wouldn ' t have traded it for the
world"
According to Schreib. the Dukes
w11l focu\ this year on returning to
the toumamein. She said between the
talented freshman class, the
" ensoned veterans" and th1s year's
tough schedule, the goal is attainable
for the team
However. Schn:ib, who is injured
with u broken left hand , is
concentrating on her own goals for
now.
" I want to have a good sen io r
season .. . l want to go out every
nighJ and put forth effort I know I
can. When I know I gave 11 my all,
that's when I'll be fine."

, ,
~ompetJhe
......
,a
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JAMES MORJUS/s~n/or pltoto1rapMr

Co-c•ptaln Schrelb, ., Alt·CAA selection In 1995 Md 1998,
retuma aa the OukH' second leadlnc acorer (14.3 PPC) Md
leadlnC rebounder (9rpC).

·Newcomers add depth, quickness to Dukes
..

,

by Amy Keller

_contributing wnttr _ _ __

When the men's basketball team had tts first
officull "Midmght Madne. s" pract1ce Oct. I 5, it
did so for the first ume 1n four years wtthout
JM U's No. 4 oil-time leadtng scorer, Darren
McLinton.
To fill hit. place and tho,e. of four other
playen; from last seo..-;on's roster who graduated
or transferred, the Dukes boast one of the
strongeM. most heralded recruiting classes in
recent JMU history.
New to the program th is year are junior
college tran. fer Chalney Howard and freshmen
Rob Strickland, Jamar Perry, Kevan Johnson,
Mate Milisa and Marvtn Zandaam.
"It's hard to tell since we ha\en't played a
game yet," head coach Lefty Dnesell said.
"Some of the guys were highly recruited, whictt
~oe n' t necessarily make them good players.
But I like this class "
Howard, who starred for Allegany
Communaty College 10 Cumben. "'d, Md., last
s~aso n, s1gned with JMU durin& •he early
signing period . He was a third team All American last season as the leading scorer for
Allegany, which finished the year as the junior
college runner-up.
Likely to be in the staning lineup Nov. 23
when the Dukes host Bowling Green State
University. Howard hns impre.ssed the coaching
staff and hi s new teammates with hi s
athleticism and quickness.
"Chatney Howard is doing a great job in
practice. and he scored 27 points in our fi rst
game," Driesell said. "I think he's really going
to be an outstanding player for us and one of
the best players in the league."
Howard's quickness will fill a big void for
the team, senior guard Ryan Culicerto said.
"There aren't a lot of quick players on this
te&m," he said. "We know he'll be able to
create shots for the re t of us aad aet the sh01

said. "As he improves and learns our system
he'll get more and more playing time."
Croatian native Milisa underwent knee
surgery upon arriving at JMU and suffered a
severe ankle sprai n shortly after recovering
from the surgery. Though Milisa hasn't been
able to rrain with the ream, Driesell said he
believes his experience with the Croatian
National Team will give him the upper hand
when he as able to begin training.
" I was counting on Mate to really help us a
lot," Driesell said. ''He has a lot of experience
for a f~hmnn. but I don't know how long it'll
be before he can even play.''
Zandaam, who spent the past two seasons
with the Amsterdam Canadians, also played
w1th the Dutch junior nalional team.
"Again, Zandaam is havina a little trouble
learning our system, but I think time will take
care of that," Driesell said.
As freshmen, players often have a difficult
time adjusting to the college gamo and to the
Duke ' tyl~ of play. This class is no exception,
acconhng to Driesell.
1'hey' re all good athletes," he said. "Some
KYLE BUSSistltior phoiOJraplttr
or them are having trouble learnina our
Newc:omera Rob StrtciUnd, ~ Hown, M.-vln ZunUrn lind Kev.n Johnaon
offenses and defenses."
att with aophomores Eddie Mcrum.. ....s Ned Felton et Frid8y's scrtmrnace.
This year's squad is more team·orient.ed and
off when the clock is running down."
also helped lead Pleasantville High School to will surpass the lofty expectations that have
Strickland (see page 12), probably the most the New Jersey Group II state championship been placed on the requiting class, accordina to
renowned player to sign with JMU in last year. He scored 22 or mqre pointS in 10 Culicerto.
Driesell 's nine seasons here. averaged 15.2 games as a senior and shot 68 percent from the
"When you have a big class like this, there is
points, IZ rebounds and six blocked shots a field, 38 percent from three-point range and 75 a lot of hype that goes along with it, and
game as a high school semor. At 6-foot- 10. 285 percent from the foul line.
sometimes the players don't live up to the
pounds, he was a first-team All-Cape Atlanric
"I would consider [Perry) as a starttr though expectations," Culicerto said. "But this year
League and first·team All-Area selection by the maybe nC"t right away," Driesell said. "He can everyone has lived up to the expectations or
At.lantic City Press last~.
play either pOint guard or second guard He' ll gone beyond them. But we can't rely on
Sophomore forward Fred Boyd said the definitely be in the top six or seven players."
someone doing it all on his own. We have to do
Dukes will tum to Strickland when t1me is a
Johnson, a two-t1me all-stale performer from more of the basics to get open shoes."
factor. ..He's vinually unstoppable inside and Colonel Richardson High School in Maryland, •
The Dukes finished I 0-20 overall last
oulSide," he said. ..He's adjusted well to having averaged 21.6 points per game h1s c;enior year
cason. 6- 10 in the CAA, and will rely on
to play people bis size. He knows he hilS to use and totaled 1,500 points and 1.177 boards in Howard, Strickland and the other four new
his mov~ now rather than just his size."
four years as a starter.
players to add a spark to tbe team and reapcure
Stnckland's high school teammate, Perry.
"With Kevan it's a matter of time," Dnesell the winning tradition of Dukes' basketball.
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'Homebody' Jordan eyes starting vacancy
After inJury-plagued freshman season, Harrisonburg native hopes for big year
byMdaaieMaaesa
contribtiJing writtr
For JMU women's basketball
player and turrisonbwJ native Kish
Jordan. there'~ ao place like home.
tn the seventh grade. Jordan tried
out for the Thomas Harrison Middle
Scbool basketball team with an
1nterest in learning more about the
game. With no previous experience.
she eamed a spot on the team and
began her basketball~.
Eiaht years later, the Duke'·
guard/forward is an integral part of a
young JMU women's basketball
team headed by IS-year coachin&
veteran Shelia Moorman.
Thouah recruited by the
University of Virginia, Jordan chose
JMU . "l consider myself a
homebody." Jordan said. "I liked the
program here and wanted to. stay
close to family and friends."
Jordan is no stranger to JMU
women •s basketball. She auended
Moorman's basketball camp during
her ~ummers as a H.msooburg High
School Blue Streak. A gifted student
nnd talented athlete, she also excelled
m track and field, winning the state
title in shot put in 1993.
After paduation, Jordan made the
jump from Harrisonbura Hi&h's
gymnasium to JMU's Convocation
Center.
At S·fOOt·9, Jordan's versatility as
n guard/forward immediately aided
Moorman's program. She contributed
3.4 points, 3.8 rebounds, and I 5.4
nverage minutes of play before

IAN GRAHAM/unlor plrotogrophtr

Jordan, wt1o lfadu•ted from H...n.onburc HICh School In 1995,
11Yef11Ced 3.4 points 8nd 3.8 rebounds . . . frMhman lnt re•r.
suffering a frustratina injury strong return from Jordan. "I expect a
big improvement in Kish''> play after
midseason; tress fractures kept
Jordan off the coun for 10 games and last year's injury-plagued season,"
in rehabiliwion the majority of her she said.
f~hman season.
With the graduation of team
Moorman said she anticipates a captain forward Krissy Heinbaugh.

the team will be looking for other
player to fill that role. Heinbaugh.
who was a First Team AII -CAA
perfonner last season. led the Dukes
in scorinalast year.
Semor co-captain Holly Rilinger
cons1dcM Jordan ·•a great cand1date
to step mto Krissy's shoes." Jordan
will probably share the role wuh
red hirt freshman Rose Fox.
"With the loss of Krissy, I need to
step up and pot points on the board."
Jordan said.
No one expectS more from Jordan
than herself. After scoring 13 point'l,
puffing down 10 rebounds and
dishing three assists in the Duke •
exhibition los!~ co the Armed Forces
All-Stars Nov. 8, Jordan ~m3tked on
the loss rather than her Individual
accolades.
"Given a choice between
individual or team success. there i~
no cho1ce between 10 points and a
team win over a 32-point individual
show and a team loss," Jordan said.
"I'm out here to do what I can for
the team ••
Jordan's modesty is a trademark.
Meldorise Jordan -described her
oldest daughter a.'i a "shy person who
expects a lot from herself."
However. Jordan 's humility off
the coon doesn't affect her frenlied,
aggressive play on it. Puuing Jordan
in the game immediately changes its
tone; she not only lights up the
sco~boa.rd, she lifts the tempo of the
game for her teammates ns well.
Sophomore forward Emeka
W1lham said she sees Jordan a:; "the

one to go to for the point.~ She's a
slasher, no one can top her one-onone."
Nor can anyone appease Jordan's
compellll\ie drive. "It'<~ tough when
you know you could play better,"
Jordan said . ..Maybe you could have
jumped a little higher for a rebound
or ran a lit~e faster down the court."
A familiar sight at the women's
basketball games is the Jordan family
itting in the stands cheering for their
younge~t daughter and her team .
Alphon o and Meldonse Jordan can
always be found behind the home
bench cheering for their daughter.
Someday they hope to watch her
compete at the nut level .
With the emergence of two
women's professional leagues, many
college players arc looking for a
career playing basketball. Meldorise
spoke of her daughter's future: "My
hopes are for Kish to reach the
women's pros." Alphon o wants h1s
daughter "to have a chance to play
With the best."
While family. friends and fans
discuss the possibility of seeing
Jordan play in one of the new
women· s professional basketball
leagues, she remains grounded and
commuted to academic. and JMU
basketball.
"The future is uncertain," Jordan
aid. "I'm only think1ng about this

f

~cason."

Whichever pnth he chooses. the
future is bnght for the hometown
hero with a strong competitive nature
and impre.'isive basketball kill .

•

CAA: Lady Monarehs ean be·lJeateJI

Conference'• women's teams believe ehe lriccer they are, the JuJrder they fall
by Daa Sullivan
contribuJing writer
A David versus Goliath analogy may be a bit
of an exaggeration, but the Colonial Athletic
Associatibn women's basketball teams know
their bncks are ngamst the wall
Old Dominion Univer:;ny has been the king
of the hill in the CAA for five conliecutive
year~. having won 23 con\Ceutive conference
games. It boasts 1mpressive depth and
athleticism and has lwo players w1th experience
m international competition. Even so, don't
eltpcct the rest of the CAA's team'IIO go down
WithOUt I fight.
"We're all going to g1ve ODU their due."
JMU women's basketb31l head conch Shelia
Moorman sajd. "But none of us are go1ng to lny
cJown nnd die. We're going to gtve them a run
for their money."
These words are a model for all tenmo, in the
CAA to follow this season Coaches and
players hate to concede a thing to anyone in
'pons when it comes ro competition. However.
it's undeniable that ODU is still the class of the
conference.
The Monarchs open the 1996-'97 cason
ronked No. 7 nationally in the USA ToiMy/CNN
Coache!l poll after finishing last year with a 29·
3 overall record and Sweet Sixteen appearance
in last year's NCAA Tournament.
OOU'~ only los.'iCS came to eventual national
chnmpton University of Tennessee and Elite
Eight teams Stanford University and University
ofV1rgmiL
OOU also returns four starters- 10 players
total - from last year's squad that fini hed the
year 29-3 overall and 16·0 in the CAA.
Included in it.~ list of returning starters are 1996

CAA Player of the Year Ticha Pemcheiro. 1995
conference Player of the Year Clarisse
Manchanguana and 1996 CAA Rookie of the
Year Mery Andrade.
"We have an experienced basketball team
and three newcomers who have already
c"Ontributed m our two exhibition games," ODU
head coach Wendy Larry said.
Still. coaches and players in the CAA,
including East Carolina University head coach
Anne Donovan, believe anything is possible. "If
you find a team that doesn't think they can beat
ODU. then they're going to be in for a long
season"
Although the Monarchs' ID.Ient is impressive.

Larry won't let her team overlook its own
conference, which is much improved from la'lt

season.
"James Madison heads it up," Larry said.
"They're going to be very tough . George
Mason had a very good recruiting class. East
Carolina with Cox [junior transfer Jenn Cox]
will also be tough . It's going to be very
competitive this year."
Donovan agrees. "Everybody this year,
much more so this year [will be competitive}.
The top eight teams have great parity. There are
no weaklings."
If any team figures to challenge ODU for the
conference title, it could be the Dukes. JMU is

commg off a 21-win eason and an NCAA
Tournament appearance. The Dukes return Fin.t
Team AII ·CAA performer Sarah Schreib (sec
page 7) and second teamer Holly Rilinger.
JMU has also averaged 20 wms a season
including a .700 winning percentage agamst
CAA foe!l during Moorman's 14-yenr tenure.
So the Dukes figure to be in the hunt every
year
Moorman sa1d th1s year Schreib and R1linger
will lead the Dukes' charge toward a
conference title.,
•"fo me, they are two of the be~t players in
the Ea~t." Moorman <.aid. "We expect them to
hnve their best ..ea ons ever. l think they can
light for All-America consideratiOn."
From a player's perspective, Schreib realizes
the Monarchs are the class of the conference.
Sull, Sthreib also praised her team's chancel>
for n fiN·evcr conference championship since
ODU j01ned the CAA m 199t
~ ....
"ODU IS an excellent team," she said. "They
haven't lost anyone. They're gomg to be tough.
Their ranking is well deserved. But our team is
as talented or even more so than last year's. The
young players have had a chance to grow."
ECU also figures to pose a threat to the
Monarchs. The Pirates received some
immediate help \o\ith the addition of Cox, a 6foot-5 center t.ra.nsfer from Vanderbilt.
Whatever the case. the Dukes and the rest of '
the CAA teams know they can't worry too
much about the Monarchs because each
conference game IS of equal importance.
Donovan said, "ODU is the heavy favorite.
They are going to compete for the national title. •
But our conference has no weakling this year.
Whether 1t's ODU or whomever, our goal 1 to
win every time we step onto the floor."

•
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OVER 50 DEALERS

~J
WOODIN GREEK LEft'DI JlND PADDLBI

HARRISONBURG, VA

ART SUPPLIES

POSTERS
UNIQUE NOTEC.ARDS

RUBBER STAMPS
. MATI'ING AND FRAMING
HOW-TO BOOKS
T-SHIRTS

I()~ -j~u/i.

779 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 .
(540) 433-8988

An ev~r-changing variety of antiques
and collectibles including ...·

Main ~h-ut

Downtown Harrisonburg

LOOK FOR OUR NEW LOCATION IN '971

We offer for sale a large selection 9!
books and price guides on antiques
and collectibles.
Open Daily
10 a.rn.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat. '
1 p.rn.-6 p.m., Sun. .

t

I

Easy Access from Interstate 81,
1Take Harrisonburg exit 247-B to the
third traffic light and the Mall is
on the left.

..

&Q
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF DANA BERLE
eyttgllkSS4" on a Honduran Ch1. Many people walked for hours to cet to the
Castillo and Marcela Hernandez enjoy the view on Honduran
who went to Honduras to provide care and hope. (right) A Honduran
.tlltdellll volunteer.
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eye care, but during the week that
MMI is there. it1s the most frequented
and least expenstve, according to
Berte.
"There is a local 'hospital in La
r,peranla that wasn't the best
\l.clconung commiuee for the MMI
people;· 'he ~id . "Dunng the time we
arc in Hondura'i, we take away from
their bu tne.ss, so those doctors don' t
offer the MMI eye clin1c much
\Upport."

The C)e chnic where Berte worked
COn\ISted Of different sections for
variou~ procedures.
" I worl.ed in the optical secuon of
d"pcn,ing. where all the glasses were
fined and d11>tributed to patient-;," she
'atd The glasses could be fitted eas1ly
thmugh a simple healing process.
"They were donnted to MMI by
lndtvidual donor~>, and we brought
them over with us. We had about ISO
boxc!. of glasse.'l with 200 patrs 10 each
box. That' a lot of gla'ises."
JMU also offers a study·nbroad
pr(lgram in Honduras through the
heahh \Ctences department
N1ne o;tudents, including two
graduate students. spent last emester
tn Hondura . Wh1le there, they were
requtred to take a Spanish class geared

I

to health care workers and
tnternational health and nutrition
Studtes. in addition to intlependent
studies penaining to the1r individual
mBjors.
"I had never taken Spantsh before,"
semor Gaby Benen~on satd 'The most
I knew was 'agua' from "Se. ame
Street" After bemg ammer..ed with a
family. I learned enough to be able to
really commumcate with them "
Senior dietetics major Sherri
Hodge. spent four weeks at a nutnt1on
center where local mothers and their
children participated tn a I 0-week
program to team about personal health
care, nulrition and snnitatton
"lt's amwng how much just givtng
children love and care affects their
growth and development. and the way
they respond to everythtng," :-.he sa1d.
Helping people in a foreign country
is something most people never get the
opponunity to do, much less by the age
of 19.
"I don't think thi~ has convinced me
to go into medicine : actually I am
thanking of majonng in busine~s."
Serle said. ''But I would recommend
the trip to anyone intere&ted in helping
others and seeing a new place and
culture."
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Tbe Option
for
Adoption.•.
Do you know
someone who is
pregnant and
considering
adoption?
Give the baby
the best
opportunity in
life. Please
consider the
loving option of
adoption with
Sue and John. a
happiJy
couple offeri
to share their
lives with a
precious baby.

..

YOU CAN
GET OUT OF

lf you're reaUy concerned
about your heallh, give your safety

belt a workout It's the best

exercise we know-to keep you

Speak with

and your medical costsfrom going through the roof.

someone who
cares and will
help you.
Ask for Ruth(804) 832-2049

YOU COULD LEWIALOT FROM ADUllY.·

IJCILE m wm m

James Madison University Community:
American €ollege of Healthcare Executives
Student Association (ACHESA), IFC,
Panhellenic, SGA, Student Ambassadors,
Office of Residence Life, AKA, ArA, A~T,
Atl>, 8r, ZTA, Kl:, AXA, DKA, llLE, l:K,
l:N, f{<f>
Harrisonburg Community: ·
Barr-ee Station, Blue Ridge Cycle Works,
Boston Beanery, China Jade., Crutchfield,
Dave's Ta:vema, Garber .Jewelers, Giuseppe's,
Haircuttery, Jess' Lunch, Kroger, Lil Professor
Bookstore, Luigi's, Mr. J's Bagels & Deli,
Nancy's Cafe, Nautilus Fitness, Papa Jolin's,
Pargo's, Pepsi, Plan 9 Music, Renter's Choice,
Sally's Beauty Supply, Shane's Western
Apparel, Spanky's, Staples, Superfresh, Town
& CamRUS Records, Wilson Jewelers, and
Walmart

~
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J MU exp eriences Ani
by Sally Clarke
sta writer
There is something about seeing
un incredable perfonnance that makes

the whole world seem like a better
place
Seldom does one woman, a socalled "angry feminist folic-punk,"
and her two-member band, send
1,300 people out of a hot theatre aner
a two and a half hour performance
into a cold night with huge sm1les on
their races. skipping and jumping
across the Quad back to their cars.

Ani Difranco, a Buffalo, N.Y.ba\ed mu-.ician packed them in and
gave ' em her all. Backed by her
drummer, Andy Stochansky, and
bassist Sara Lee, Difranco explored
a range of musical styles in her
moving music.
For her fans, whether long-time
or brand new. D1Franco did it all and
then some. She sang and played from
her hean: she told familiar stories in
her songs and in her engaging

trademark between song chats.
Clad in her new zebra stripe pants
and sporting half-shaved, curly blond
hair. her amusing conversation filled
time between sets and also added a
personal touch to her shows, such as
a rant on commerc1als she hates.
"Luckily, 1 have an army of
colorful anecdotes for you, being a
folk singer," DiFranco said.
The fans laughed a lot, a few cried
a liule; they sang along and felt the
power of Difranoo's lyrics. DiFranco
spoke after the fiRSt set about the tour
so far.
''So, I have this new theory... For
the first few weeks. we were being
tested. We would be up there being
paid to play music and we' d get
this," she said. looking out with a big
blank sta~ imitating her audiences
for the first pan or the tour...... God
was testil1& us in Calgary, but now
we've been getting the perkiest,
cutest fuckin' audiences!"
"BasicaJiy, she rocked ," sa1d
Jeannie Bhueller, who drove from
·
Northern Virginia for the show. ·
The crowd was remarkably
diverse and happy . Punks and

preppies mingled among thirty
somethings with toddlers in tow; all
imaginable varieties or "happy
couples" brushed shoulders with
femini&ts.
DiFranco played a mix of songs
from her new album, Dilat6, old stuff
from her past seven COs and three
new songs she said she wanted to try
out
Many events highlighted the
show Especially great were the
opcnang rendition of "Fircdoor" from'
her self-titled first CD and "Not a
Pretty Girl" from the 1994 CD of the
arne name. ..Every State Line" was a
pleasant surprise and her inclusion of
two spoken- word pieces "Tiptoe"
and "The Slant" made for good
variery.
DiFranco's vocal improvisation
and Stochansky's wild drum breaks
worked well together, particularly in
the Ialit few ets. They maintained
their energy and spontane~ty through
the show. Her encore of "Both
Hands" is always a big hit, and last
night was no exception.
Th1s show was the biggest
WXJM has ever put on. and it was

KYLE BUSSI.wuor pht,togrophtr

WXJM preeenta Ani DfFranco to • sold-out Wilson H•A Saturday.
thetr first rold out show, accordjng
to. Roy Ghim. the station' s world
mus1c director who was responsible
for bringing DiFranco to JMU.
"We're just overjoyed that it came
together so well," Gh1m saad
Kosta A le'tl s, a semor
anthropology maJOr who had never
heard DiFranco's musac until
Saturday night, w~ very i mpres~.
"That was so intense," Alexi$

'Space Jam': big-time air ball
showcases NBA professionals
by Brent Bowles
sta writer
ouder than anything Barbra
Stre1sand ever churned out,
"Space Jam" sc ream~ "vanity
proJect." and in order to extract any
-.cmblance of enjoyment, you mu I
n:mcmber thi!l: do not con~ider this
mmie o~ anything more than an 86mlnute Nike commercial starnng
lachuel Jordan.
What will doubtless ly pull in
audiences is not the presence of a
ccrta1n vertically advanced sports
hero. but rather those SalUrday
morning icons, the Looney Toons.
Lookang .beuer animntaon-wise than
rhey ever have, Bugs & Co. arc the
only saving grace or this otherwise
biC>ated. music-video basketball
drool-fest which IS doubtlessly
making Friz Freling somersaullmg in

L

his grave.
The story, such as it is. begins
deep in the outer regions of ~pace as
a bunch or diminutive ahens, led by
the
obnoxious
DeV1101Sh
Smackhammer (voice by, you
guessed it. Danny D.) are sitting on a
massive bomb of an amusement park
called Moron Mountain (catchy, ain't
It?).

And naturally the only way they
can save Moron Mountain is by
tak1ng the Looney Toons hostage and
forcing them to up the park's image.
Now, mand you, the Toons aren't
going to give in all that easily, so
they challenge their minuscule foes
to a game of basketball. That's right,
a game of basketball. Groan.

The alien Nerdlucks do the only
logica l thing. They steal the
basketball talent from some NBA
players (I think the)' took the1r acung.
tnlent. too) so victory 1s assured.
Enter His Mikeness. The Toons
snatch him from a golf game with
Larry Bird. Ball Murray and Wayne
Kntght (of TV's "Seinfeld") and
take MJ to .:1/arner Bros. Land so
he' ll teach them the game. And of
course. the NBA won ' t mi s~ Sir
Altitude because he's conveniently in
the m1dM of h1s short-lived baseball
career.
So it goes, and the JOkes.
unfortunately. don't quite come fast
and furious.. The audience is expected
to lind sufficient comic enjoyment
simply from the mix or animation
and live actJOn; it's a gimmick film
without a big enough gimmick.
But enough humor is injected into
the story by the Toons to keep kids
{and adults) laughing. The usual
antics of Bugs, Daffy, Elmer Fudd,
Sylvester, Pepe and Tweety are still
as sharp as they've always been, and
their backups, including Marvin the
Martian and the Road Runner/Coyote
paar, are amusing JUSt by their
appearance. Since there are no
female characters in the film
(Tweety's old Granny doesn't count),
the "Space Jam" creators give us
Lola Bunny, Warner Bros.'
curvaceous answer to Jess1ca Rabbit
While the final showdown
between the Toons and Nerdlucks is
quite funny (dig those "Star Trek"
and Quentin Tarantino jokes!),
there's just not enough animation
throughout the film 10 keep It going.
Charles Barkley. Patrick Ewing
and other NBA big names make
pointless cameos, and d1rector Joe
Pykta (who himself has helmed many
or their commercials) thinks the
audience really care as they walk the

STYLE W · EEKLY
~JMU

..Crnduate Studenr Exh1h11on: Zulde House- N,,v.

gazing longmgly at courts full
of teenagers playing ball, yearning to
regain the1r· lost talent. There is too
much of this self-glorifying NBA
crnp and not enough or the Toons;
and what's with that mournful Barry
While mu ic?
·space Jam" reaches liS haghest
level of absurdity an the opening
quancr of the movie. when the Royal
MJ returns from a baseball game to
hill "Leave It To Beaver" house.
gleefully loving dog and baseballplaying son, to whom he can
dispense wise, macho wasdom
Speaking of music. "Space Jam"
is wall · to-wall with loud. hip-hop
songs which, unfortunately,
overshadow one of the prime
qualities that could keep the an.ention
of parents and animation buffs:
James Newton Howard's magical
mus1c score warmly recollects the
huge, jokey symphonic underscores
to the clusic cartoons. "Space Jam"
de~perately needs to rescind the gli~
quotient and up the cleverness that
makes Disney animation so
But, regardless, producer Ivan
Reitman (who has hel~ such liveaction cartoons as the "'hostbusters"
films) delivers a mildly engaging
diversion for those with a fondness
for those classic cartoon entertainers.
The film is clearly aimed at boys
under 13, but the nostalgic
reminiscences of the great Warner
Bros . cartoons will doubtlessly
attract slightly more discriminating
viewers.
And while "Space Jam" spends
just a little too much time reveling in
hoop dreams, Bugs & Co. manage to
keep the little ones (and lhe bigger
ones) laughing regularly
Now let's just skip "Space Jam II"
and go straight to a Wiley Coyote
and Road Runner movie., OK?

Faculty Exh1l>tion:SawhiiJ Gallecy - Nvv.l2

-Dec.6, (~

!.treet~.

~uccessful

said "She ranks up there with the
best shows I have ever seen You
could call me one of her newest
fans"
In person. DIFranco's vocals are
even more averwhelming than on
CD. and her handling of her gunar '"
nearly dangerous in its power.
Bhueller said after the show she
hopes "Am know(s] how loved she
is."
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~ Bux Tunk,J m Marv. Rath ulSiun The Offs(eM,ll'ld.,y, 9 p.m. SIO, 574.9975
~Minute S.~t~l (fnmu:rh

S.llle ~y) : The OihcC'-

T~a),9p.m., $4 .

~Gunn.u M....wl1J & Fnend< and JMU J;u; Ch~ml-otr
Enstn\1-lc . Ja:.: Tue1J~)~ ~~ Dave's Taverna -

Tuesday, 9 p m., Sl cuver .mJ $3 nunsmum t.--.1 pur·
~ha~.
~ lX.rn.1gN Guu(h

The Ofhte- Wtdnnch~·. 9 p.m.,

S4.
~The larry Ked Exrrrsence: The linle GrillThursday, 9 p.m., $2, 434·3594
~Bemnek· The Off1ce
Thursc:by, 9 p.m., $<4,
~Puddle IAKk• Blue Fuxx Cafe-ThuMay, IOtlO
p.m , $5
~Sa.l&.kamh, Tmm: OffJce - Frt<hy, 9 p.m., SS.
~ 01\ as (AI OS .Btoneflr) The Office- S.uurJay. 9

pm , S6.
~Biaclu Run ~13(); The Lttde Cnii-Satunhy, 9

r .m., $2.

I

MIDVIES

~Grafttll'l..Stovalllllearre "Blade Runner," T ue5<h)··
WtdnesJ.ay; "&squ ~at," ThurJ.ly; "ATime "' Ktll."
Friday·S.·uurJay; "The Pirare; Sunday, 7 p.m. unly All
~ows at 7 and 9:30 p m., Sl.
~Rcpl Cinemas Valley Mall: 134~7 1 07.
~Rq;:al Harnsonhura 3: 133-1200
~Percuutun Ensemble Performance: MusiC Bmld•n~:.
Ruum 108 - MtMlday,8 p.m., $4 Gen. Adm, S2 chcl·
dren, &nulf1 and wnAC
~JM U Cuncen &. Syrnphoruc Band.~ Wibon Hall Tuesday, 8 p.m., free.

I

P0ETRY
T

E

~ lnd

Annual EGO (En~:llsh Oradu,ttc Students)

Pottry Reading· Artful [bfgcr - Thursday, 8 p.m.,

free .
~-rht ~ouW: Theatre

tiCket mfo call 568-0009.

II, MooJay.$arurday, (,,r

'
•
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-~~~ 20th Annual

Great American Smokeout 1996!
Pack It Up!

~~··•= Holiday Bookfair
November 21-December 3

Tues., Nov. 19 & Wed., Nov. 20
- Sltn up to Aclopt A Smoker
- Sltn pletlt• to quit smoklntl for 24 hrs

-

Times for Tues.a

• Co•...n• (llam • 2~)
ea-~· llallro,.. (llam - 2,,..,
- Zane lhowker (2INII • 4p•

20°/o 0 F F

Times for Wetl.a

- c....... (llalft- 2J!•)

General '"d Reference Books • Best Sellers • Computer Books
Selected Software •All Books in the Holiday Catalog
Special Order BoOks (excluding course books) • Decorative
Calendars • Blank Books • Maps and Travel Guides • Games and
Toys • Stocking Stutters • H~iday CO's and Cassettes • Children's

• Ca~• •llroo• (11am•2pRI)
- Z•- . . .wirer (2piW • 4ptiiJ
- ...c (3,. - 7~t•J

- •aoo S,.rtlllfl tl•• for Partlcl,.nts
Thurs., Now. 21- CILI. .ATIOM DAY
Gotlwln Hall (12p• • 4..-)

Books

Check The Specials Everyday
Store Hours
Monday & Tuesday
8:30 am - 7:00 pm

I·
i
I

Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday
8:30 am - 5:30 pm

!

Saturday

11:00 am-4:00pm

I'

• co. . lei• tM Celeltnlti...UI
- , _ lftllll (free ....._... .
- free . . . . . . .y. (foeti • pr •e•)
- ••,.te ..... e 3130 ..- . .sbtiMIII ......... c..tests
- lwery 15 •l..,el fn• 2130 - 4,_
-co. . o•t .......rtlcl....• te wla •reat

I

Speedy Special Order S~tem

Orders placed by Dec. 2 will
arrive no later than Dec. 18

·orawlng

..

for
Gift Basket,.
.

Fri., Now. 22
'rum Jn evaluations at

............
t... ..
.z......

Free Gift Wra~J

, . . . . . . . . . . . . #4007
-ea•~t•s

II

'
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We accept Cash, Personal Checks, FLEX

..u-..x
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· · pt'• .,,~,._
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~
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• Sponsored by
tbe University Health Center
& HTH 458 Class
For more info call 568-3503
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It sounds like such a simple thing.
Someone needs money. You send. They get it.
But if it 'fas so simple, you could use any

Faster, in fact than any other money

money transfer service. But you can't .
I

transfer service - or any overnight service.

Because only Western Union has more than

30,000 locations in over 120 countries.To

There's only one way to send money.
1

Western Union~

get your money where it needs to be. Fast.

-

-

I

WESTERN,,MONEY
UNION
TRANSFER•
.

~ ftUtest

way to send money worldwide:

Available at

ttrl•••

•
0

•
~
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Hip-hop
with a

vengeance
by Julian Walker
contributin writu

"'------

Warning: Be advised Do Storm is on the
hori1on and is approaching quickly. Prepare for
hllt'Sh. violent weather conditions accompanied
py enlightenment.
•
The Bootcamp Click is back with its latest
addition to the hip-hop world. Originoo Gunn
Clappaz OGC consists of Starang Wondah
(Gunn Clappa No.I), Louieville Sluggah (Gunn
Clappa No.2) and Top Dog Da Big Kahuna
cGunn Clappa No.3).

Do Sto,;, lives up to its name by creatmg an
environment of verbal wreck and lyrical
downpour that leaves heads running for cover.
Ducktown a.k.a. Brownsville, the home of
• the Bootcump Click, is a section of Brooklyn.
N Y The other members of the Bootcamp
Click are Da Cocoa Brovaz (fonnerly known as
Smiff-N-Wessun). Heltah Skeltah, Buckshot
Shorty and Dru-Ha (the executive producer of
Duck Down Entertainment).
Much of the production on this CD is done
by Da Beatminerz who are also responsible ror
a majority of the production work on 1111 of the
other Duck Down projects.
The first track, ..Da Storm," features the
production skills of OJ Evil D and has a sample
of a rain storm looped into the beat Wondah
brings wreck to this track, "Blow that ass out
hke candles on your birthday/brother/make you
and your mom dukes run for oover/ so who's
the crew runnin' au through your s.ection /black
Smiff-N-Wessun connection "
On "Gunn Clapp," OGC shows Its true
lyrical ability and displays 11s verbal agility
over beats. This is the distinguishing factor that
places OGC in the upper echelon of emcees and
justifies its membership in lhe Bootcamp Click
The three jump in and out of rhymes. constantly
p:L~sing the mic among their ranks.
"Humcane Starang" feJ~tures the Rockness
Mosta of Heltah Skeltah, one of lhe members of

PHOTO COURTESY OF PRIORITY RECORDS
B1C Kllhuna and Loulevllle
Sluggah
.

(k) The OGC: St.aranc Wondah, Top Dog Da

.

the Bootcamp Click. Staraog drops lyrical
enlightenment with the gale force winds of a
hurricane. nus song also shows the Bootcamp
Click is one of lhe tightest crew~ in hip-hop. All
the members of the Click constantly give lyrical
shoul-outs to their team.
"Scream halleJujahlbul it still won't help
yalrun from OGC and get caught by Hellah
Skeltah ... I waste ya'IVask no questions/get
anacked from the back by the black SuufT-NWessun," Wondah raps.
OGC had one of its first major appearances
on "Letlaur Letlah Eshkoshka." the first track
from Hellah Skeltah's Nocturnal album. as it
joined forces with He'hah Skeltah to form the
Fab Five. The words "leOaur," "letlah" and
"eshkoshka" are part of lhe Bootcamp Chclc.'s
original language. These three words an= like a
rebel yell one makes after achieving a personal
victory. "Eshkoshka" is used as a shoul of
elation to display satisfaction On "Elements of
Da Storm,'' Yuwee the Ambasitor. a member of

the

Bootcamp Click, ~peaks in th1s language
and explams the philosophy of OGC while the
three translate his words in the background.
" Wild Cowboys 1n Ducktown" featu res
Sadat X of Brand Nubian and Sean Black. The
beal has the feel of a wild west showdown at
high noon On "Elate Fleet" (featunng M.S ,
Tha Representatives and Bad Vybes) the
prem1se IS rhyme by committee. Each emcee
brings h1s own lyrical skills to the tabJe to
represent the Bootcamp.
Da Storm shows the the skills of OGC and
brings lo the forefront the extremely light bond
within the Boor Camp Click. Each entity m the
Bootcamp has similariliCS lyrically and in their
lifestyle th at connect them. and enough
originality to make each group unique.
Beware of Do Storm, the weather report
shows a major hurricane brewing in Ducktown
that will soon grow m strength and spread to all
lands. Emcees and c1ti1ens are cautioned to take
oover.

Reading combines poetry with live jazz music
by Sarah Kain

contributing wrt~·re;;.;.r__
"All I know about music is tluJt not mony
ptoplt tvtr rtally Mar ir And twm tMn. on tM
nut occasions whtn somtthing optns within,
mul tilt musrc tnttrs, what Wt! mainly htar. or
l1et1r rorroborattd, art pusonol, privotl',
''anislung tvocations."
- James Baldwin. "Sonny's Blues"
Drawing on her love of both literature and
mu~ic, sen1or Renee M. Kingan used this
pa~'age to create "Evocations." a jazz poetry
readtng, for her honors proJect She and I 0
others took the slage of the Anthooy-Sceger
llall Audttonum Sunday before an audience of
about 75, combtning Jive musrc.. spoken word
and C:\Cn dance.
Ktngan. an English major and mus1c mmor.
read selections of worl.. from Jazz poets
l.3ng~ton Hughes and Amiri Barakn.
She also read an original poem she "rote
pcciricall" for tht project. titled
MCumbinat.lon." about the compo~ite of
dttfcrent mus1cul in trumems used in j.ttl
ensembles.
Sophomore Mark Oates. who aucndcd the
per11 rmanc.e, ~aid Kingan's poem wa
· c pccrally movrng." Her audience. rmprcs~ed
~nh her ubihty to m1x mu,ic and poetry. gave
Kwgan u standing ovation al the end ol the
pcrtormancc.

Rick Crawley, assistant dtrector to the
school of music, and senior music maJOr
Devona Williams also recited selecllons of
poetry for the performance. Crawley read "Jazz
Is My Religion" by Ted Joans and the fourth
part of "Horizontal Cosmology" by Christopher
Gilben. Williams read the second half of "The
Bridge," by Amiri Baraka, after Kingan read
the first.
Musical accompamment was essential to
evoking the JaZz atmosphere. and Kingan
employed the talents of several other musrc1ans
for the readtng.
Kingan played the saxophone; professor of
mus1c Gunnar Mossblad played the tenor
saxophone, Williams. the flute; non-student
Nate Smllh. drums: senior Pat Glynn. bass:
~mor W1ll Hanley. piano; graduate tudent Bill
Schneppcr. alto saxophone. ~n1or Ph~l Antis,
trumpet und percussion; and senior Brian
Larson. percussion.
Sophomore Sarah Pa!!c also performed.
danctng onqagc during K1ngan' reading of
"Playing the Jm isible Saxophone m ,( Cnmbo
d~ Ins /~urtrlltu. by J3U puet HaiT)'et Mullen.
"It Lwas] a prcny eclectic ~on ot pmgrum,"
Kingan !i:lid. reremng to th~ program\ mi\tUre
of moH:ment, music and poetry.
Kin[lan also tried to emphasize each poem
"11h diftcrcnt lighting and stagmg techmques
For instance. "Playing the lnv1~ible Sa~ophone~
was read under blue ~tage hghts. to the heat of

hand-held percuss1on mstruments thai Antis.
Larson and Smith played from seats in the front
row. "'The Bridge" was read under the glow of
n::d lighL'i
The musical and thealrical parts of her
program were just as important as tht poetry
readmg itself. according to Kingan: atmosphere
created by lighting was as vital as making
associations between the poetry and the music
of jazz anists such as Charlie Parker. Dizzy
Gillespte and Cole Poner.
Kingan said she "put a lot of th01/ght 1oto
why" she should assoc1ate one particular jan
song wllh one partiCular poem.
Musical instrument~ or JBII composers
referred to in the poems were also featured
onstage. The e\sence of the program came from
"oombimng all thec;e different elements 1010 in
mterd1sc1plinary pre.~ntation."
"lthmk It's wonderful that she can combine
both of the ans I know she loves so much,'' said
JUnior Meli<.sa Sind!!. "ho :mended the rending
Krngan 'a1d she came up with the idea for
"Evocations" from cia !'>C :-.he has taken 1n both
her Engli~h maJor .1nd mus1c mrnor cumcula.
"It (the program) 1s all based on what I've
been leammg the~ past four years''
To leave t1mc lor her student teaching
requirement. Kmgun held the jan reading th1s
~eme,ter. She plans to graduate 1n December
1997. And thanh to her hard work on
''Evocations." ~he'll be grnduaung w1th honors.

i''R.-..tv r.!--.l...... llld

'"Lialc

from==ii':

that kept JobD
hts disco-IF collra&net.
Wbat distingot&bed Joba from his
competition dlen is the same as whal cloe5 now:
tieer musiCal ability. 1be pic:wraque ~iel,"
recently sabolagc;d by Wilson Pblllips, JS only
upstaged 10 embarrassrMnl by Rod Stewart ~
tnakmg a moc:tery of "Your SonJ.. a few years
aeo. It's a relief lo ~ the original owner onre
again at the helm of bis musical vehicle. The
Elton John performance of tbese classtcs,
idl&ttally renYSicred for today but perfecled
from the bcPmina. proves some lhlnp do get .._
better witb ap IAYe Sotrgs show$ that Elton
o1m .. su11 '"The One "

1
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Wants You To Sign Up
For Massanutten Resort's
Leam..To.. Ski and

Learn..To.-Snowboard Classes*
See the Display at University Rec Center
on November 18...December 12, 1996

2001·FEvelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
Harrisonburg • (703) 432-3699

fte.VU'!I:

Bm'feetl
BISfValoH
1m 1\lgllt·Ufe

Your Line-Up For Fun

(Name only) at UREC Program

For more ii:lfO; call

Registration Desk on ~mber 2...6, 1996
(Registration and Payment): 7:00p.m.
Monday,January6, 1997atUREC MAC.
$96 with Rental Equipment or
$84 without Rental Equipment.
Ban4 Night leatu'haC

UREC at x8734

Puddle Duck

Massanutten's Learn,To ..Ski
and Leam,To..Snowboard
Classes* are offered 6
consecutive Tuesday nights

Night of the OaD~Sel
Ladles Night D

from 5,10 p.m. beginning Jan. 7
and ending Feb. 11, 1997.

'

* non. .credit

.
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"••• The RAV4, Which Comers Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." -AutoWeek, june '96
'The RAV41s AFa•Jalkie's are.llacltlle.• ·Car And Drinr, Apri/'9j

I

-

l

.I

RKABLE RAV4

"Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Cast Casm Between Car And Truck. This
Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck. • ·C.r AnJ Drim; April '96
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry·Like Quality"
.Qu And Drivtr, July '96

There's More. Your RAV4 Can BeA2-Door Or 4-Door,AFroilt-\Vheel
Drive Or A 4-Wheel Drive, On-Roa(l Or Off-Road With Room For Up
To ,j And (~argo, Too.

TOYOTA RAV4 ... IT·s OUT THERE AT YOUR
(~)TOYOTA
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!
.\/;uji/,· f':!J Hni
J.

•

•

Isp 0 RTSI~----T-HE-BR-E-EZ-E

- M-on-da-y, -No-v.

-1
8,- 19_96_23.,.¥

VIllanova manhandles JMU in 1996 finale
Loss at home to Wildcats does more damage to
7-4 Jft!U's chance ofDivision 1-AA playoff berth
by Jerry Niedzialtk
senior writer
The Division 1-AA playoff picture
is much clearer after Saturday's
footba ll game between JMU and
Villanova University.
The No. 21 Wildc;at~ defeated
18th-ranked JMU 40-23 in front of
9,SOO fans at Bridgeforth Stadium by
~lung advantage of lhetr site and the
Dukes' miscues.
"They found the weak spot and
manhandled us at times," IMU head
coach Alex Wood said or Villanova's
defensive line...We were getting beat
phys1cally ... they controlled the line
ofscnmmqe."
The loss removed any doubt about
JMU's (7-4. S-3 Yankee Conference)
playoff chances and put Villanova in
a good position to make the 16-team
Division 1-AA playoff field. fini\hing
at 8-3 overall and 6-2 i n the
conference.
"I think we're m," Villanova head
coach Andy Tally said. "If there' a
God in heaven, we'll be in the
playoffs."
The Wildcats showed JMU why
their offen5e is tops in the Yankee

Conference. rackmg up SO 1 total
offensive yards. Villanova dominated
the ground game (246 yards) and
passing attack (2SS yards}, keeping
JMU's defense off bnlance.
"Coming 10, we felt this is one
team we could have baJance again t,"
Tally sa1d. "If you look at enough
tape, you've got to think you're able
•
to 5eore some points "
In fact. the Wildcats were able to
score. They found the end zone on
three of their fi~t four po se-sions all by senior fullback Anthony
Cowseue. His 6-yard reception, 4yard run and 4-yard recepuon gave
Vi llanovn a 21·1 0 second quaner
le.1d.
The Dukes, however, showed
wme life before halftime.
With I:07 to go in the fi~t half,
Villanova fre hman Randy Tin
o,quibbed the kickoff, 1nstead of
k1ckjng it deep to JMU senior Jay
Jones. The ball was picked up by
Dukes junior Andy Bailey at the 13yard line. and he returned the ball 38
yards, putting JMU into Villanova
territory.
A few plays later, JMU senior

quarterback Willie Gonzalez found
senior wide receiver Macey Brooks
in the left comer of the end tone with
0: I 0 left to cut the lead . 2 I - 17.
Brooks jumped up and made a tough
catch. getting his left foot in.
"Anytime a team scores before the
half, you try 10 go in positive," senior
linebacker Curtis Dunaway 'laid
..We were slill up by four. so if they
don't score. we'll win. I don't thmk
we got down; we went out and
played."
Brooks added a 25-yard
touchdown in the third quarter. tying
Kenny S1ms for JMU's single-season
sconng record at 84 points. Brooks
had seven catches for 127 yards.
.
"They started scoring first."
Brooks said. "Jf we would've staning
o;c;onna fi~t. who knowsT'
·
The Dukes couldn't overcome the •
first-half delicn. JMU turned the b:lll
over on two of its first three secondhalf possessions.
"The turnover.. were critical in the
game today," Tally said.
Brooks sa1d, "Whoever makes
more big plays wins . They made
more big plays. There were some

PETER HAGGARTY/staffpholographtr
Macey Brooka catches his second touchdown of the day In the third quarter of Saturday's

eam_e.

LAURA SOU.Ristoffphototrapher
Quarterback Willie Gonzalez had to run like this aU too often
Saturday. He was sacked four times and hurried all day.

unfortunate balls to the wrong
people."
Gon7.lllcz wa!> beat up all day by
Villanova's defen. e and wu ured
toward game·~ end . Play1ng h1s
. econd game after returning from a
broken hand. he was picked off on
JMU'" lost two pos~ssion!l.
"He was hurt a little and wa!l
roughed up." Wood said. " He made
some bad dec1sions, but when you· re
under dure s. you'll male tho'e
m1 takes."
Tally <;aid. "I think the p<~ss rush
wa.' the key 10 the game. If we hadn't
had it. Gonzale.t would've picked U'l
apan"
The Wildcats lost JUDIOr Brian
F1nneron. the leading rcce1vcr in the
Yankee Conference. wilh a knee
injury in the second quarter, but the
tc:nm 'till didn't mi"s a beat.
"Our offenc;e as 'et up so if you
take one aspect away, there's
somewhere else you can go.''
Cowsecte said.

Villanova JUnior running back
Cun1s Sifford led his te.am in ru hing
with 146 yards on 27 carries Junr.»r
quarterback Clint Park ran for SO
yards and two second-half scores.
Park also threw for another score.
JMU senior running back Kelvin
Jeter had a fine fir't half - running
for 55 yard!~ and a touchdown on 22
comes. five of which came in lhf'
'>econd half. But Jeter could onl}'
muster nine yards after JM U fell
behind. JMU went to the shotgun
formation for the fir-;t time all year to
try to give GonzaleL some time to
throw the football .
"We just got exposed 1n some
places we weren't os good.'' Wood
said. "We weren't as successful as
wewould'vl!hked."
But Wood saad he was plea ed
with how h1s team played in il\
regular season finale. "They played
hard. courageou . and I'm proud ol
their effort." he saad " We competed
well right down to the end."

Tribe beats Dukes again, this time in CAA tpurney final·
from Brttz.t staff reports
The College of William&. Mary defeated JMU 2-0 in the
championship game of the Colonial Athletic Association
Men's Soccer Tournament Sunday in Wilmington. N.C.
The top-seeded Tribe successfully defended their CAA titJe
and earned tbe conference's automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament while Improving to 18·2·1 for the seuon. The
second ~eeded Dukca fdl to 14-4-2.
After 1 acoreleas finl balf, tournament Most Valuable Player
Steve Jolley ani:l Olbe Valencia scored for the Tribe. Valencia
broke the de when he headed in teammate Dave McOowan'!l
lhrow I& 48:31. Jolley provided the insurance goal at 72:S6 by
headifta lit I corner kick by Wade Banet.
"William • Muy is a team that lives off your mistakes,"
JMtr bead coach Tom Manin said. ··we had some slack
marklaa. and their two free hitters ended up getting some
goals.•
In wlqaing their lOth straiaht game, the Tribe outshotthe

Dukes 16-9 and owned an 11 -2 advantage on comer kicks.
Goalkeeper Adin Brown made three saves while recording his
eighth shutout of the year.
"We ran out of gas." Martin ~aid. "You could really see the
effects of the other niaht's overtime [JMU's win over
Richmond in a shooeout] in the second half. We rotated players
1n and out, but it still didn't pick us up. We were slugg1sh."
The Dukes almost weren't involved in Sunday'"
championship game. as the University of RiChmond took JMU
to the limit in Saturday's semifinal game. But JMU prevailed
over the third-seeded Spiden 9-8 in penalty kiclcs after playing
to a 1-1 draw in regulation and two overtime periods.
The Spiders surprised the Dukes by strikmg first in
regulation on a goal by Duncan Susee at 4S:48. Forward Geoff
Honeysett tied the game near the end of regulation when he
came up with a loose t;all and beat Richmond goalkeeper
Adrian Clewlow.
"I thougbc we dominated the second half," Manin sa1d.
..Besides the mistake or giving them the p. we did weu:·

Although the Dukes outshot the Spiders 24-9,they could not
score the wmner, as two goal~ were disallowed by the referees.
In the !~hOOIOUI, JMU's AII-CAA goalkee~r Barry Purcell
stopped a shot by Richmond's Peter Luzak on the lOth attempt,
allowing forward Mike Brii..endine to end the game by beating
Clewlow on JMU's next attempt
•
Brizendine also led the Dukes' attack in their S·O victory
over Old Dominion University in quanerfinals of the CAA
tournament.
Sipi Savolanian opened the scoring at 7:09. and Kevin
Knight made it 2-0 at 21 :26. Brizendine scored once at 34:05.
and set up a goal by Honeyseu at 36:SO to stake the Dukes to a
commanding 4-0 halftime lead. Brizendine then assisted on Jon
Rutland's goal at84 :26 to end the scoring.
Purcell didn't have to make a save while registering the
shutout, as the Dukes out~hot the seventh-seeded Monarchs (317-0) 21-2 during the contest.
Rodn~y Taylor, sports tditor for UNCW'J Seahawk,
NHIInbw~d to

this orticl~•
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JMU made the right decision about Lefty ·
tnis ;, the ~hoot that had Amigo':-., then got w.!s loc;ing, he w:v fru,trated. and every time he
nd ,,, 11, th •n brought it b~ck again This is the turned around he was faced with a que tion
~ 3 mc 'chool that threw up a fountain in the about hl!l contract he couldn't 811swcr. He heard
nuJdle of Newman Lake, And thic; is also the everything - the rumor • comment and
,lhcxll that over·enrolled th1s year's fre,hman questions about his coaching ability, and he told
d.l" by about 400 student .
me himo;clf it hun him. After hi!> storied career
So. when JMU finillly gets ~omething right, Driesell was actually having to deal with t~
1 tcel obligated to let everybody know. To me.
WWhat have you done for me lately '!"
thl\ was a no-braillt!r, but to some, it seems like syndrome.
11 wa.' almost a ~truggle.
Dn~ll 's response to thi!i was admirable. He
JMU finally announced men's baslo;etball
led hi$ team to five straight victorie<~ at the end
head coach Lefty Driesell will contmue to of last c:enson,then went out and signed the best
coach the team this season and beyond The recruitmg class m the h.istOty or tho school.
official
an- ,--~......,~~-------------~..
For the
nouncement wa.'l
people who boo
't.'mcwhat vague
Lefty.
who
hut 1111 a step in
demand that
the
right
Lefty get fired,
dm~ction
who say Lefty
1s a bad coach.
Dnescll came
1nto this ~cason
consider th1s:
w1th 667 career
W1thout DriewlnS under his
sell ,
JMU
belt and one
wouldn't get
year left on his
the last two
exi,ting contract. Since la<;t sea.wn was by far great recruiting classes in a row. You wouldn't
hi\ wont in mote than 30 years. the~ was a lot get players from St. Anthony's, you wouldn't
of talk ab9ut this being his final season on the get players looking to make it to the NBA, and
JMU bench, if he even made it that far
you wouldn't sjgn top 100 prospects.
The current arrangement IS that Driesell can
Other things would also disappear without
coach at least through ht 700th career win
Driesell There would be. less attendance, Jess
That h1storic victory hould occur someume in meclla coverage and less money coming into the
the early part of the 1997-'98 season. Only six · program. People come to see Lefty stomping up
and down tt»e sideline. berating refCTCeS and
college coaches have reached that plateau.
The thing that bothers me is Drie ell winning games.
And just wait until he sets close to that
, houldn't have had to fight for a new agreement
ur contract. lllere shouldn't have been all of 700th win. There will be faces around here that
the mystery, su!ipense and drama l>Urrounding you don't see very often, from past players to
the contract of a coaching legend. To me, it was ESPN personalities. Seven hundred wins are
~1mple. This isn't John Thurston we're dealing
tough to come by. and the celebration will be
with, it's Lefty Driesell.
huge, to..say the least. Reserve your tickets now.
The~ w~ an obvious lack of respect for the
1lle sad thing is, it's the people closest to the
coach as Ialit litason wound down. His team
program, 1.e . the JMU fans. students and

The Best Pizza In Town
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I
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I
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I
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:
cheese
I
I topping
I
2 or 3 toppmg
:
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I

large
ch~

I

large
1 topping

1

llfF .
2 OT 3 toppmg
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---------~-------~--------FREE
Ranch
Dnnks 25¢
with
every
order
WE DELIVER THE BEST DEAL
WHENYOUCALL

Fast, Free Delivery
llam
- 12H~~drs~eekdays
I lam - lam Fn.- Sat.

administration, who have the most trouble
undersaanding this situation. Check out the road
attendance in the CAA. and you' ll find it ' s
highest when JMU comes to town. They pack
'em in for the Hander.
What it comes down to is thi~;
the day
Lefty Driesell lcave.s JMU. the program takes a
step backward Recruits wi ll remg on
commitments. players will tran.\fer and people
will stop coming to games. Nattonal media

outlets will ask. "Who is JMU to fire Lefty
Dricsell? Who do they think they are'?"
JMU has to come to grips with the fact that
when people hear the name "JMU," they don't
olwayllthink about US Ntw:J & World Rrport ',f
evaluauons. or about the Marching Royal
Dukes or even the suppo~edly good food
they thinL. of Lefty And if cooler heads preva1l,
JMU will let Driesell stay on the bench a.., long
ns he plea.ses.

STUDENTS NIGHT
Wednesday Night Dollar Off
Buffet and 2 Free Tokens with student
I.D.
I

In Walking Distance
from JMU- past Hardees in the
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

I

! $]nc~ ! $~&.~ i $J~~ l
.
*
*

KYLE BUSSistnior pi!Qtogrophtr

Men's head basketball coach Lefty Drlesell, cigar In hand, addresses a &roup of his
players at practlc:e last week. Driesell has 667 career wins coming Into the season.

43 3-0606

(;ETTA (;:\TTl'S F..\STFE..\ST Bl'FFET
2Wide Screen T.V.'s& VCR
(come catchall the games)
100 Person Private Party Room
for your student organizationreservations)
Hours
11 am - 12 mid Weekdays
llam - lam Fri. -Sat.

433-0606

-.. - - ..
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.T he Ancient World & Roman Britian
JULIUS CAESAR

MUMMIES

QUEEN ELIZABETH ll

May 6-25, 1997
Travel Study Course: IDSTORY 391A THE ANCIENT WORLD AND ROMAN BRITIAN. 3 Credits
Covers wealth of historical and arcbaelogical remains in Britian from Ancient
Near East and Roman occupation. Liberal Studies credit possible.
.
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London based course exploring museums with trips to Dover, Bath, Chester,
St. Albans, Oxford, Cambridge, Hadrian's Wall, and York
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Fee $2522 VA Student or
$2948 NVA Student,
excluding airfare.
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\fill ILI\l ' ll't told \filii"
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Contact: Dr. Robert Lembright
Telephone: 540-568-3990 or
540-433-1085
e-mail: LEMBRIRL

~

L II IIi h \ Oil. l'l' ; Ill
or:..!; 111 ; 11 HI 1i ""Ill' d 1111 or.
\ tIll 'l'l' I II 1(.

To be an organ and tissue
donor. even if you've signed
something. you must tell your
family now so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on how to talk
to your family. call

1-800-355-SHARE

f.:ZI::.t@
sr-,-,_, sr-_._.

11

Before you go
over the river and
through the woods to
Grandma's house,
{o't

Cfh£ ~tudio
I

Let us indulge
all of your body and
hair eare needs.
MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT TODAY
TO LOOK YOUR
BESTFORTHE
HOLIDAYS.
/.

I

Save The People You Call Up To 44%.
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Hepatica\Mike Earls
Stitchface &: Sock \Bob & Marty Z

WELt, r'U.. lEU_

YA I

PI.(J-STKk) ARE

t

FANTASTf(, BVT THEy

DOV' T t.AST FoREVER.
<oN SF- RVe UIHAT VOIJ
HAVE, 6VVOV.

WHY NOT
'-tudl'nt
Ra tt'':

Vour

JSTOP
. Christmas Sltop
for ".Artful" (Jifrs

LA.J{GEST SELECTiON 0 FJ7NE AJ{T'P.XJNTS
" POSTE:J{S lNTOl17N
ranging In stu from
8" x 10'' to "Big .As Life'' 'Posters
• unframed art $8.00 and up
• framed art $49.00 and up
• mounting and mattlnq Tfllt!le·u·rvalt
(priced accordtnq to slz.e)

XEADV :M.ADE JX.AM£5 ttr WSTf..X JX.AMEXIrS

o
Tfi
CUSTOM /X.AMJNG IN 7 ·10 D.AY5....
30%-soz

.7<-USJ{ O.:XOU-5 WELCO;tlE

try a

FREE

( Jo,t• to
( ampu'!

ONE- WEEK MEMBERSHIP
at Harrisonburg's newest Health Club!
LOTS Of fREE WCJGI ITS • lJNI..IMJTl:D AEROBICS - INDOOR ROCKCUMBINC

lJFECYCLES - FREE PERSONAL TRAINING • CVBOC & HAMI\11.£RSTR£Nl-;TJI
TR£AOMlll..S

-

STAIR CUMBERS • TANNING PACKAGES ~ NORDIC TRACK

I

.

iFREE

ONE-WEEK

:

MEMBERSHlP:

.ATNO E.XT:X.A CJ(XXGE!
1820 South Main Srreet
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Tel and Fax: 540-433-2667
Monday through Saturday
10 am - 6pm

NAME:- - - - - -VALIDDATES:- - - - -

.

:44 Miller Circle 574-AGYM:
:

(Behind Wendy•s on South Matn)

:

········· ····-------------··j

•
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oere On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh
WELL., ~~. T 'JJ.

'/ocJ

'LAb

Mon d:ty, N ov. I 8, I 996

29

rr~~-----

OOb ~.., R«

"71-M~IVI~ .

~, r WU.l>
MtS'> MEETIIJG.
lfdtfJWILY...

go i ng on

OFF ~CE
January 31st, 1997 at the
J. W. Marriott in Washington, D.C.
Free admission and transportation for all minority
Juniors and Seniors!
I

I
rr=================================~

To PRE-REGISTER and
be eligible for interviews.
send or fax your one-page
resume with three industry
preferences on a cover
sheet to:

Crimson & Brown
Associates
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
fax: (617) 577-7799
phone: (617) 577-7790

.Benefit: for scho~a.rsbip for
Keith O'Conne~~
3

Bands:

F0:ath of Slc.in, Box ~e, J
$7.00 cover

Pre-Registration Deadline:

NOVEMBER 25TH, 1996

TUEdDAY

Manute Soul

Beranek

in Nar.Y

T

HUFi. S D A Y

4. 00 cover

Sakkarah

FI-:DAY

Train opens
Alternative Lifestyles - Divas Show
AIDS Benefit-D.J.
t:t:an Sounds/~2

craig

rformers

11

s1.:..1T/ 2 3
' /98

$6 . 00 cove

Divas Live Floor Show
(Alternative Lifestyles)
acroaa
Earth .
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GET MONEY FROM YOUR 1JIQE IISTEAD.

i

Yow Uncle Smn. £:very yeat Army
ROTC awards achoiArs.htps to hundreds
or talented shK.IC!nts H you quahfy.
these nlf>tll h<l.~ schol;uslnps can
help you pay tuattOII ~lid educattOilill

lees 100y oven pay o Oot ra10 lOT text·
bootsandsupplies. Youoanot9oroc:cavo
an allowance ol up 1o $1500 roch
school year the scholarshjp Is 1n
efJect. rind out foday.U you quabJy.

..

ARMY ROTC
fOJ details. visit Bridgeforth Stadlwn South. Rm. 205
or coll 568-6264 c. (800) ROTC..JMU

The Official Ring Company .
for the
Class of ·1997
.

I

Nov. 18;20
9A.M. ,. 4p.M.
PosT OfficE Lobby

I

JMU ·

I

lCLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

w...,.

LoMe I • located 1/2
block from JMU. 8 mo , 9 mo ..
yur
luaes
IVIIIIble.
wasl\er/dryer. No Pets. Leese
bet•n• Jen. 1 . Please call 434·
7314 and Ilk tot Jemlfet.

2 ,..._. A•...._ S210/month
plus Ullht.... 1 block from campus
ecro11 from the hospital, 540

432.e653.
OM IMrooM

,.llnllehM In very

nice home next do(); to catn!)ln.
Avail . Jan . 1. $250/mo .• 434-

7842.

ltentuck~ Mon•olln new $200
Fender Stratacaster Sqwo new
SlSOo.b o.

564-1511.

HELP WANTED
u,no weekly ,_....._ mallina

, . . . . ctty a o.,tOM f111

our circulars. For info call
(202)298-1335

(IOO)en.aM

One
ledroom Apartment
S310/mo. Dec/Jan-June Oetstls:
434-0326.
•

~ COIMio 28R, 2 Bath,
1_. 97 or 1·25-97, $1,500 each
week. 1·202·332-«30.

FOR LEAK: AIAPI Four bed1oom
apartment/house Across from
Quad, 1155 S Main. Perlect
location! $220/month. Call 584·
2652 Jason, Grea

Neejl a ,lace to live? One
bedroom, turnilhed, 1n Hunter's
Rld&e loft epertmenta. four
friendly l•rt roommates . CloH to
bua atop. Cell Rachel at 574l·
2187.

Wllllamabirr' Condo Sl11pa 4 ,
ThankS~~vtn& Week $3001 Spring
Break flonda, Sleeps six SSOOI
Can 28~28. This Deal CM't Be

UrlfwoentttJ ..... - 3 ., 4 . . .

S BDR KouM. AwallatiM Ju. 1,
S217/mo. s. ~St .• 2 blockS
from campus, 56«>462.

fumlsl\ed Of unfumial\ed. Apple
AMI Est.ee Inc. 15401 433-9578.

Beat!

'97·'98H

nc .

Phoenix Enterprises

M-e . , _ st. M4

no Wllftlt

Lane 1 8R IPtl. Loceted 1/2
block from JMIJ'.
mo .. 9 mo.,
)'dr le. . evetllble ~Jan.
1st, S380 for yur Ieese. Call
434-7374 and Uk tot JeMifef,

e

Maf....

141..,. -

Subleaae 1

BR.: furnished, pri\'8S8 bath, W/d.
Cali 434-1880.

lutllet Ill Alll*'l CroeMICI Male Of
female needed to fill one
furnished bedroom for aprin&
s.meatM. Call ErJCa at 433-1157.
One llarjlwood, llelltiHI llabltat,
one bedroom and the rest
available In December. $325,
Downtown. It's nice. Call 574·
4l560.
Sprln' ' 17 Sublea.. JM
Apartmenta , $160. Call Heather

2 01 4 bedroom apartment ,
.Hardwood floors & tife1)1aee.
South HCh St.

2 or 3 bedroom townhOuse on
Uberty SL ()ose to campus.
1.2 013

bedroom apartment

deck house. Mason SL
5 Of 6 bedroom house.
Two kitchens Old South High SL

7 large bedroom house.
2 kitchens. 2 bath. 3 nOOB.
1 or 3

tart& bedroom aparunent
on Franklin St.

University Place furnished
4 beqroom, 2 bath. W/0,
D/W, A/C. June or Aug. lease.
Three to choose from
Call Anytime 432-3979

564-2789.
SubleaM

s,rtnc Setneeter:

three
female roommatn, furnished,
Ashby Cross~. 564-1991.

M/ F ne.diHI for sprfn' 1H7 In
CotieCe sutlon. Rent ne&otiable,
very quiet roommatea. 3 lloor, •
beOrOOfn. Call John 433-9487.
Sublet In Hunter'• Rid''
Townllou... Ona Bedroom,
tumished let &pr•rc aeme&tet. can

FOR SALE
Ma,lc, Star Wart, Star Trek Baseball. Basketball. Football,
Hockey. Buytn&/Sellln& sports,
non-sports
cards .
Dukes
Sportscards, 1427 South Matn.
Next to 7-11. 433-DUKE

I BR HouH, 2 kJtclleM, Old S.
High, Aug. '97. 568-3068

Seized cart from $175 Porsches, Cadlllacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WDs . Your area Toll free .
(800)898-9778, e.. t. A 3727 for
current hsttngs.

II IR Hou . . Ellzabetll Street ,
available Aug. '97. 568-3068

Wor1d ,m. - fairly traded ~I
Grtt & Thrtft. 227 N. Main.

MillY 433-9408

Off· campua rental llatln' for
spring .semester and nellt school
y88(, L.aliO hOUIOS, dUplele& ao(l
apartmenta. http:/tmembers.ool
eom/Jmuca:;PfOP
Aullablo renule for JanuarJ
1M7 3 8R ~t $630, 5 BR
house S900, tor detatls: http://
members.sol.comtjmucasprop or
call584-4396.

..........

1 'rln' ' 17 lullleeae. One
furnished bedroom In The
Commons. Three friendly &irl
roommates. Please call soonl

Orut Prlcea New Hondas .
Hamsonburg Honda on the Net.
http://tiOflltr,nca.net/chuckwtlhams.
Movln• by December 15. For life
sofa and chair - $100, brass
headboard and frame - $50.
Please call Jen at 564 2780
1988 1/ 2 Ford Eacort 'OT 89K,
many &oodles• $2,500 Grea 564·
2652.

CN111 lfllpe Hlr1"1 • Earn up to
S2.000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal and fuiHtme postttOOs.
No eapar11nce necessary. For
Information call 1·206-971·3550
ext. C532258
lntemetiOflat £Mployment Earn
up to $2 5 $4l5/hour teachln&
basic convftrtational En&llah in
Japan. Taiwan or S. Korea No
teachln& back&round or Asian
lanauaaes
required .
For
Information call 206 971·3570
ext. J53255.

"""'*"

• • • 30
Dm L4ftJ Now
II the time to tuarantee the
loweat rates and best hOtels ror
sprin& break, Letsure Tours has
packapt to SOuth Padre.
Jamaica and Florida. 800 838
8203

cancun.

Atten: lxc4lent Income let home
assembly WOfk. Info. 1·50~
1700 DEPT. V~.

JMU BOOKSTORE
APPLY NOW!

Now hlnnt tot Sc>r•n& BOokr\tsh
$4l.95/ Hr.

SUite Applleatton and completed

Sprma Schedule requlted. Apply •n
perwn by Nov. 20
Cartlflad Nuraln' A.. latantl,
Sunnyside Retirement Community
In Harnsontxq currently has CNA
openlncs •. fullttmo and part time.
S.50 shift premium for 3-11 and
11·7. free meal each shilt. and
patd vacatton and sick leave.
Weekend!i only also available.
Insurances available based on
actual number of hour~ worked •
Contact the Dtrector of Health
seMc:es t 5688230 or COfnplete
an pOitC81ton tn Matn Lobby daily
8a.m to8 p.m.
Une Cooks Part Time schedules
perfect for students . Meal
Discounts , Good Pay, Apply
Parao·s All)'tlme
Food
Service
Alllttanta
Sunnystde
Retirement
•n
Harrisonburg has opening~ for
part ttme Food Service ASs :.tsnt5
providln& qualtty service to
restdents , and tn kitchens,
dtshrooms. dtn1ng roorns . Worll
schedule includes some week
days and every other weekend.
Contact the Direc tor of Food
SefVIOes at 568-8454 or complete
an epphcatton 1n Main Lobby dally
8 a.m . to 8 p .m . Benehts vary
basoo on number of hours WOI'IIed.
Library Special Collection•, 10
hours/week. $4.75/hour, Prefer
lreshman or sophomore! who
wants t o work unttl graduat1on,
Vaned, lntercslllA dulles related
to rare books ood manuscflpts.
perfect for humanlt•c:o majOrs. Call •
•3EJ12. lell\ic nlll11e and number.

s.IIT,..I

GofrMI
...._.. CMae $271
c-a~htl

-~.COift

Holiday Help Wanted
Fairfax, VA
HkkCM'J ...,.

IS htrtn& full--lime
temporary J10$ttlons to biCfn
O.C...bef10.20, counter sales
Ond food prep 111811able M.OOjllr.
call 70W1.1-7445.
13898 Metro Teen Drrw
ChanUIIy, VA 20151

WANTED
DclftiM rour NHcle to the Chartty
Foooclatlon Tax Deductible Ch..•'Y
Foundation. Inc. 640..32-6653.

ADOPTION: Iovin& childless,

Chrisuan couple wtstt to lldopt an
infant or youna child. Wlllln& to
pay lelal/mechcat expenses Call
l<en & Karen 1-800-251-7601.
Wantejl:

self·mottvatad,
lfelatiOUI and reliable student lor
parHtme work tn downtown
Harrlsonbura business Should
llave finance /business study
focus; law knowled&etexpenence
a plus. Hours exuemely flexible.
excellent
starting
pay.
Sophomores and juntors only
plear.e. 5encl r6sum6 to Box 1059
Hamsonburg, VA 22801 .

PledCMI Md ctiM't like It? Start
your own fratem1ty! Zet.a Beta Tau
IS tookirc for men and women to
stan a new chapter. If you are
Interested In academic success. a
chance to network and an
opportunt\y to ma~e fnends 1n a
non-ptedg•n& brotherhood • ·mall
zbt.zbtnatlonal.ora or cell Chad
Hrbek at 433-6733.

LOST & FOUND
Reward Offered: Lost Sillier nn&
wtlh sun pattern. Please call Deby

564-0449.

SERVICES
Adoption:
Clloo..
Uti
Professional m8(rted couple has
lo~nng home. !>ecure life wa1ttn&
fOf your baby. Call Chrta/ Linll11·
800-827-4619. Your &Itt , our
treasure Let's help each other.

ThankS
Lowest Prlceal
lmpnnted
sponwear, promotional Items. etc.
Campua Custom Reaouroea
Unltd. 433-3734 or ccruOrlca.net
S1,000a Po..lble Typlnc Part
Ttme. At HOtne Toll Free (1) ~
218-9000 ext.T-3727 for llstlnas.
51,0001 Po. . f~le Rudin'
Bookt. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free (1) 800 218 9000 e~t R
3727 tor ltsttnes.
Tentftc TJPist fast. accurate; IW!&r
JMU. Mtcrosoft Work& $1 /PI·
434-2976.

1~---THE_B_RE-EZE_M_onda-y,-Nov.- 18,_19963 1
Groat Ameftcan
oout
"Pack It u,• ~
GcMtwlft Hal, Flrat Root
Noli...., 21. ~p.m•
Free 'InformatiOn. food and prizes.

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Cancun, Bahamas.
Jamatca & Aonda
Best Prices, Best Petties.

wlr!Ch for more details.
Spon50fed by Health Science
Class 4l58 and the Untvef$tty
Health Center.

Space Is limited, for free

GROUP DISCOUNTS
brochure CAU TODAY

1-800-959-4SUN

lott e• Willpower! All natural.
Doctor recommended herbal
wei&tlt loSs syateml Lose up to 30
lbs 1n 30 days• Proven ruultsl
Money back guarantee! Call Rob
It 432·9333

Alternative Sprtne
Break Trips
Make a difference this year by
seMng Habitat sites, youth
progroms. an Island communtty
center In GA, fL and SC.
Info sessions Tues. Nov. 19,
Taylor 402, 9:00 p.m.

NOnCE
For -

lnlonNtJcwl and
....teMe ........ tiM
~~of ftnenclnC

...,._.~-~
!tome~ contact tile

letter..._ a - I n c.,
at (703)342-5455.

SPRING BREAK

S~rt~ Break '97

The Rei 8ble Pf'"C Break Company
Hottests DestlnatiOI'ISI
Coolest VacatiOns!
Guaranteed Lowest Prtcesl
FfOfn S99 Olpn12e Small Group•
Tr~~~el Freel
Sunsplash 1~26-1710

SPfUNOIRUK ' 17'1 Cancun.
8ahemas. Jematca & Florida.
Campus Reps & Group Or&anLters
£ARN FREE TRIPS & CASH.... Ce1l

us today 1-800-7~790 .

WWtN.SUNSPI.ASKTOURS.COM

Spring Break '97
LOweSt pnces to
AOftda. Jamaica. Cancun.
Bahamas & Camrval CNtSH.
Earn Free Trtps & Ca&hl
Endless Summer Tours
(100)234-7007 Of Call SIIC)',
1<1\stJt & Debbi8(540)4330811.

Spring Break
Bahamas Party
CruiseI
6 Days $2791
Includes all Meals, Free
Parties. Taxes! Great
Beaches & Nightlife!
Prices Increase Soon •
Save $501
springbreaktravel.com
i.SOo-678-6386.

PERSONALS
Dllc JocMyt faf .... Gl'elrl musiC
and KARAOKE too. 433-0360.

place • clauthd lldln
The BIHD, please come
to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall, weekdays from 8 a m .-5
p.m. Classified ads cost
$2.50 for the first 10 words,
and $2.00 for each additional
10 words. Boxed ads are $10 •
per column inch.
To

Sprln& Break '97 Lowest prices to
Florida , Jamaica , Cancun,
Dahamas. & Carnival Cru11es.
Eam Free Tnps & .Cash. £ncllesa
Summer Toura Uloo-234-7007.
Cell snera Bcadnet & Trac1 HB~~~
Sprfn' Break Plftltna Cltyl
Boardwalk Beach Resonl Best
Hotel, locatton, Prteel 7 Ncttts

Melroae
partlea,
formals ,
KARAOKE. NDJC since 1985 .
(OJCONNECT.aol.com) 4l33-0360.

S129 1 D~ona · BestL~~

Moo. . , Happy Birthday A'aln.
One week later because I'm &one
aga.n. I love ya YOOI Little Bto.

.

S1391 Cocoa Beach Htlton S1691
SPftrlCbfealctnwel COfn
1.800-67&6386.

Cancun & Jamaica
Spring Break
Specials!
7 Nights Air & Hotel From
$3991 Pnces Increase
Soon • Save $501 Save
$150 of Food, Drinks &
Free Parties!
111% Lowest Price
Guarantee!
spnngbreaktravel com
1·800-678-6386.

Gamma Raya You're Aweaomel
Almost there! We ere proud or all
17. Love the Phl So&ma Pt brother$.
Hope you lied a . . ,,
formal S•gma Kappa

a happy

Sltnll Kappa wants to aay hello
and we love you to our sister
abroad Ntcole McHenry! We miSS
you!
Suhlcl'lptlon• to The B~Nz•
lite 11\'D\IOblel
For only $30 for third class mall,
or S75 for lust class matl,
you can receive a full year of
The BtHZ11. Please send your
name. O<klrcss & money 1o:

The,..,.
Anthony Seeger Hall
Harrtsonbufl. VA 22807

tOjp_lace a classified ad, you only have one
e. This is the last Breeze until Thursday,
whic'h will be the last issue of the se1nester.
The Breeze's office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Jl.jl)J
~:.".Pftill~~~R;l"W-~Iioli

first 10 words, ~t for each a<lditional 1'0 words; B"w~c....
,·.-II"''II.....~"·~~I,I.U. . inch.
for ~onda! is$11~ noon 'fuesday for Thlfrsday
in advance in The Breeze office.
Ua..IL.....
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John's Apartment at

SOUTHVIEW

t

has 4 bathrooms.
A sure crowd pleaser.
•

Each furnished Luxury ·

4 Bedroont 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:
• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven
' • Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
• • Bus Service

Stop by
The Commons
. · Rental Office,
or Call 432-0600,,
or have your
· parents
call us toll free at
1 -800-JMU-8761
. and make a
move to luxury!
I

I

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
· · and by appointment

869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

